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ABSTRACT
The development of a complete solid state 1.06y optical receiver
which can be used in optical communications at data rates approaching 1.5 Gb/s,
or in other applications requiring sensitive, short-pulse detection, is re-
ported. This work entailed both the development of a new type of hetero-
junction III-V semiconductor alloy avalanche photodiode and an extremely
charge-sensitive wideband low-noise preamp design making use of GaAs
Schottky barrier-gate field effect transistors (GAASFET's) operating in
the negative-feedback "transimpedance" mode. The inverted homo-heterojunction
GaAs, Sb avalanche photodiodes developed in this program give 1.064u
X~ A X
quantum efficiencies over 96%, and for typical 3 mil diameter devices, have
bulk leakages of about 300 pA, total leakages of about 3nA at -50 volts
bias, and junction capacitances of only Cj=0.1pf. Since all of the light
absorption in the l.Oy to 1.08p spectral width of these APD's is absorbed
in the depletion region, for which the transit time is under 50 ps, the
intrinsic APD frequency response is of the order of lOGHz. Peak avalanche
gains up to 24dB at 273MHz have been obtained with these devices. The very
low junction capacitance of this new APD makes it possible to realize an
extremely charge-sensitive receiver by hybrid integrating the APD with a
correspondingly low input capacitance preamp. This ultra-low input capaci-
tance is achieved in the receivers developed under this program by the use
of a GAASFET input stage, with the resistor thermal noise minimized by op-
erating the input stage as an "operational amplifier" in the negative feed-
back or "transimpedance" mode. For closed-loop bandwidths approaching a
gigahertz, of course, this "op-amp" must be very fast to avoid oscillation.
In GAASFET preamp #8, fabricated in this program, the input capacitance was
approximately 0.28 pf (plus O.lpf APD capacitance), the open-loop "op-amp"
gain was 20 with a gain-bandwidth of 5GHz, and the closed-loop frequency
response with a 5Kft feedback resistance was F3dB= 620MHz. The response
of the reciever to a short current impulse gives an output pulsewidth of
Ins (full width 10% maximum) and a pulse of only N = 347 electrons will
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give a peak output equal to the rms noise output. With appropriate short
pulse sampling of the output, this receiver should achieve 10~ bit error
rate detection of PGBM modelocked laser data with a difference in signal
between a "1" and a "o" of only N . = 3600/M photons/bit, where M is the
avalanche gain (for low M). Even for small avalanche gains, this is the
most sensitive l.OSy high data rate receiver available anywhere. Receivers
of this type were evaluated (also under NASA contract) in a 400 Mb/s Nd-YAG
laser communications system, achieving bit error rates in excellent
agreement with those calculated from our preamp test data.
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I — A X
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of this work was to develop an optical receiver for
1.06y modelocked Nd-YAG laser pulses with greater sensitivity for high data
rate (400 Mb/s) optical communications than any other 1.06y receiver. We
have been successful in achieving this goal. This has been accomplished by
a dual effort in developing (a) a new type of avalanche photodiode detector
which gives 96% quantum efficiency at l.OGp and (b) a new wideband preamp
design which achieves a charge p-.ilse sensitivity under 350 electrons. The
combination of these gives an integrated solid state optical receiver very
well suited for optical communications or other applications involving the
detection of short 1.06y optical pulses. Fig. 1.1 shows a photograph of
one of these receivers together with its response to a very short input
pulse.
In satellite laser communications systems, the typical signal levels
at the detector will be of the order of 10 photons in a lOOps wide modelocked
laser pulse. The goal of the receiver is to be able to distinguish with a low
(<TO~ )i probability of error per bit (BER) whether the transmitter modulator
passed or deleted the pulse in each bit time. This requires sensitivites
in the high-speed data receiver exceeding those of the low quantum effi-
ciency 1.06y detectors commercially available. In photomultipliers, for
example, the best 1.06p quantum efficiencies of the photocathodes, (of the
order of 1% for III-V alloy cathodes in delivered tubes) are not adequate to
achieve this level of communications performance, even ignoring their problems
of cathode life and the excess noise mechanisms which prevent current tubes
from achieving low bit error rates.
In contrast to the photomultiplier, solid state avalanche photo-
diodes can achieve high quantum efficiencies as long as a material with
high optical absorption coefficient, a. , is used - which means a direct
bandgap semiconductor if photon energies near the energy gap are to be
considered. Silicon, for example, is an indirect bandgap material with an
optical absorption coefficient of only a = 10 cm" at 1.064p. In a
Fig. 1.1 Photograph of GAASFET Preamp #8 shown
with a signal-averaged oscilloscope
trace showing the subnanosecond response
of #8 (measured through cascaded B&H
preamps) to a current impulse input of
4125 electrons (25mV/cm vertical, Ins/cm
horizontal).
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photodiode with depletion width, W, the quantum efficiency for light
absorbed in the depletion region cannot exceed n <_ 2a.W, even assuming a
perfect mirror on the back for two passes of the light. Since the transit
time, TTR, for carriers with drift velocity Vg will be TTR = W/V , we
have a frequency-quantum efficiency tradeoff from F~ .. ~ 0.4/TTR of
T?f3dB<0"8aL^s" " In a tyP10^ l-06y silicon reach-through avalanche photo-
diode, V for holes would be under 5x10 cm/sec so that a silicon APD will
have a quantum efficiency-gain product of rj, _. f ._ <40 MHz (usually
considerably less). In order to attempt to achieve better results at
1.06y with a material so poorly suited for high speed 1.06y photodetectors,
some workers have carefully selected silicon APD's with identical breakdown
voltages and connected them optically in series (electrically in parallel)
to achieve higher quantum efficiency with the same transit time, at the
expense of doubled capacitance, doubled dark current and degraded gain
noise factor from mismatches between the gains of the two devices. Such
devices were tested along with III-V alloy photomultipliers and the
receivers described here on an actual 1.06y 400 Mb/s PGBM modelocked laser
communications system at McDonnel Douglas Astronautics under contract with
-NASAr-GSF-Gi--In--these tests, the silicon APD's indeed showed high avalanche
gains, M (as would be expected from a mature material technology), and
operated at M = 100, considerably out-performed the photomultipliers in
terms of the signal required to reach any given bit error rate. On the
other hand, with normal defocused beams, GAASFET preamp #7 from this program
-8
was able, using no avalanche gain at all (M = 1), to achieve 10 BER with
only a factor of 1.6 more signal power than the two silicon APD's in
parallel required at optimum gain. In other words, operated at any average
gain over M = 1.6, preamp #7 will detect 1.06y data at low BER with lower
signal levels than any other 1.06y photodetector (other than GAASFET
preamp #8 from this program). With appropriate short-pulse sampling
in the communcations receiver #8 should be able to attain the same BER
as preamp #7 with 30% less signal level (or 30% less APD gain at the same
signal level). In other words, with hardly any avalanche gain (M > 1.13),
receiver #8 from this program should be able to achieve low bit error rates
with a lower signal level than the best measured double silicon APD
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structure. Also it might be mentioned that while the frequency response
of the double silicon APD device is barely sufficient for 400 Mb/s operation,
GAASFET receiver #8 is capable of data rates approaching 1.5 Gb/s.
The method for achieving such high performance in these optical
receivers is to "put the physics on your side" by starting with a direct-
bandgap III-V alloy semiconductor to achieve high quantum efficiency with
comfortably small depletion region and device sizes for short transit
times and low capacitances. For example, for GaAs, Sb alloys with an
I "A A
energy gap of E ~ 1.1 eV, the 1.064n optical absorption coefficient is48 7
about a, = 10 /cm, so with V = 10 cm/s, the quantum efficiency-bandwidth
product is ^ F-.g <. 40 GHz. Hence attaining near-unity quantum efficiency
does not represent any significant speed compromise. A more subtle
advantage of the increased optical absorption coefficient in these direct
bandgap III-V alloys is the fact that it allows us to achieve lower device
capacitance. For example, in the silicon APD's discussed previously, the
depletion widths are of the order of several mils, which means that to
get the uniform fields required for uniform gains, the device diameter
must be at least an order of magnitude greater, or about 1 mm. Since the2
device capacitance scales as area (diameter ), if the diameter must be
some constant times the depletion width, then the junction capacitance,
Cj = e A/W will be proportional to W. For the double silicon APD structure,
the total junction capacitance will be about 2 pf. On the other hand, in
the GaAs, Sb APD's described here, W = 5p is sufficient to attain
1 ~A X
*?! nc > 96%, and a 3 mil diameter APD such as used in receiver #8 hasI. Uby
only Cj ~ 0.1 pf. This means that a given number of photoelectrons in
a charge pulse will produce twenty times the voltage change across this
GaAs, Sb APD as it would across the double silicon APD. Further,
I ~A A
considering that a given number of photons incident in a pulse on the two
devices will produce perhaps four times as many photoelectrons (before gain)
in the GaAs, Sb APD as in the double silicon APD, it is very easy to
I ~A A
see why the silicon APD requires a gain of 100 to do what the GaAs, Sb
I **A A
APD with integrated GAASFET receiver can do with no avalanche gain at all.
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1.2 Summary
The central effort in this program has been to develop a high
quantum efficiency, low capacitance APD and an extremely charge-sensitive
preamp to be hybrid integrated with the APD to make a very low-noise data
receiver for 1.06y laser communcations. This work has necessitated a
number of corollary efforts including the development of special analytical
tools such as a scanning laser microscope for the avalanche photodiode
.development,, an analysis of the laser communciation detection problem with
special attention to the preamp noise-limited case, and the development
of detailed signal and noise models for the integrated GAASFET preamps,
along with special measurement techniques using a Tektronix Digital
Processing Oscilloscope for experimentally determing the parameters of
these models.
Many different analytical techniques are used in the GaAs, Sb
I ~A 3\
APD development work, varying all the way from specialized applications of
the scanning electron microscope in microscopic compositional analysis of
III-V alloy epitaxial layers to the use of our scanning laser microscope
for studying the UHF avalanche gain uniformity of compel ted detectors.
Some of these analytical techniques are described in detail in Section 3,
but most are only briefly mentioned with references to more complete
descriptions (Section 3.3.1). Because the Digital Processing Oscilloscope
represents a new tool for electronics measurements, the application of which
will not be familiar to most readers, this system is described in Section
3.3.7 and the methods of applying this system to the particular preamp
measurement problems incurred in this work are discussed in Section 3.3.8.
Appendix A contains the computer programs developed for the DPO to do
everything from the measurement of noise histograms on preamps in order to
be able to accurately predict their low bit error rate performance, to
calculating preamp performance from circuit models. Also described in
Section 3 are techniques for doing absolute noise measurements with
Tektronix 7L13 spectrum analyzer. It should be commented that the rapid
progress made in the integrated GAASFET preamp development (as seen in
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Table 5.1 for example) is a consequence of the application of such sophisti-
cated analytical tools as the DPO to gain an understanding of the problems
encountered at each stage of the work in order to overcome them.
To develop an optical receiver optimized for a specific system
application, it is first necessary to understand in detail the system so
that the appropriate parameters are optimized. In Section 2.1, the
detection process in an optical communications system based on on-off
modulation of short modelocked laser pulses is analyzed. Special consideration
here is given to the case where the preamplifier noise is dominant, as
applies for low avalanche gains in these APD receivers. As is shown in
Section 2.1.3, in preamp-noise-limited detections, the difference in the
number of photons per bit between a "1" and a "0" required for optical
communications at a given bit error rate (BER) is proportional to a factor
depending on the BER (given in Table 2.1), inversely proportional to the
quantum efficiency-gain product of the APD, and proportional to the "minimum
detectable current pulse", N for the preamp. This N , which is the number
of"electrons in a current impulse into the preamp required to give an
output pulse with a peak height equal to the rms output noise, is the key
parameter to be optimized in the integrated GAASFET preamp. (Techniques
for measuring N directly are described in Section 3.3.10.) In the general
case of both preamp and APD noise (appropriate for higher avalanche gains),
discussed in Section 2.1.4 through 2.1.6, it is shown that as gain is
increased, the most important parameters of the APD are quantum efficiency,
quantum efficiency-gain product, dark leakage current and excess multiplica-
tion noise factor, in more or less that order. In general, the most .
sensitive receiver will be the one with the highest quantum efficiency and
the lowest preamp noise (N ), using just sufficient avalanche gain to raise
the signal shot noise above the preamp (and the lower are the APD dark
current and excess noise factors, the closer will be the results to those
of an ideal receiver).
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The design approach for attaining a high quantum efficiency 1.06y
avalanche photodiode are discussed in Section 2.2. The inverted homo-hetero-
junction design brings the light directly into the depletion region through
transparant GaAs substrate and GaAs, Sb buffer layers, giving high
I ™/\ /\
quantum efficiency, while the peak-field, high gain portion of the depletion
region is at a p-n homojunction formed in uninterrupted liquid epitaxial
growth by dropping a small amount of p-type dopant into the n~ active layer
growth melt. Keeping the gain region away from either a heterojunction or
epitaxial growth interface greatly reduces problems due to defect-produced
microplasmas limiting gain. The results obtained with these GaAs-, Sb
I ~A A
homo-heterojunction APD's are discussed in Section 4.1. The "K-9" growth
devices used in the integrated preamps have 17,
 Q(.. >_ 96% and for a
3-mil diameter device have a bulk leakage current of I. =* 300 pA, surface
leakage current of about 3nA at a 50 volt bias increasing to ~ 100 nA near
VB (~ 120 volts), a junction capacitance of C, = 0.1 pf and a spectral
response width of about 1000A. The peak high frequency avalanche gains
seen-with-these devices are up to-24 db in small areas, but the gains are
nonuniform at the higher gain levels with only a few areas exceeding gains
of 15 db or so. The average gains seen in normal defocused beam operation
are typically 6-10 db. The principal limitations on the gains achieved
with these devices are fluctuations in the active layer thickness due to
surface morphology features in the liquid epitaxial growth and to the fact
that the wrong complementary device type was used (see Section 2.2.2).
The fact that the low-gain carrier was being used to provide the avalanche
gain greatly exaggerates the gain nonuniformities which arise because of the.
fluctuations in the depletion region thickness. Future work will be
directed toward correcting these problems and attaining more uniform gains.
The basic approach toward developing highly charge-sensitive
(low N ) preamps is discussed in Section 2.3. To obtain low N , one must
reduce the input capacitance of the preamp and the resistor thermal
(Johnson) noise. The capacitance reduction is made possible by using a
GaAs Schottky barrier field effect transistor (GAASFET) input. For example,
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GAASFET preamp #8 has an input capacitance of about CIN =* 0.28 pf (plus
C, = 0.1 pf for the APD), much lower than could be obtained with a silicon
bipolar transistor input. The low Johnson noise is obtained by going to
a negative feedback type of first stage. In this approach, the first stage
is used as an operational amplifier in the "transimpedance" mode with the
feedback resistance, Rf, connected between the output and the (inverting)
input. In this mode, R-: may be larger than a corresponding load resistance
(to give the same bandwidth) by a factor approximately equal to the
"op-amp" gain. Of course, for stable closed loop operation at frequencies
approaching a gigahertz as desired here, the "op-amp" must have very low '
phase shift. The "op-amp" in GAASFET preamp #8 has an open-loop gain of
about 20 with a gain-bandwidth product of about 5 GHz, enabling a closed-
loop receiver f~^ of 620 MHz with a feedback resistance of Re = 5000ft.
The impulse response time for this receiver, shown in Fig. 1.1, is InS
full width at 10% maximum and the peak to 5% fall time (665ps) would allow
pulsed data reception to data rates on the order of 1.5 GHz before the
onset of serious intersymbol interference. The minimum detectable current
pulse for this preamp is N = 347 electrons, about an order of magnitude
better than typical 50ft silicon bipolar wideband preamps for comparable
pulsewidths. The characteristics of each of the preamps delivered to NASA
under this program are described in detail in Sections 4.2 through 4.4.
and summarized in Table 5.1.
The conclusions from this work are discussed in Section 5 and
will not be reiterated here. We have at the present the most sensitive
optical receiver for detecting short l.OSy modelocked laser pulses available.
With further improvements in the avalanche gain characteristics in the
GaAs, Sb detectors, we could achieve sensitivities perhaps an order of
I —X A
magnitude better than what we have now - a very exciting prospect indeed.
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2.0 PERFORMANCE GOALS AND DESIGN APPROACH
The purpose of this work is to develope a wide bandwidth l.OSy
optical receiver to be used as the data receiver in a 400 Mb/s satellite
optical communications system based on a modelocked Nd-YAG laser. Because
these systems require, along with very high speed, exceptionally high
receiver sensitivity (because of the low signal levels available over the
long path lengths), the use of conventional low quantum efficiency 1.06p
detectors is precluded. The approach adopted for this solid state receiver
is to combine a near-unity quantum efficiency 1.06y photodiode of very
low capacitance (for high charge pulse sensitivity) with a very low current
noise, high charge sensitivity wideband preamp, with sufficient avalanche
gain in the photodiode to attain the required performance. Since the
performance requirements on the avalanche photodiode (APD) and preamp
are dictated by the optical communication system application, it is
relevant to begin with an analysis of the detector requirements in an
optical communications system.
2.1 Detector Requirements in a Modelocked Laser Communications System
2.1,1 Data Detection in the Poisson Limit
Consider an optical communications system effectively consisting
of a modelocked laser putting out short light pulses (of width AT) at a
repetition frequency (data rate) R or period (bit time) T = 1/R (where
T»AT), followed by an optical modulator synchronized to the modelocked
pulse stream. For our purposes, let us consider simple pulse-gate binary
modulated (PGBM) operation in which pulses are either passed or "deleted,"
rather than the more complex PQM operation in which the "zero's" are not
discarded, since the reduction of signal level by going to PQM from
PGBM will be essentially the same for all detectors. The modelocked
laser-modulator is followed by transmitting optics and a long path length
to the receiving optics. While the number of transmitted photons per
bit for each "1" (where a "1" is taken as a pulse passing with minimum
attenuation through the modulator and a "0" is with maximum attenuation)
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is relatively constant, the fact that over the long path lengths considered
only a tiny fraction of the transmitted photons are collected by the
receiver optics makes the received photon flux statistical in nature.
(Both these beam divergence or optical diffraction losses and the optical ab-
sorption processes in media are statistically random processes, making the
received signal pulses random when the received level is much less than the
transmitted level.)
This statistically random nature of the received signal itself
sets a limit to the performance which can be attained in an optical
communications system. In concept, the very best performance that a
receiver could attain would be to count all the photons arriving from the
transmitter through to the receiver optics during each "bit time."
(We assume throughout that the clock has been accurately extracted from
the received data stream so that the bit interval is precisely known.)
The statistically random nature of the received photons means that, for
example, if when the transmitter is sending a "1" we receive an average
number of photons n, each bit time, then the probability for measuring
n photons (n is of course a positive integer) in a bit time is given
by the Poisson distribution as
-n, _ n
e n.
An example of the application of Eq. 2.1 to ideal photon counting
detection is shown in Fig. 2.1. Here we consider the case when an average
of Tu = 50 photons/bit is received on a transmitted "1" and 10% of this
or 7i= 5 photons/bit is received on a transmitted zero (either because
of limited modulator extinction, background light or a combination of
both). The probability distributions P-,(n) for F, = 50 and p (n) for n" = 5
are shown in Fig. 2.1 by circles and x's respectively (the lines connecting
the points in some areas are for visualization purposes only; the Poisson
distributions are defined only at integral values of n). Optimum communica-
tion is achieved by putting the "decision level" near the crossover points
10
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of the probability distributions. In Fig, 2.1 for example, if we guess
that any time we count 20 or more photons, then a "1" was transmitted
and any time we count 19 or fewer photons a "0" was transmitted, we will
minimize the percentage of time our guess is wrong (the bit error rate).
Assuming equal numbers of "Ts" and "O's" are transmitted, then the bit
error rate (B.E.R.) will be given by
B.E.R, = h [P.E. (1) + P.E, (0)] (2.2)
or
r 19
2 P,(n)
n=0 '
oo
+ 2 p (n)
n=20 °
B.E.R. = h p (n) P  (2.3)
In Fig. 2.1, P.E. (1) = 4.79xlO"7 and P.E. (0) = 3.45xlO"7, so B.E.R.=4.12xlO"7
for this n, = 50, ng = 5 case (S = nQ/n, = 0.1). If we reduce the signal
level slightly, the B.E.R. will increase; for example, for n, = 46.95
—fi i
photons/bit, S = 0.1 we have B.E.R. = 10" (i.e., one error in one million
received bits).
In fact, there is no such perfect "photon counter" detector
which will give the performance described above. An electron multiplier,
however, can in principal come quite close to achieving photo-electron
counting. Hence in a photomultiplier with a cathode of quantum efficiency
r? electrons/photon, it should be possible to receive S = 0.1 data with
n , = 47 photoelectrons/bit or n, = n . = 47/7? photons/bit. (Unfortunately,
"real life" photomulti pliers often do not achieve this because of other
extraneous noise sources). Other detector approaches such as the avalanche
photodiode receiver depart even further from this simple Poisson statistics-
photon (or photoelectron) counting model. Here the preamplifier noise
(Johnson noise), dark current shot noise, and excess avalanche gain noise
12
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on the signal and dark currents must be considered over and above the
counting statistics noise (shot noise) of the signal itself. While APD
receivers do indeed have extra noise sources, it should be noted that
their high quantum efficiencies can make it possible for the APD receiver
to go to lower signal levels for the same B.E.R. than a low quantum
efficiency "ideal" photomultiplier. To demonstrate this we must redo the
simple Poisson statistics analysis including preamplifier noise-which
means treating the Gaussian statistics case.
2.1.2 Modelocked Pulse Detection with an Avalanche Photodiode Receiver
In an avalanche photodiode receiver, there exist both signal-
independent noise sources such as the preamplifier noise and signal-
dependent noise (i.e., the multiplied shot noise on the received signal).
In general we can treat this mixed noise case by using Gaussian statistics
which describe the preamp noise exactly and even give quite a good
approximation to the signal level results for the purely shot-noise-limited
case treated in Section 2.1.1 using Poisson statistics. When signal-
independent noise sources are present (such as preamp Johnson noise or
shot noise on leakage current or background light flux), the width of
the received modelocked laser pulses and the bandwidth or impulse response
of the receiver become very important. In the following analysis, we
first describe the general pulse detection process in the presence of
certain levels of Gaussian noise on a transmitted "1" and a transmitted
"o". We then consider the limit of signal-independent noise only (preamp
noise dominant) before going on to the general case of both signal
dependent and signal independent noise.
Let us specifically consider the case in which the optical
communications data is transmitted as a binary modulation of modelocked
laser pulses, where the pulse width, AT, is much less than the repetition
period, T (T = 1/R, where R is the data rate). We wish to calculate the
number of photons per bit, N . , required to transmit data at some
specified bit error rate (B.E.R.) where N . photons are on the average
received at the detector during a transmitted "1", and SN . (where S<1)
13
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is the mean number of photons received for a transmitted "0" (if we
ignore any background light, S is the modulator "zero feedthru" or
reciprocal of the modulator extinction ration [E.R.]). For purposes of
our discussion the system is specified by S, AT and B.E.R., and the
detector performance is to be evaluated on the signal level, N . , required
to give that bit error rate (B.E.R.).
Figure 2,2. is a generalized description of the avalanche photo-
diode receiver portion of the system. Here the avalanche photodiode is
indicated by a current source, ip(t), in parallel with some shunt conduc-
tance, GIN (GIN is typically a small capacitance). For short transit
times in the AF
pulse; that is
PD, the photocurrent, ip(t), will be a replica of the light
ip(t)=T?MIph (forTTR«AT). (2.4)
Here, n is the quantum efficiency, M the avalanche gain, and I . is the
-19 "
"photon current" or q (the electronic charge, 1.602x10 coul) times
the number of photons per second. Whether or not this "quasi steady state"
condition of the transit time TTR being much less than the pulsewidth is
satisfied, the integrated charge in the current pulse, Q , will be given by
,-T
Qp = /1p(t)dt = qr?MNph (2.5)
•'o
where N . is the number of photons per bit arriving at the detector.
For our purposes only two characteristics of the preamplifier
are of import; the output voltage pulse response to the input current
pulse i'(t) and the output voltage noise. Both of these must be specified
under the condition where the input is shunted by the APD shunt conductance,
Gj... In general, the exact current pulseshape, ip(t) must be used in
determining the amplifier response VQ(t), but when the current pulse is
14
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considerably faster than the amplifier pulse response, as shown in
Fig. 2.2, V (t) becomes essentially the 6-function current pulse response,
with VQ(t) proportional to the charge in the current pulse, Q . In
general, if we have the output response to a current impulse
rL(t) = (L6(t-t )] , which we will refer to as V,(t), then we can obtain
I p p 0 J o
the response to any real input i"(t) by convolving V (t) with i_(t). For
acceptable application in communications, the transient response V (t)
must have declined to some very small fraction of the peak response (V )
within one bit time of the peak response. (To the extent to which this is
not satisfied, succeeding pulses will overlap, causing the judgement of
whether a received bit is a "zero" or a "one" to be influenced by whether
the preceding pulse was a "zero" or a "one"; this condition degrades the
accuracy of the decision process, making it necessary to increase N .
in order to achieve a given B.E.R. in much the same way as the modulator
"zero feedthru", S, increases N . , We assume here that V (T + T)/
V «S or Vno so that this "bit tailing" will have no significant effect.)
Attaining the lowest possible error rate from the output of
this optical receiver requires using an extracted clock to effectively
sample the output when the signal-to-noise ratio is at its highest
(i.e., at time T in Fig. 2.2.) Hence, the critical parameters of the
preamplifier are the peak output voltage (V in Fig. 2,2), and the rms
output voltage noise, v . Since V is proportional to Q , we can
express this as
(V/Q)p = Vp/Qp. (2.6)
For an impulse current input h'D(t) = QD<s(t)l , this quantity will be
referred to as (V/Q)6. In general, for input current pulse widths, AT,
short with respect to the output pulsewidth, (V/Q)_ ~ (V/Q),; otherwise,P o
(V/QL is somewhat less than (V/Q). by factor determined by convolvingP o
i'D(t) and Vg(t) as described previously.
16
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In order to calculate the error probability, let us assume the
preamplifier output noise is Gaussian with a standard deviation equal
to the rms noise voltage, v , We also assume we have an ideal sampler
and level detector (comparator) following the preamplifier such that if
the peak output voltage at the sample time (T in Fig. 2.2) exceeds a
threshold level VD, then the received bit is called a "1", and if
VQ(T ) is less than VD, the bit is identified as a "0". The probability
of error on a transmitted "1" is just the probability that the instan-
taneous signal plus noise when the sample is taken will be below VQ
(where, of course, VD is between the mean signal for a received "1",
V - and the mean signal for a received "0", V
 Q). In analogy to Eqs.
2.2 and 2.3 for the discrete case, this can be expressed in terms of the
integral over the "tail" of the Gaussian probability density, P-j(V), .
extending beyond V as
VD
P.E.(l) - " p O O d V = Q " D (2.7)
where the Q function is the Gaussian "tail" integral
00[ - 12
Q(x) = — L=- / e ^dt (2.8)
av2ir -'x
which may be obtained in standard statistical tables^3? and we have taken
a = vnP the total outPut noise when a "1" is received. Similarly, we
have the error probability on a zero given by
P.E.(O) = /*P(V)dV = Q /V° " Vp° \ (2.9)
V n° 'vD
If we have equal numbers of transmitted "O's" and "Ts", then we
can very nearly optimize the decision level VQ for minimum total error
rate by letting P.E.(O) = P.E.(l). (This equates the probability
integrals; for exact optimization we should equate the probability
17
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densities , but this approximation is extremely accurate for the cases
of interest here and leads to considerably simpler equations for the
results.) Equating equations 2.7 and 2.9, we have
or v ,
vnl Vn0 D vnl + %0
Substituting VQ back into the error expressions, we have
,
/VPl - VPO\
\vnl + Vn0/
B.E.R. = P.E.(l) = P.E.(O) = Qi-JlL—™| (2.11) I
The expression in parenthesis is in effect a "signal to noise ratio"
and will be designated by
S.T.N. * ||P1 ; 1PQ (2.12)
nl nO
and in terms of this, the bit error rate is given by
B.E.R. = Q(S.T.N.) (2.13)
for example, for S.T.N. = 4,75342, the error rate is B.E.R. = 1(T6, the
nominal bit error rate specification for the APD receiver under this
contract. The relationship between B.E.R. and S.T.N, is given for decade
B.E.R. values in Table 2-1 (taken from Ref. 3).
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B.E.R.
ID'1
1C'2
ID'3
10"4
l(f5
io-6
io-7
Table 2.1
S.T.N.
1.28155
2.32635
3.09023
3.71902
4.26489
4.75342
5.19934
Required values
Vnl-V0
 T N - P'S . 1 . IN .
 +
vnl v
of received bit
TABLE 2,1
B.E.R.
io-8
io-9
ID'10
io-11
io-12
io-13
io-14
of "signal-to-noise ratio1',.
r^ ' ^ f\ ft ^ I/A "^ h rt ft T WOt"l */*a 1 1 lS\fto give me given values
nO
error rate.
S.T.N.
5.61200
5.99781
6.36134
6.70602
7.03448
7.34880
7.65063
2.1.3 Performance of the APD Receiver in the Preamp Noise Limited Region
Of particular interest for this work is the low APD gain limit
of signal-independent noise which leads to a simple closed form solution
for the required signal level to achieve a specified B.E.R. and identifies
the crucial preamp performance parameter for modelocked pulse optical
communication. For the specific case of preamplifer noise dominated
operation being considered here, we have the output noise independent of
the input signal level, i.e., v , = v
 Q, with both these just equal to
the preamplifier rms output noise voltage which we have previously referred
to as vno (i.e., vnl = vnQ = vnQ). Also, we assume that since N . (0) = SN ,
where N . is the mean number of photons received at the detector for a
transmitted "1" and S is the modulator "zero feedthru" (typically S is of
the order of 0.1), from Eq. 2.5 we have Q_(0) = SQ (1) and hence from
Eq. 2.6, V (0) = SV (1) = SV . Rewriting Eq. 2.12 for this case we have
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S,T.N. = -|~ (for vnl=vn(fvno, V (O)-SV ). (2.14)
r r
If we specify the value of S.T,N. to be the minimum acceptable to give
the desired B.E.R., then Eq. 2.14 can be used to determine the minimum
acceptable mean output pulse height for a received "1", V , as
2 v (S.T.N.)
V « — S (2-15)
Substituting Eq. 2.6 gives the expression for the minimum acceptable mean
charge in the photocurrent pulse for a received "1", Q as
2 vno(S.T.N.)
Q =P (V/Q)
where (V/Q) is the preamplifier current pulse peak response parameter
(Fig. 2.2 and Eq. 2.6). Using Eq. 2.5, we obtain the key system performance
parameter N . , the minimum (average) number of photons/bit arriving at
the detector to obtain the desired bit error rate, as
2 v fS.T.N.)
N ~.
q»?M(V/Q)p
It is instructive to rearrange Eq. 2.17 in terms of the
system, avalanche photodiode, and preamplifier parameters as
.T.N.)\ /I \ / Vno ViV ) W (TWO?;/-
SYSTEM APD PREAMP
Science Center
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Here the system is characterized .by the modulator "zero feedthru" S and the
required "signal-to-noise-ratio", S.T.N. (where Q(S.T.N.) = B.E.R. as given
in Table 2.1); the avalanche photodiode is characterized by its quantum
efficiency=gain product, nM; and the preamp is characterized by its peak
current pulse response, (V/Q)
 D (see Eq. 2.6) and its rms output noise, vnQ.
The preamp response could also be expressed in terms of the ratio of v to
(V/Q) which we shall call the "minimum detectable current pulse" of the
preamp, NQ, where N is given by
NQ - - (electrons), (2.19)
N is just the number of electrons in the current pulse (Fig. 2.2) required
to produce an output voltage pulse of peak amplitude (V ) equal to the rms
output noise voltage . Expressing the preamp response in terms of N ,
Eq. 2.18 factors into three convenient dimensionless quantities (actually,
the units of N for the preamp is electrons and the units of r?M for the
APD is electrons per photon giving the units of N . as photons):
W No (2-20)
APD PREAMP
Actually the term N0 in Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 might better be referred to as
Nop since it in general depends upon the input pulse shape, reserving
the term N0 for the 6-function response case; N0 = vno/q(V/Q)$. However,
for most of the cases of interest the light pulse is considerably shorter
than the response pulse so (V/Q)p ~ (V/Q)6 and with the light pulse as
described previously.
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We see from Eq. 2,20 that in this low APD gain (low M) limit
of operation in which the preamplifier noise is dominant, the required
signal level is dependent on the system parameters of bit error rate and
(weakly) the modulator extinction ratio (through S.T.N. and S), the
quantum efficiency-gain product of the APD, r?M, and the minimum detectable
current pulse of the preamp, NQ, Our approach to obtaining a high sensi-
tivity avalanche photodiode optical receiver is to combine an APD of
sufficient i?M product with a preamp of very low N (high charge-pulse
sensitivity) in order to obtain a high photon pulse sensitivity. This
charge pulse sensitivity figure cf merit for the preamp, N , can be
directly measured for a given discrete or hybrid preamp by using the
methods described under "measurements" in Section 3 of this report.
2.1.4 Performance of the APD Receiver With High Avalanche Gains
The general signal-dependent noise case (including both multi-
plied shot noise and preamp noise) cannot be solved in closed form for
the required.number of photons/bit as in Eq. 2.20, but it can rather
easily be iteratively solved on a digital computer for given parameter
values. Recalling that the Gaussian noise analysis of Eqs. 2.4 through
2.13 apply to the general case of signal dependent noise, i.e., V ^>V
 n
(as opposed to Eqs. 2.14 through 2.20 which apply only to VnQ = V , = V Q),
what is required is to find the value of signal level which will solve
Eq. 2.12 for the given parameter values. Writing Eq. 2.12 in terms of
equivalent input currents instead of output voltages will make the various
signal and noise terms clearer and more familiar. In terms of equivalent
input currents to the preamp, we must raise the signal level into the
preamp sufficiently so that we have an adequate value of "signal to noise
In general there will be some overall trans impedance for the preamplifer,
(V/I), which will relate steady state output voltages to the input currents;
vno = W^no- VP1 = (V/I> 'l' etc'
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ratio", S.T.N. to give the required bit error rate (Eq. 2.13 and Table 2.1),
where S.T.N. is given by
I, - I0S,T,N. = .-' .. u (2.21)
Here I, and IQ are the peak equivalent input currents from the APD into
the preamp .for a received "1" and "0" respectively, while i
 Q and i ,
are the equivalent input noise currents during received "O's" and "1's".
If N . photons/bit are received on a transmitted "1" and the output
pulsewidth is AT in Fig. 2.2, then the equivalent average input "photon
current" over the pulse, I . will be
(2
-
22>
or the average signal current from the APD will be (Eq. 2.4)
qr?MN.
T = _ _ BE t
M AT
o
for a transmitted "1", while IQ = SI, (where S is the modulator "zero
feedthru". The total equivalent input noise current for the preamp,
including both multiplied shot noise and preamp noise will be given for
a transmitted "1" by
(2.24)
(i is the same except for replacing N . by SN ,). The right hand term
in Eq. 2.24 is just the preamplifier noise contribution (squared), written
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in the form of the Johnson noise on a load or feedback resistance R,
(4kT = 1. 62904x1 0~20J at 295°K) times a noise factor accounting for the
excess noise of the preamp over and above the Johnson noise (NF = 10
(Noise Figure in db)/10). The lefthand term is the multiplied shot noise
on the photocurrent plus bulk leakage current term in parenthesis. Here
the quantity x is the excess avalanche gain noise term for the APD, a
factor which depends on the APD device structure and the relative ionization
coefficient between holes and electrons (a and a ). If x = 0, the
signal-to-noise ratio (ratio of I, to i , in 2.23 and 2.24) would be
independent cf M in the shot noise; limited region where the prsamp term
in 2.24 is negligible; the magnitude of x is a measure of what the use
of avalanche gain is "costing" in terms of enhanced shot noise, (x is
about 0.3 for well-designed silicon APD's where a >a and x ~ 1 for
germanium APD's.) ID in Eq. 2.24 is the bulk or multiplied leakage;
D
surface or unmultiplied leakage in the APD produces little noise since it
2+Xnis not multiplied by M  as are IB and the photocurrent.
The only term in Eq. 2.24 which is "not obvious" is what to
take as the noise measurement bandwidth, AF. We know, of course, that it
will be reciprocally related to the output pulsewidth, AT , but it is
important to have the correct proportionality constant or the magnitude
of the shot noise will come out wrong. We can simply obtain the correct
relationship between AF and AT by considering an ideal photodiode
(T? = 1, M = 1, IR = 0 and no preamp noise) detecting a "square" pulse
N . photons of width
"signal-to-noise ratio",
of  AT . From Eq. 2.23 and 2.24, we have as the
qy
<- I, AT| = J- = ^ =2= , ..
 k (2.25)N i , ' z^n c
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We can obtain the correct value for S/N by applying Gaussian statistics
to the photon counting process, itself. For example, in Fig. 2.1, the
n, = 50 Poisson distribution curve is quite accurately approximated by
a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation (rms noise) of
a, = /nT = /50~ electrons (a consequence of the general theorem that the
2
variance [a in this case] is equal to the mean). Hence, we have the
correct shot noise limited signal to rms noise ratio for counting N .
photons as
Equating S/N expressions in Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26 allows us to solve for AF:
(2.27)
as the correct relationship between the noise bandwidth in Eq. 2.24 and
the output pulsewidth, AT to give the correct shot noise limit.
The procedure for obtaining the required signal level for PGBM
optical communication with a given bit error rate (S.T.N. value from
Table 2.1) is to pick a value for N . , calculate I,, Ig, i - and i using
the N . value in Eqs. 2.23 and 2.24 along with the other reciever parameters
and solving for S.T.N. in Eq. 2.21. If the trial S.T.N. is less than the
t That this is a reasonable result can be noted by considering a pulse of
the form of one cycle (0 to 2ir) of V(t) = 1-cos 2TrAFt. The 50% points
of the pulse would be at t = 1/4AF and t = 3/4AF, or AT0 = 1/2AF as in
Eq. 2.27.
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required S.T.N, for the specified B,E,R,, the H . value is increased and
the process repeated to obtain the minimum N . which will give the required
S.T.N. value. A listing is given in Appendix A.I for a computer program
written in the APL language to carry out this iterative solution for N . .
The iterative process converges rapdily and takes little computer time.
The parameter identification in the program is the same as that used above
except that for the quantity "R" in the program, use I/AT and ignore the
identification of R as the data rate (the program was originally written
for the special case of non-pulsed data transmission where I/AT = R).
Actually, the definition of AT from Fig. 2,2 is not precise, and the
best way to insure that the preamp noise contribution is accurately
accounted for is to use Eq, 2.20 to determine the value of N . for M = 1,
then run the computer program with M = 1 and adjusting 1/ATQ ("R" in the
program listing) to give exact agreement with the result from Eq. 2.20.
If the correct value of current noise spectral density for the preamp has
been taken ([NF] 4kT/RL) then the value of TQ should be close to the
~haTf~wfdth of^the output pulse. A check on this preamp noise term is
that the total preamp equivalent input noise should be i = [NF]2kT/AT R. .
This correctly adjusted I/AT (or "R") value not only determines the correct
preamp noise limit, but also determines the influence of the detector
leakage (or background photocurrent), In- Further details on this
calculation including the effects of some of the major parameters are
shown in Appendix I of Ref, 2.
2.1.5 Comparison of Various Receiver Approaches for Nd-YAG Laser
Communication
The results of a calculation of the required signal level,
N . (photons/bit) for 10" bit error rate modelocked laser PGBM communica-
tion system as is shown in Fig. 2.3 a function of the internal detector
gain, M, for several l.OGy receiver approaches. The "ideal photomultiplier"
curves in Fig. 2.3 at high M values approach the photon counting limit
of N
 h = 47/7? photons/bit described in connection with Eq. 2.3 (and Fig. 2.1)
and hence in Fig. 2.3 a selected S-l photocathode PMT with n-i
 Q6 = 0.1%
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could reach N . = 47,000 photons/bit, while a III-V alloy cathode with
T?, = 1% should be able to reach 4700 photons/bit. (In fact actual P.M.
tubes often don't do this well because of extraneous noise sources, but
in principal they should be able to achieve this performance.) Also
shown for a rough comparison is an "equivalent 0.53y system corresponding
to a T?, gg = 5% photocathode (assuming 7?Q 5- = 25% and taking an estimate
from systems people that 0.53y frequency doubled photons are about 5
times as "expensive" at the detector as 1.06y photons), which indicates
that N , values of around 1000 photons/bit (at 1.06y) would be required
to beat the 0.53y frequency doubled approach. Compared with these PM
tube approaches in Fig. 2,3 are two avalanche photodiode receivers, one
using a conventional silicon bipolar transistor preamp (N ~ 2250 electrons
assumed) and the other using a much more charge-sensitive 6AASFET feedback
mode preamp (N = 175 electrons assumed as a possibly attainable value;
we have to date achieved twice this). We have taken 77, ., = 95% and.
IB = lOnA as representative of our GaAs^x$bx APD's (actually our devices
are usual-ly better than this) and we assume an x value of 0.25. We see
in Fig. 2.3 that the high Johnson noise 50n preamp would require large
amounts of avalanche gain (M>25) to achieve N . £1000 photons/bit operation.
With a very charge-sensitive preamp, however, gains of only M>2 would be
sufficient to achieve this performance. The optimum gain for the latter
case (which depends strongly on the x and IR values assumed) is lower
(M . ~ 30) and the ultimate performance considerably better than could
ever be attained with a 50ft preamp even if the M
 t ~ 300 gain values •
required could be attained. It is for this reason that our 1.06y receiver
effort is directed both toward attaining a high quantum efficiency APD with
reasonably high gain and toward developing an extremely charge sensitive
wideband preamp for the APD.
2.1.6 Importance of Modulator Extinction Ratio with Different
Receiver Approaches
From discussions with various people, it appears that there is
a widespread misunderstanding regarding the significance of modulator
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extinction ratio on 1.06y laser communications. The point of confusion
centers on the reasoning that 1) we know that in the 0.53y approach
it is essential to have a high modulator extinction ratio for acceptable
system performance and 2) we know that in current technology the
performance of l.OGy modulators is not as good as at 0.53y making such
high extinction ratios unattainable at present; hence 3) we must conclude
that the 1.06p approach to laser communications is impractical even if
a satisfactory high quantum efficiency avalanche photodiode receiver is
available. This reasoning is in gross error and the conclusion totally
invalid.
The source of the confusion stems from drawing an invalid
analogy between the 0.53y (frequency doubled transmitter-photomulti-
plier detector) approach, which represents an almost ideal shot noise
limited system, and the l.OSy (direct laser-avalanche photodiode
receiver) approach which is typically a preamp (Johnson) noise limited
system in which high sensitivity is attained by virtue of the high
detector quantum efficiency. In a shot noise limited system, Eqs. 2.12
or 2.21 can be rewritten in terms of the mean number of photoelectrons
in a detected modelocked laser pulse, n, in the Gaussian approximation as
n, - nn n, - nn
S.T.N. --L—2- = JL L- (2.28)
al + aO
Using nQ = S n^ , where S is the "modulator zero feedthru" or reciprocal
of the extinction ration, and calling N . = rT| , we have
S
-
T
-
N
- =
 (2
-
29
or, the required signal level for a given S.T.N. (as obtained from B.E.R.
from Table 2.1) will be
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50:1 20:1
MODULATOR EXTINCTION RATIO (PJ/P
10:1 8:1 6:1 5:1 4:1
PHOTOMULTIPLIER, r?
(APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENT TO
0.53n SYSTEM)
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
MODULATOR "ZERO FEEDTHRU", S
0.35
Fig. 2.4 Calculated Signal Level to Achieve a 10~6 B.E.R. Versus
Modulator Zero Feedthrough or Extinction Ratio for
Photomultipliers (or Other Poisson Statistics Receivers
as Compated to a Preamp-Noise-Limited Receiver (APD
Receiver at Low M).
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Nph = (S.T.N,)2
Equation 2.30 is, of course, only an approximation since Gaussian
statistics have been assumed rather than the correct discrete Poisson
statistics appropriate for the photon counting mode of operation assumed
here. Even so, Eq. 2.30 is fairly accurate, particularly for higher
values of S, as is shown in Fig. 2.4 where Eq. 2.30 is ploted ("Gaussian
Approximation") for S.T.N. = 4.75342 (10 B.E.R.) along with the results
from Poisson statistics for a 10' bit error rate (calculated using
Eqs. 2.1 to 2.3 as in Fig. 2.1). The number of photo-electrons is indicated
on the scale on the right, while the number of photons incident on the
detector, N . is shown on the left assuming a 5% effective 1.06^  quantum
efficiency. The important thing to note from Eq. 2.30 and these photo-
multiplier curves of Fig, 2.4 is the strong dependence of the required
number of photons/bit on the modulator "zero feedthru", S, or extinction
ratio (scale at top/)f Fig, 2.4). With an extinction ratio of 200:1
(5=0.005) the i? = 5% photomultiplier requires 454 photons/bit, while at
E.R. = 10:1(5=0.1) the signal level must be increased a factor of 2 to
939 photons/bit. If the zero feedthru, 5=0.2 (E.R.=5), the signal level
would have to be 1454 photons/bit, over triple that for the 200:1 case.
Hence, we conclude that for this photomultiplier case
(1.06u or 0.53y) with zero background light, it is indeed extremely
important to make the extinction ratio very high. However, this dis-
cussion and conclusion regarding the 0.53u approach have virtually no
relevance to the 1.06y approach using an avalanche photodiode detector.
For the A.P.O. receiver with integrated GAASFET preamp operating
with relatively low avalanche gain (in the N
 h
 a
 1/M region in Fig. 2.3;
M < 10), we can obtain N
 h from Eq. 2.20. For 10"6 B.E.R. (S.T.N. = 4.7534)
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and taking 1? = 95%, and assuming as in Fig, 2,3 N = 175 electrons for
the preamp, we would have N ^ = 1751/(1-S)M photons/bit. This is graphed
in Fig. 2.4 for values of gain of M = 1, 2.5 and 5 for comparison with
the photomultiplier results.
The important thing to note in Fig, 2.4 is the fact that, as
opposed to the shot noise limited photomultiplier case, the required
signal level for the preamp (Johnson) noise limited avalanche photo-
diode receiver is only slightly dependent on the modulator extinction
ratio (E.R.) or "zero feedthru11 (S). The fact that the APD reciever,
even at very modest gain levels of 2.5 or 5, shows a higher sensi-
tivity (considerably lower required signal level, N_. , for the specified
-6 P10" B.E.R.) than the photomultiplier is a consequence of the fact that
the quantum efficiency of the APD (taken as 95%) is much higher than
the quantum efficiency of the photomultiplier (taken as TK
 Q6 = 5%).
(It should be noted that in fact no stable cross-field photomultipliers
with l.OSy quantum efficiencies of 5% have been developed or seem in
the offing; this figure of 5% is taken as an approximate equivalent
1.06y quantum efficiency for the frequency doubled 0,53y system.)
This relative insensitivity of the low-M APD receiver to
modulator "zero feedthru" (S) also applies to its sensitivity to back-
ground light. The analogue to Fig. 2.4 for background radiation would
have S being the fraction of the signal flux, N . , received during one
pulse response width, AT at the detector due to background light.
In this case the APD receiver at the lower gain levels would show no
dependence of N . with S, while the photomultiplier would show only
slightly less slope than shown in Fig. 2.4. This requirement for low
background light on photomultiplier detectors (particularly when
operated in a high extinction ratio modulator system) can make it
necessary to utilize a narrowband filter in front of the detector,
further reducing its quantum efficiency. Typically, the modest narrow-
band response characteristics of the III-V alloy avalanche photodiodes
are already sufficient to adequately limit background light so that the
full quantum efficiency of the detector can be utilized.
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2.2 Avalanche Photodiode Design
As was pointed out in Section 2.1,5 (and is obvious from Fig. 2.3),
the ultimate in receiver performance will be attained by combining a
highly charge-sensitive preamp with an avalanche photodiode (APD) having
extremely low capacitance (for high charge sensitivity), high quantum
efficiency (near 100%), low leakage, low series resistance and sufficient
avalanche gain to raise the signal level above the preamp noise,:. The first
question to be addressed in the APD design is the choice of semiconductor
material. Because the optical absorption coefficient in silicon (an
indirect bandgap semiconductor at l,064y is only 10 cm" , silicon photo-
diodes at this wavelength have a serious transit time-quantum efficiency
tradeoff (T?I Q6 f3db ~ 40 MHz), which makes it impossible to achieve
acceptably high quantum efficiencies with silicon avalanche photodiodes
(APD's) that are fast enough for these high data rate applications.
Direct-bandgap III-V alloys, on the other hand, exhibit pptical absorp-
4 -1tion coefficients on the order of 10 cm for photon energies just above
their energy gaps, so that photodiodes fabricated from these materials
can simultaneously exhibit high quantum efficiencies and short transit
times. The next question to resolved is the selection of a device
structure. After examining the design goals outlined in the RFP, we
concluded that it was unlikely that these goals could be met, even using
ternary III-V alloys, by "conventional" avalanche photodiode structures
such as Schottky barrier or diffused or implanted p-n diodes. The problems
in these conventional homostructures.involve high series resistance, low
quantum efficiency, difficulty in contacting and guard ringing for
avalanche gain, and as a result, excessive capacitance and poor speed
of response. Because of these problems, we developed a radically different
approach to the avalanche photodiode design which, in addition to being
the structure most likely to be able to meet all of the design goals
for the system application, has the added advantages of making a very
convenient mounting configuration and providing a narrowband optical
response characteristic which makes the detector sensitive only to the laser
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radiation. Our initial work on these APD*s used a device structure
referred to as the inverted heterojunction l.OSy microwave avalanche
photodiode - described in Section 2.2.1. Our later work has involved
a refinement of this original approach designed for improved avalanche
gain characteristics referred to as the inverted homo-heterojunction
APD. This structure, described in Section 2.2.2, is used for the APD
in the delivered integrated GAASFET receivers.
2.2.1 Inverted Heterojunction Microwave Avalanche-Photodiode Design
In the device approach to the avalanche photodiode detector
described here, sophisticated heteroepitaxial fabrication techniques
using III-V compound and alloy semiconductors are used in order to circum-
vent the design tradeoffs (such as between speed and quantum efficiency,
etc.) usually entailed in photodiode design. The inverted heterojunction
microwave avalanche photodiode structure introduces the light through the
transparent substrate into the three-layer III-V alloy (principally
GaAs, Sb alloys have been used) detector structure. The use of
I "/\ /\
substrate and alloys with E > hv as transparent, very low resistance
contacts and optical filters makes possible a device with very low series
resistance, high quantum efficiency and controllable narrowband optical
response. These factors, along with the mesa device structure, give a
device with extremely wide signal bandwidth capability, low noise (dark
current) and the capability for avalanche gain.
Figure 2.5 shows a drawing of the 1.06p microwave avalanche
photodiode structure. The device structure shown starts with a p+ GaAs
substrate and has alloy compositions selected for l.OSy peak response.
We have also fabricated devices of the complimentary type (i.e., starting
with n-type GaAs substrate material) and with alloy compositions giving
peak responses in the 0.9 to 1.15p range (with wider ranges possible).
The substrate in this structure serves as a transparent low resistance
contact to the device, as well as the physical mounting base and
hermetically sealing optical window to the "outside". The light entrance
window portion of the substrate is anti-reflection coated to minimize
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reflective light loss. The substrate doping is sufficiently high to
give low resistance, but not so high as to cause significant free carrier
absorption of the light.
The p alloy buffer layer grown on the GaAs substrate is a direct
bandgap III-V alloy with composition such that its energy gap is slightly
larger than the photon energy of interest (1.165eV for 1.064y wavelength).
This means that this layer is transparent at the desired wavelength
(hence acting as a transparent low resistance contact to the junction)
but, because of the sharp absorption edge of the material, acts as a
cutoff filter defining the short wavelength (high hv) cutoff of the photo-
diode spectral response. This buffer layer also serves to minimize the
lattice mismatch with the n~ active (absorbing) layer over what it would
be if it were a GaAs substrate (E •= 1.4eV) to n- alloy (E = l.leV)
interface.
On top of the buffer layer is heteroepitaxi ally grown the n'
alloy "active" layer with energy gap somewhat less than the photon
energy (E_ < hv), such that the material has a very high absorption
" 4 - 1
coefficient (a *~ 10 cm ) for the light of the wavelength of interest.
It is the absorption edge of this layer which defines the long-wavelength
cutoff of the spectral photoresponse of the photodiode, i.e., the layer
becomes transparent for hv < E . This combined buffer layer-active
layer cutoff action in producing a narrowband photoresponse characteristic
is illustrated in Fig, 2.6. Here actual transmission curves for a typical
GaAs substrate (TQaAs) and a lOy thick epitaxial Ga^xInxAs alloy film
(T. ffer) are shown (corrected for reflection). For purposes of illus-
tration, the absorption curve for the active layer, Aactive = T-T"^ ^^
is taken as l~TK,,ffer>only shifted to longer wavelength slightly (since
the active layer has a smaller energy gap). The quantum efficiency
versus wavelength for this structure is given by the product of the
transmission of the device up to the depletion region (Tg . Tb ffer)
times the absorption in the depletion region (Aactl-vei assuming the whole
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active layer is depleted). This product photoresponse curve, as shown in
Fig. 2.6 can be quite narrow (26QA full width at half height) yet have high
peak quantum efficiency (about 82% near 1.064y in the example).
This n~ active layer is depleted from the p-n junction near the
interface with the buffer layer well into the layer. The width of the
depletion region is determined by the bias voltage and donor concentration
l fi ~*?in the n~ layer. Typical values for W for N. ** 10 cm" are about 3.2jj
with a breakdown voltage ~ 70 volts applied (avalanche gain operation). In
certain circumstances it may be desirable to deplete all of the way through
this n~ active layer to the n+ alloy contact layer, whereas in other cases
depletion only part way through the layer may be preferable (both types
have been fabricated). These various conditions of depletion layer width
and electric field distribution are obtained by varying the donor concen-
tration and thickness for this n~ alloy active layer.
The final heteroepitaxial layer in the structure is the n+ alloy
contact layer. This layer is heavily doped to provide an ohmic contact
for the n~ active layer. In cases where the active layer is completely
depleted it also defines the edge of the depletion region. The alloy
content is adjusted to give the same (or slightly larger) energy gap as
the n- active layer so that optical transmission measurements may be used
to monitor the active layer energy gap as a process control.
Because of the heavy doping of the p+ substrate and n+ contact
layer, it is easy to alloy metallic ohmic contacts to these regions and
to plate the contacts with thick gold for convenience in making contact
to the devices.
The device structure is defined by photolithography and etching
of the mesa to the required shape and side contours as described in
Section 3.2. The angled sides of the mesa at the depletion layer are an
essential part of the device structure. The peak electric field in the
depletion region occurs at the p-n junction toward the substrate side
of the depletion region. If no special precautions were taken at the
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surface, concentration of electric field at the edges of the junction
would be expected to lead to surface breakdown before the center of the
junction area began to give significant avalanche gain. By sloping the
junction edges, as shown in Fig. 2.5 by careful etching, the electric field
at the edges of the junction is reduced significantly below the values
toward the center of the device and hence the device may be used for
avalanche operation. The surface may be operated exposed, or covered with a
suitable passivation layer.
2.2.2 The Inverted Homo-Heterojunction Avalanche Photodiode
In the initial work on these III-V alloy 1.06p detectors (Ref. 1),
inverted heterojunction GaAs, Sb photodiodes of the type just described
I ^*/\ A
were developed which had 1.064p quantum efficiencies over 95%, low leakage
currents, and low capacitances and transit times (bandwidths up to dc to
15 GHz into a 50ft load). In addition to single detectors, of the type
shown in Fig. 2.5, two dimensional arrays were fabricated with this
structure (Ref. 2). The principal limitation in these earlier devices
was that the high frequency avalanche gain attainable was very limited and
the gain uniformity was poor because of microplasmas caused by hetero-
junction interface defects at the peak electric field point in the deple-
tion region. Such problems might reasonably be expected in the structure
of Fig. 2.5 because of the fact that at this p4" buffer-n" active layer
interface there will necessarily be both heterojunction lattice-mismatch
defects (because the increased antimony composition in the active layer
gives it a larger lattice constant than the buffer) and growth-nucleation
non-uniformities caused by the interruption buffer layer melt is removed
and the active layer melt is rolled on to the growth surface. Because of
the strong dependence of avalanche gain on local electric field or
ionizable defects, any such non-uniformities or defects lead to local
areas in the junction with reduced breakdown voltages. Such areas will
undergo local microplasma breakdown, limiting the useful (low noise) APD
reverse bias range to voltage below those required to achieve high
avalanche gains over the bulk of the device.
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Figure 2.7 shows the device structure for an inverted homo-hetero-
junction GaAs, Sb 1.06y avalanche photodiode designed to circumvent the
1 ^ /\ /\
gain limitations inherent in the earlier inverted heterojunction design.
The device is fabricated by growing three liquid epitaxial layers of GaAsSb
on a GaAs substrate. The light is brought into the device through the
n+ GaAs substrate, which is, of course, transparent at 1.064y (hv = 1.165 eV)
since the photon energy is less than the energy gap (E =1.4 eV) and the
n+ doping is not so high as to cause significant "free carrier" (intraband-
transistion) absorption. The n+ GaAs-j Sb (y ~0.12) "buffer" layer
(E ~ 1.2 eV) is also transparent at 1.06y, but it does serve to define
the short wavelength cutoff of the detector, as well as to minimize the
lattice mismatch at the buffer-active heterojunction. The active (absorb-
ing) layer of GaAs, Sb (x ~ 0.17) is the unique feature of the homo-
I **A A
heterojunction device structure. Because its energy gap (~1.1 eV) is less
than hv, the 1.06y light is strongly absorbed in this layer, with most of
the light absorbed within 1 or 2 microns of the active-buffer interface.
The active layer is started in the liquid-epitaxial growth process as an
I r ^o
n~ layer (NQ ~ 1.5x10 cm ), but after about 3 to 5 microns of growth,
p-type dopant is added to the melt so that a p-n homojunction is grown in
this active layer. This means that the peak field region of the depletion
region occurs at a grown homojunction free from either interlayer growth,
interface defects or heterojunction (lattice mismatch or other) interface
defects. In the particular devices used in the delivered receivers, the
depletion region punches through the n~ active layer to the n+ buffer at
a bias voltage of about 60 volts so that at normal operating biases
(VR >_ 80 volts) all of the light is absorbed in the depletion region.
This means that the quantum efficiency will be nearly 100% with good
antireflection coating of the GaAs light entrance window (we have obtained
1.06y reflectances under 0.1% using X/4 coatings of SigNj. The quantum
efficiency is relatively constant for wavelengths between l.Oy and l.OSy
for these particular detectors.
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P-N JUNCTION
(GROWN HOMOJUNCTION)
DEPLETION REGION
GOLD CONTACT PAD
P+ GaAsSb CONTACT
E_<l.leV n'GaAs, Sbvy \ i~x x
(Absorbing)
Eg>1.2eV n+GaAs1 Sb
(Transparent)
GaAs SUBSTRATE
n"1" (Transparent)
£„ = 1.4 eV
777//77/7////////1
LIGHT ENTRANCE-
WINDOW (A. R. COATED)
r///////////////////
LIGHT /1.064y
SIGNAL ( (hv =1.165 eV)
GOLD SUBSTRATE-
CONTACT
Fig. 2.7 Device Structure for an Inverted Homo-Heterojunction GaAs-|_xSbx Avalanche
Photodiode. Note that as opposed to the earlier structure of Fig. 2.5, the
peak electric field is at a p-n homojunction produced during continuous
growth of the n~ active (absorbing) layer by adding a small amount of p-type
dopant to the melt. The device is normally operated with the n~ layer
completely depleted.
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The principal advantage of this device structure (Fig. 2.7) over
that of Fig. 2.5 is that the p-n junction (the peak electric field point
or highest avalanche gain region) occurs at a point in the grown epitaxial
layer where there is neither any change in lattice constant nor any
disturbance in the growth process from changing growth melts. The junction
is produced in the process of continuous growth of the n~ layer by adding
a tiny amount of p-type dopant to the liquid epitaxial growth melt during
growth. The thickness of the n" layer is established by carefully timing
the dopant drop. In addition to giving a relatively defect-free p-n
junction region, this structure has the added advantage of absorbing the
light in a low-field region of the junction (near the n+ buffer layer)
and drifting one carrier through the high-gain region (somewhat like the
silicon "reach-through" APD structure), which can give lower excess noise
factor for the APD.
There are a couple of disadvantages for the type of structure
shown in Fig. 2.7. One is that in punch-through operation (i.e., the
depletion region extending all of the way from the p-n junction through
the n~ layer-to the n+ buffer layer), the depletion width, W, is established
by the physical distance between the p-n junction and the buffer layer.
If there are local variations in W due to growth rate fluctuation over the
device, then for a given bias voltage there will be corresponding fluctua-
tions in electric field strength. Since avalanche gain is a very strong
function of electric field strength, this can cause sizeable gain non-
uniformities across the device. Another disadvantage of fully depleted
operation is that there will be fairly high electric fields (though not
as high as at the p-n junction) at the n+ buffer-n~active layer hetero-
junction. This could lead to defect ionization problems. Both of these
sources of problems could be taken care of by altering the n~layer doping
level and distance from the p-n homojunction to n~-n+ heterojunction
distance so that the depletion region almost - but not quite - reaches the
heterojunction. This would require some minority carrier diffusion to reach
the depletion region, of course, but if the thickness of undepleted absorb-
ing material were small enough (~ ly), this should not significantly degrade
42"
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quantum efficiency or response time.
An interesting point about the structure of Fig. 2.7 is that one
would expect from the location of the p-n junction at the surface side of .-,
the n~ layer that with the slope of the mesa edges shown, there would be
field concentration near the p-n junction at the device perimeter and hence
surface (rather than bulk) breakdown. In fact, considerable effort at the
beginning of this work was extended toward developing "upside down" mesas
to avoid this problem. However, it was found that if surface passivations
are used which tend to induce a p-type surface channel on the GaAs, Sb
I ™'X X
surface of the n~ layer, the channel effect works opposite to the geometrical
sj Concentration effect so that devices of the type in Fig. 2.7 can be
aferie^ lftd without-giving surface breakdown problems.
performance obtained with these inverted homo-heterojunction
in Section 4,1, While the performance of these detectors is quite
good, (we have obtained peak high frequency gains over 23 db in delivered receivers),
as it turns out, the complimentary detector structure should give much better
avalanche gain performance. The structure of Fig. 2.7 was adopted on the
basis of GaAs ionization data which indicates that hole ionization rates
are larger than electron ionization rates. Hence, in this structure the
light is absorbed near the n+ buffer n~ active layer interface and the
photogenerated holes are drifted through the high field region (near the
p-n junction) for avalanche gain. However, recent measurements on these
GaAs, Sb alloys (Ref. 4.) indicate that in the x range of interest, the
I ~X X
electron ionization rate is considerably larger than the hole ionization
rate (a »a ). Measurements of gain versus wavelength on our experimental
diodes of the type shown in Fig. 2.7 support this conclusion. In this
structure, if (as originally assumed) holes had the higher ionization rate,
then the shorter the wavelength, the higher would be the optical absorption
coefficient for the light, the closer to the n+ buffer-n~ active layer
heterojunction the carriers would be generated and the more electric field
the holes would get to pass through in transisting the junction. Hence,
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for x »xn, we would expect the highest avalanche gain at the short wave-
length side of the photoresponse curve. In fact, just the opposite is observed
(Fig. 4.5). As the reverse bias on the diodes is increased, the gain increases
much sooner toward the long wavelength side of the response, causing, in
fact, the response peak at higher biases to shift out to a wavelength which
would have been on the long wavelength edge at lower biases. Hence
we conclude that the original assumption of a_»a must be wrong for this
alloy composition and in fact <* >>a . This means that the complimentary
~APD structure (as Fig. 2.7~but with all doping types reversed) should give
much higher, more uniform gains than were observed in the experimentally
fabricated APD's reported here.
2.3 Preamp Design Approach
As was discussed in Section 2.1,5 (see Fig. 2.3), in order to
attain the maximum possible receiver sensitivity, it is essential to combine
a very high quantum efficiency APD with a highly charge-sensitive preamp so
that minimum avalanche gain (to reduce excess gain noise) can be used in
the APD and still bring the signal shot-noise level above the preamp
noise. With avalanche phtoodiodes of the type described here in which the
gains have been marginal for attaining this end, it is even more important
to have an extremely charge-sensitive preamp (Eq. 2.20). The general
approach to attaining this is described in Section 2.3.1, with the specific
preamp designs employed in this work described in subsequent sections.
2.3.1 General Considerations for Attaining High Pulse Sensitivity
in a Preamp
Two fundamental limitations to the sensitivity of a preamp for
detecting photocurrent pulses exist: 1) the voltage noise - input capaci-
tance limit and 2) the Johnson or thermal noise current in the load or
feedback resistance (Ref. 5). If a photodiode with junction capacitance
C, is connected to a preamp with input capacitance CIN, then a charge
pulse Q from the photodiode will produce a voltage change AV<Q /(CJ+CTM)
(where the <. is used since there may in general be other shunt conductances).
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If the preamp has a total rms input voltage noise e , then the minimum
detectable charge pulse (amount of charge required to make AV = e ) wil
QMIN >. e (C, + CIN), or in terms of the number of electrons,
CIN)/q (2.31)
where N is the "minimum detectable current pulse" or number of electrons
in a current impulse required to make the voltage change equal the rms
noise (q = 1.602x1O"19 coul).
From Eq. 2.31 we see that in order to attain high pulse sensi-
tivity in a preamp for a receiver (that is, low N ) we must have a preamp
with low input voltage noise combined with a total input capacitance
(preamp plus photodiode) that is extremely small. In practice, the input
voltage noises for wideband amplifying devices of high quality are not
widely different, so that the principal way to reduce N is to reduce the
capacitance (C, + CIN). Here we have an excellent start because a 3 mil
GaAs, Sb detector of the type described earlier has only C, = 0.1 pf,
I ~X A . w
and has negligible series resistance so that there is no thermal noise
contribution to e in the APD. In order to maintain this capacitance
advantage, we use a GaAs Schottky barrier field effect transistor (GAASFET)
preamplifier, since the input capacitance of a ly gate length GAASFET is
typically of the order of 0.2 pf. (Needless to say, in order to keep stray
capacitances down to this <0,lpf level, the APD must be hybrid integrated
with the preamp.) In comparison with the GAASFET, a silicon bipolar
transistor would have similar e and typically 5 pf input capacitance, so
that N would be over an order of magnitude larger.
To improve the preamp sensitivity (reduce N ), we must also
reduce the Johnson noise current in the load resistor, i . = /4KTAF/R.
"J
The increase in R allowed, for the same bandwidth, by reducing (CJ+CTM)
helps, but is insufficient to achieve the two order of magnitude increase
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in R required to achieve a one order of magnitude reduction in i .. In a
11J
feedback mode, or transimpedance-type of amplifier with open-loop gain A,
the 3db bandwidth is given by f3db = A/2irRp(Cj + CIN), as compared with
f3db = l/2irR. (C, + CIN) for a simple load resistor configuration. Hence,
by going to a feedback mode GAASFET preamp with A = 10 having an order of
magnitude lower (C, + C..,) than a simple bipolar transistor preamp, we
can increase R by two orders of magnitude and obtain at least an order
of magnitude of reduction in i . and N .
2.3.2 Signal and Noise Model for a Feedback-Mode Preamp
The detailed role of the input capacitance, input voltage noise,
feedback resistance, etc,, in the overall signal and noise performance
of a negative feedback utransimpedance-type" preamp is shown in Fig. 2.8.
Here we consider an ideal (zero noise, zero output impedance, infinite
input impedance) operational amplifier with frequency-dependent gain
A(w) in the triangular block with the relavent departures from non-ideality,
a finite input conductance (usually a capacitance), GIN and a finite
input voltage noise, e,. Since we are considering a frequency-dependent
noise analysis, e, is a noise spectral density measured in volts//RT,
as is the noise associated with the feedback resistor, Rp. The APD in
Fig. 2.8 a) is represented by a signal current generator, i , in parallel
with a conductance (virtually pure capacitance), GAPD. Because the series
resistance of the GaAs, Sb APD's we are considering here are so small
I **A X
(a few ohms typically) we can ignore this resistance and its associated
voltage noise for our case. The solution for VQ..,. in terms of i and the
noise generators e, and e2 is
w = IJ \ _C fc r i \ r i/ /> ooVOUT ^Gp) 1 + 1/AO+Gj/Gp) *•**
where, of course, A, Gp and G, = G.pD + G,.. are complex frequency-dependent
values, and e, and e2 are in general frequency-dependent.
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Fig. 2.8 Signal and Noise Models for Feedback-Mode (Trans-
impedance-Type) Preamps. a) General case of feed-
back element with (Frequency-dependent) noise voltage
62- b) Usual case of feedback element a resistor
paralleled by a capacitance where we transform the
resistor noise to a frequency-independent input noise
current, i ,.
' • J
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Figure 2.8 b) shows a slightly simpler version of 2.8 a) more
specifically adapted to the preamp case. Here a specific form is taken
for Gp in terms of a feedback resistance in parallel with a small capacitance.
The e? noise voltage source has been replaced by the Johnson noise current
source, i . which is frequency independent (white noise) and is in parallel
with the signal source, i . (Of course it is understood that i includes
all of the relavent multiplied shot noise terms from Eq. 2.24, but here
we are concerned about the preamp contribution to the noise.) For this
case, we have
OD + ip-j) C/Gp) ei (Gr + Gj)
VOUT = 1 + I/A (1 + Gj/Gpf + GF + I/A (Gp + Gj) (2
where
= /4kT/Rp (2.34)
is the Johnson noise current spectral density. While the signal term
(Eq. 2.33 with e-j = i . = 0) in 2,33 may be evaluated at any frequency
directly, to obtain the total noise output, we must integrate the square
(VOUT VQUT*) of Eq. 2.33 (with i = 0) over the measurement bandwidth
range and then take the square root of the result to get the total noise
output in the measurement bandwidth range. We note in Eq. 2.33 that the
response to the Johnson (white thermal resistor noise) is exactly the same
as the response to the photocurrent signal or signal shot noise, with
the signal output at lower frequencies, i.e., approximately
•
 (2
'
35)
The response to the input voltage noise term e^ (which itself is a function
of o>, particularly in the "1/f noise" region for the preamp input device),
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on the other hand, is strongly frequency dependent because it is propor-
tional to Gj (Gj = juCj = jw (CjN + CAPD)) in the usual case. In the low
to mid frequency range, increasing Rp (reducing Gp) increases the magnitude
of the signal term relative to the e, term. At high frequencies, Gj
must be kept to a minimum (low CjN + ^APD^ to reduce tne e? contribution.
(Of course selecting an input device with low voltage noise, e,, helps as
well.)
Because.the various parameter terms in Eq. 2.33 are complex,
it is difficult to learn much more by just examining the response equation.
To model a preamp it is necessary to "put in the numbers" and compare with
experiment to determine the correct parameter values (e,, etc.). A
computer program written for the Tektronix Digital Processing Oscilloscope
(DPO) in the TEK BASIC language is shown in Appendix A.2. This program
was written for the specific case of Fig. 2,8 b) with Gj = juC, (CT=CApn+CIl\P
and A(F) = A /(I + jF/Ffl). The low frequency open-loop gain, A , Ffl, CT,O H O H I
Rp and a white-noise voltage source e, (called EN in the program) volts/i/fiT
are the input parameters. Lines 1100 to 1147 calculate the real and
imaginary parts of the signal term (Vgnj/i' with e, = i . = 0 in Eq. 2.33)
into arrays C and D and the magnitude squared of the last term (Vgyj/e, with
i = i . = 0 in 2.33) in array B. These 512 element arrays cover the
frequency range -255 DF to +255 DF or up to 2.55 GHz for DF = 10 MHz.
Positive and negative frequency values are used so that the impluse response
can be obtained using the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of C and D
(line 1146, includes normalization) with the result into array A. The
peak value of A is (V/Q). from Eq. 2.6 or Fig. 2.2. All we need to know
o
to get the minimum detectable current pulse for the preamp, N (in Eq. 2.19)
is the rms output voltage noise with no signal (i = 0). Having already
obtained the pulse response through the IFT, we do not need the real and
imaginary parts of signal response any longer, but rather the magnitude
of V/I vs. frequency and the magnitude squared for the Johnson noise
(lines 1156 and 1158). The rest of the program (to line 1186) is used
to carry out the noise voltage (squared) versus frequency, integrate to
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2
get v and take the square root to get v and N as used in Eq. 2.19
and elsewhere. The outputs from this program include frequency response
(including F3db and FN(?I$E, where FNOISE = (V0(JT/ip)f=0 /°°(VolJT/ip) df
the impulse response (including (V/Q)J, the noise output Spectral density,
the total output noise voltage and the minimum detectable current pulse, N .
2.3.3 Influence of Post-Receiver Amplifier Bandwidth on Pulse
Detection Performance
The program modelling for the feedback-mode preamps described
above (listing in Appendix A. 2) assumes a measurement bandwidth of 2.55 GHz
[for DF = 10 MHz per calculated point] following the receiver. Because
the response of the preamp to the resistor Johnson noise (i . in Eq. 2.33)
and the signal photocurrent, i is the same, increasing the bandwidth
increases the signal peak height more rapidly than it increases the total
Johnson noise (white noise power is proportional to AF; i <* AF'2) , so
that N is improved (reduced) with increased bandwidth. However, the e,
voltage noise term in Eq. 2,33 is frequency dependent, leading to a high-
frequency peak in the noise spectral density. If a reduced post-receiver
bandwidth is used it may be possible to actually improve N by reducing
the output bandwidth somewhat to some optimum (i.e., while reducing band-
width will cut (V/Q) somewhat, it may cut vn more rapidly for a while).
The TEK BASIC program listed in Appendix A. 3 calculates (lines
8000-8192) starting with the noise spectral density (from the A. 2 program),
the noise spectral density and total output noise if the output is passed
through a Gaussian filter with impulse response time, T, (or standard
deviation frequency GW = l/2irT, ). A Gaussian filter is taken there for
the non-ringing transient response characteristic. Also, because the
Fourier transform of a Gaussian frequency response is a Gaussian pulse,
sampling the output data stream with a finite-width Gaussian sampling
2 2pulse (i.e., sampling with a time weighting exp[-(t-T ) /2T, ] instead
of the 6(t-T ) sampling assumed in Eq. 2.7 and Fig. 2.2) has the same
effect as the Gaussian frequency response filtering on the output noise
or signal pulse. The result of the program is a modified noise voltage
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spectral density curve (displayed on the DPO in array B ["waveform B"]),
and a total voltage noise output.
The effect of the Gaussian filtering on the output pulse height
(from the program in A.2) is calculated by means of convolution with the
Gaussian filter impulse response in the program in Appendix A.4 (lines
8300 to 8380). The result of this program is the reduced (V/Q) peak
height with the Gaussian filter. This, taken with the results of the
A.3 program, allows the N with the bandwidth-limiting output filter
to be determined. This program can also be used for determining (V/Q) ,
or the peak output when the input light pulse is not a 6-function, but
rather a Gaussian pulse with standard deviation T,. (The short program,
lines 8200-8260 is used to x2 expand and interpolate quadratically the
5ns/div pulse response calculated from the I FT in the program in A.2
to give-in two runs-the 1.25ns/div time scale chosen for this A.4 program.)
Hence, these two programs can be used with the feedback preamp
model program to determine the influence of either finite sampling pulse-
width or limited post-receiver bandwidth (of Gaussian response shape)
on the optical pulse detection capability of the receiver. In cases when
the voltage noise (e,) contribution is not large, there is little influence
on N as long as the bandwidth past the preamp is well above the receiver
bandwidth. On the other hand, when the e, contribution is larger, there
may be a significant reduction in N possible by choosing an optimum
output amplifier bandwidth (of perhaps 1.5 times the receiver 3 db
bandwidth) as compared to wider output bandwidths.
2.3.4 Basic Design of the GAASFET Feedback Preamps
The feedback preamplifier model indicates that it is absolutely
essential to have very low input capacitance to the preamp (and APD
capacitance) in order to achieve high pulse sensitivity. Further, in
order that the feedback amplifier be stable, the phase shift in the
amplifier must be kept small. (Over most of the frequency range of interest
there is 90° phase shift due to Rr - C, and the total open-loop phase shift
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may not exceed 180° when the loop gain is greater than or equal to unity.)
This requires an amplifying device of great gain-bandwidth capability.
Fortunately the gallium arsenide Schottky barrier field effect transistor
(GAASFET) has the very low input capacitance and very high gain-bandwidth
product as required for this application. Three different preamplifier
designs of the transimpedance type using GAASFETs have been developed as
a part of this work. The basic approach to these designs with simplified
schematics are given here; the full schematic diagrams are included in
the performance results in Section 4.
2.3.4.1 Mark IA Two-GAASFET Preamp Design
The first successful GAASFET feedback mode preamps were of the
"Mark IA" design shown (in very simplified form) in Fig. 2.9. This two-
GAASFET design is the simplest of the optical receiver designs and was
used in delivered preamps #4 and #5 (Serial Numbers 004 and 005). The
"operational amplifier" here is a single GAASFET, Q, with a voltage level
3.hiftejijzener._dlojie .(.shown as battery Vz in Fig. 2.9) to allow for the
dc offset between the Q, drain (typically + 4Vdc) and the Q, gate (typically
-2Vdc). The gain of this "op-amp" will be of the order of g R. , where g
is the transconductance of Q, at the operating bias. In order to obtain
sizeable voltage gains (A ~ 5 to 10) with reasonable Q, transconductances
(g ~ 10 to 20 mmhos), it is necessary to have impedance levels at the
Q, drain of the order of 500 ohms to IKn (R. in parallel with the drain
resistance, RD). The purpose of Q2 is to serve as a low capacitance
buffer between the high impedance at the Q, drain and the required 50n
output impedance. To Q,, 0- looks like a capacitive load (often referred
to as C.) and C. must be kept small in order that an acceptable bandwidth
be maintained in the "op-amp" (Q,) stage. For this reason a GAASFET
is used for Q2 as well as Q1.
The reason for using a single voltage gain stage for the
"op-amp" in the feedback preamp is to avoid instability due to accumulated
phase shift in several active device stages. Of course, Q, in Fig. 2.9
does not represent an "op-amp" at all in the sense of Fig. 2.8 because
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Fig. 2.9 Simplified Circuit Diagram for the Mark IA
GAASFET Preamps Design. (Complete circuit
diagram is shown in Fig. 4.9.)
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its output impedance is not low. However, since the only loading to the
stage is C, and Rp, if we define A (to) in Fig. 2.8 in terms of the voltage
gain of Q, with C. and Rp as loads, we can still use the formalism of
Section 2.3.2 to describe the preamps and their noise characteristics.
One of the major problems incurred in the earlier portions of
this work was that the hybrid-integrated GAASFET receivers proved to
be better UHF or microwave oscillators than amplifiers. This is hardly
jsup_rjs.ing in that_this wgrk represents! the first effort to push negative
feedback "transimpedance amplifier" concepts to the near-gigahertz
frequency range. In this frequency range it is possible for any stray
lead inductance, etc., in experimental preamps to serve as a feedback
element and push the already none-too-generous phase margin of the ideal
current-mode feedback configuration beyond the Nyquist limit into
oscillation. In order to deal with these problems, a detailed circuit
analysis of the Mark IA preamp first stage, including some parasitic
elements, was carried out on a digital computer.
Figure 2.10 shows the ac equivalent circuit of the first stage
of the GaAsFET preamp with parasitic source impedance considered (Rs is •
internal to the chip, while LS would represent stray source lead inductance
in the circuit or bonding wires). Here an elaborate MESFET model, (Ref. 6)
is used. The values quoted for the 2\i gate Fairchild FMX 950 transistor
for this model are RG = 10ft, CQ = 0.4pf, R$ = 15fi, RQ = 625ft, CD = 0.05pf
and Cd = O.Olpf (Cp = C. + stray would be ~ 0.02pf). The transconductance,
gm, would be about 20 mmho at ID ~ 50 mA for a good device, but gm ~ 12 mmho
at the ID ~ 10 mA bias used here. Note in this model that g does not
amplify V , but rather V , the voltage across C . In the reduced ac
y w u y
equivalent circuit of Fig, 2.10 this problem is avoided by replacing g_i m
by gm » a complex quantity taking into account the Rr-Cr voltage dividerHI i u u
action, so that the output current generator is gm V .
-1 -
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Fig. 2.10 AC Equivalent Circuit of the First Stage of Mark IA
or Mark II Preamps Including Parasitic Impedances.
This circuit is analyzed using the TEK BASIC program
listed in Appendix A.5.
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The model of Fig. 2.10 has three independent nodes; the source,
the gate, and the drain (output) nodes, with three independent equations
to solve simultaneously to give VQ/i in terms of the seven complex
parameters (Gj, Gp, Gn, GG, G$, GL and 9m ). The solution for VQ/ip is
given by
I
V0 _ 9m -
(1/65)
Eq. 2.36 is arranged to focus attention on the difference between the
parasitic contribution (arising from finite G~) and the desired 2-node
characteristics which would exist with the source grounded (G$ infinite
or 1/G- = 0). Appendix A.5 contains the listing for a TEK BASIC language
computer program to perform this circuit analysis on the D.P.O., along
with an explanation of the program. The program is somewhat similar in
concept, but much more elaborate than the program described in Section 2.3.2
for Eq. 2.33. In addition to the source lead parasitic impedance shown
in Fig. 2.10, the program can treat similar drain lead stray inductances
(and with minor modification, other effects). The use of this program
made it possible for us to understand the circuit and constructional
difficulties which caused the oscillation in the early "Mark I" preamps
and to attain stable operation with good performance in the modified
"Mark IA" design.
2.3.4.2 Mark II Three-GAASFET Preamp Design
In early evaluation work on GAASFET preamps of the "Mark IA"
design in a laboratory PGBM 400Mb/s 1.06y communication system at
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McDonnell Douglas, St. Louis (by Dr, Samuel Green), it became clear that
the "EMI" environment present in the evaluation facility could cause
sufficient cable ground pick-up, power supply injected interference,
etc., to cause degraded B,E,R. results. The "Mark II" design was developed
as a simple extension of the "Mark IA" design only incorporating an
additional gain stage in the preamp itself to help raise the signal
level above the interference noise level.
• - - . . . This "Mark II" GAASFET preamp design is shown in simplified
schematic form in Fig. 2,11, The functioning of the "op-amp" stage, Q,,
is exactly the same as in the "Mark IA" design in Fig. 2,9. The only
change in design noted in Fig. 2,11 is the addition of the Q2 gain stage.
(Actually, the Mark II preamp is considerably more complicated than the
Mark IA, with 5 silicon bipolar transistors and numerous other components
added, internal to the preamp for automatic output dc balance, bias
generation, etc.; functions not shown in Fig. 2,11.) (X, is a simple
voltage amplifier stage with approximate gain g • (R, II RD ) or 13db
in GAASFET preamp #7. As in the Q, "op-amp" gain stage, L, is used to
"tweek" the high frequency response slightly to obtain a wider 3db
bandwidth .and faster transient response (i.e., to go from a slow simple
single pole roll off to a response with quadratic poles). The value of
L is selected (in relation to RL || RQ and CL) to give a crisp transient
response without undesired oscillatory behavior.
2.3.4.3 Mark III High Speed Three-GAASFET Preamp
The principal limitation of the "Mark IA" and "Mark II" preamp
designs is in their closed-loop bandwidths (of the order of 300-400 MHz
in the experimental preamps with Rp values of 3Kfi-4Kfi). For greater
sensitivity we would like to be able to obtain even wider bandwidths
with larger values of feedback resistance, Rp. For applications with
higher data rates (gigabit and higher) or very short pulse detection,
these improvements are essential. Detailed analysis of the experimental
Mark IA (#4 and #5) and Mark II (#7) preamps indicated that the principal
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Fig. 2.11 Simplified Circuit Diagram for the Mark II GAASFET
Preamp Design. (Complete circuit diagram for preamp
#7 is shown in Fig. 4.16.)
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problem was that the loading capacitance on Q,, C. (representing the
combined input capacitance of Q2 and stray capacitance to ground from the
level-shifting circuitry, V,, and de-block, Cg in Figs. 2.9 and 2.11)
was too large. If a large value of R. II RD is obtained, then A , the
open-loop "op-amp" low frequency gain,is high but the 3dB rolloff frequency,
F., drops accordingly increasing the high frequency phase shift. In fact,
the gain-bandwidth product of this "op-amp" will be of the order of
g /2irC. , so that if C. is too large, there is no way we can obtain higher-
frequency performance.
This problem with the earlier designs stems from the fact that
Q, does not represent a true operational amplifier (as indicated in
Fig. 2.8), because it does not have low output impedance. Hence the
loading effect of C. degrades the "op-amp" gain bandwidth. The "Mark III"
preamp design was developed as an extension to the Mark IA design concept,
making the input stage a two-GAASFET true operational amplifier with low
output impedance. The simplified schematic diagram of the "Mark III"
preamp design is shown in Fig, 2.12, Here we see that the "op-amp"
voltage gain stage is a cascade arrangement with grounded-source Q,
driving a source follower (L. The level-shifted (Vz) output from Q2
is the output feedback point to the input (through Rp), so that now we
require that the sum of the phase shifts in Q,, Q2 and the Rp-C, feedback
network be less than 180°, while the open loop gain exceeds 1. This
makes it important to use very careful circuit layout as the combined
power gain of Q, and Q2 can be very large (circuit oscillations at X-band
frequencies have been obtained with experimental Mark III preamps when
spurious feedback coupling was allowed to exist). With the appropriate
precautions taken with circuit fabrication, we have obtained excellent
stable results with the Mark III preamps (#6 and #8).
The open loop gain at lower frequencies, A , will be given in
the circuit of Fig. 2.12 by
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Dl)
(where RL II RQ = l/(l/R|_+l/Rn ), etc.) and the output impedance of the
gain stage will be approximately
OUT
For g 12 mmho, Z.. will typically be about 75 ohms so that thereQ. J
will be virtually no loading effect from fractional pf load capacitances.
Hence, by increasing R, we can obtain higher gains without destroying
the bandwidth (F.) due to C. loading. The principal capacitive loading
effect of concern is CD of Q, , CGD of Q2, and the stray capacitance from
the drain of Q, (R. , etc.) to ground. Gain-bandwidth products of the
order of 5 GHz have been obtained for the "op-amp" (P-i-CL) section of
"Mark III" GAASFET preamps. This makes it possible to obtain subnanosecond
preamp response times with Rp = 5000ft feedback resistance values.
2.3.5 GAASFET Voltage Gain Characteristics
The most important properties of the "op-amp" or input voltage
gain stage of the GAASFET preamps is their open-loop voltage gain, A,
and their input capacitance. One of the vexing problems encountered in
the early part of this work was that it was found that the voltage gains
in available GAASFET devices was disconcertingly low. The voltage gain
of Q, in the Mark I A or Mark II preamps at low or mid frequencies should
be of the order of
Ao - I/R <
2
-
39
'
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Measuring g from the spacing of the ID vs, VQ_ (with V as the stepped
parameter) curves for typical GAASFET's might give g =* 0.012 mhos,
RD > 5Kfi. Hence we would expect for R. = Ite, for example, A =* 10.
Experimentally, typical ly gate GAASFET's were found to give A =* 2.5 to 3.
(Needless to say, an open loop gain of 2.5 does not make a very effective
"op-amp".) The problem was found to be that Rn, the drain resistance4. 5
of the GAASFET, was much lower at high frequencies (above 10 or 10 Hz)
than measured from the "near dc" curves. RQ values of 250 to 400 ohms
were found typical for ly gate devices (both Science Center - fabricated
devices and those obtained from outside vendors), while 2y gate FMX 950
devices gave somewhat higher values (600n-800ft with an occasional sample
higher).
This low output resistance of the GAASFET's is not, in fact,
a spurious effect (it is the high output resistance measured in the low-
frequency curves that is the spurious effect-thought to be associated
with trapping states at the n+ GaAs-semi insulating GaAs interface).
In fact, in a GAASFET with a very narrow gate,there will be significant
coupling between the drain potential and the semiconductor potential under
the source side of the gate, just as there is in a triode vacuum tube
between the plate potential and the space charge region between the grid
and the cathode. Just as in the triode vacuum tube where this leads
to a finite plate resistance, in the GAASFET this leads to a finite
drain resistance. The narrower the gate region is, the larger will be
this drain potential coupling and the lower RQ.
One solution to this problem might be seen, then, in using wider-
gate GAASFET's. This is completely unacceptable for our application,
however, because the input capacitance (C or CIN) increases with gate
width and we must have low input capacitance for sensitive charge pulse
response. A better result that would work is to use a cascode GAASFET
pair for 0, as shown in Fig. 2.13 a). Here GAASFET #1 is used in the
grounded-source configuration while #2 is used as a grounded-gate amplifier
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Fig. 2.13 Circuit Model For Cascode FET Arrangement Illustrating
the Greatly Increased Voltage Gain of a Dual-Gate
GAASFET Compared to a Single-Gate, a) Cascode equiv-
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to raise the output impedance. The low-frequency (ignoring capacitances)
equivalent circuit of this cascode 6AASFET voltage gain stage is shown
in Fig. 2.13 b). Solving for .the gain, V^' we obtain
. . . \1 RLRD10
 "
The effect of the cascode arrangement is more clearly illustrated by the
"equivalent FET" shown in Fig. 2.13 c), where the two GAASFET's in Figs.
2.13 a) and b) are replaced by a single cascode-equivalent GAASFET having
transconductance (9m)ffl~ and drain resistance (RL.-- In terms of these
parameters, the gain will be
(q_\-._
(2.41)
CASV(RD)
(in analogy with Eq. 2.39). From the analysis of Fig. 2.13 b), we obtain
for the cascode equivalent transconductance
R1/R2
and for the cascode output (drain)resistance
= R D1 (gm2RD2 + RD2/RD1
We note that since 9m2RDi 1S considerably greater than unity, in general
m
 CAS wil1 be On1y slightly smaller than g^ , while the output resistance,
(RD) will be much larger than RQ1 which means that the available voltage
UAo
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gains will be much higher. For example if we take for typical ly gate
GAASFETs, gml = g 2 = 0.015 mho and RQ1 = RQ2 = 300a we would have for
a cascode arrangement (gJrA<- = 0.0127 mho and (Rj = 1950 ohms. Hence
vnj O/*O
the open-circuit voltage gain (R^ = ») of the cascode arrangement would
be
 ^ CAS (RDJCAS = 24*75 *S opposed to 9mlRDl = 4'5 with a s1mPle
grounded emitter stage (a 15db improvement in open-circuit gain).
While the use of a cascode (grounded source-grounded gate)
GAASFET pair in place of Q-, in all of the preamp designs would be called
for, in fact it is not necessary to bond up two discrete devices for the
pair. A "dual gate" GAASFET operated with the second gate grounded is
an operational equivalent to the cascode arrangement of single-gate
GAASFETs shown in Fig. 2.13. (This dual-gate GAASFET bears the same
relationship to a single-gate unit as a tetrode or pentode vacuum tube,
bears to a triode.) Measurements on the dual-gate GAASFET chips indicate
that the output drain resistances are of the ordered of the 2Kfi values
predicted by Eq. 2.43 and their performance in the delivered Mark III
preamps, particularly #8, has been excellent. It should be noted that
from a functional standpoint, the "op-amp" in a Mark III preamp (Fig. 2.12)
with a dual-gate GAASFET as QI is effectively a three-GAASFET cascode-
cascade amplifier (grounded source-grounded gate-grounded drain [source
follower]). The low-frequency open-loop gain obtained in GAASFET preamp
#8 is approximately 20.
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3.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH
3.1 Materials Technology
3.1.1 Materials Selection
The desired low leakage, high quantum efficiency and wide band-
width requirements for this avalanche photodiode place extremely stringent
limitations on the materials which can be used. The most important
requirement is that the semiconductor must have a direct bandgap with
E ~ 1.16 eV so that the photons are all absorbed within a small distance
(2-3y). There are no elemental or binary compound semiconductors which
can satisfy this requirement, thus one is forced to use a III-V ternary
alloy. A diagram of energy band gap vs. lattice constant is useful for
this selection because it shows the useful alloys, the potential substrate
materials and the degree of lattice mismatch between them. Such a diagram
is shown in Fig. 3.1. All of the potential III-V alloy combinations are
found by following a line of constant energy gap of E = 1.16 eV across
Yhne~MTftersecTibn with each ternary alloy in Fig. 3.1. The possible choices
are as follows: Ga In, As, GaAsySb, , InAs P, , InAl, As, GaPSb, ,
A I A A I —A A I —A A I —A A I "A
InP)(Sb1_x, GaxAl1_xSb and Ir^Al^Sb. The requirement of a substrate
which is transparent at 1.06y and a reasonable lattice match between
'Substrate and epitaxial layer eliminates all but the first three choices.
;At the start of this program, InP was not grown domestically, and that
;which was available was of very low quality, thus it was eliminated in
favor of GaAs as the choice for substrate material. Of the above three
alloys, only Ga In, As and GaAs Sb, will grow on GaAs. Both of these
A I "A X I ^ X
.ternaries have been grown successfully on GaAs and the choice between
!these two alloys reduces to the one which has fewer interface problems,
better chemical homogeneity and fewer device fabrication problems. Since
actual device fabrication and performance are the best measure of these
quantities, epitaxial layers of both Ga In, As and GaAs Sb, were grown
X I —X X I—X
and devices fabricated from both. The GaAs Sb, system proved to be the
A I "A
better system for our devices because of our device design. With the
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Fig. 3.1 Energy bandgap vs. lattice constant for all of the binary
and ternary alloy semiconductors of Al, Ga or In with P,
As or Sb. The solid lines are for direct bandgap materials
and the dashed lines for indirect bandgap materials.
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inverted mesa structure described in Section 2.2, the mesa must etch
uniformly with no sharp etch pits or surface breakdown will occur before
any bulk avalanche gain is achieved. The orientation dependence of growth
for ternary alloys on binary substrates was the determining factor in our
choice. The best growth face for Ga In, As on GaAs is the <111>A face
x\ I ^ J\
while that for GaAs Sb, is the <100>. The <111>A face is the surface
*v I ^J\
most commonly used for etch pit and dislocation studies because the pits
better than on any other! surface, thus the mesa etch proved
to be an almost insurmountable problem for the Ga In, As layers and
tipped the balance in favor of the GaAs! Sb, system.
X I "X
3.1.2 Materials Growth and Evaluation
et al (11)
The phase diagram for GaAs Sb, has been reported by Antypas,
. X * I ^  X
and Panish and Illegems.(12) A computer program was written to
solve the equations describing the ternary system. The approach was
i (TO)
identical to that of Panish and Illegemsv ' in which both the liquid and
~so44-d-ape-tr-eaied-.as-S-imple solutions, This phase diagram formulation is.
well described by these authors and there is no need to restate the
i
equations here. The values of the parameters used to fit the ternary
diagram were as follows:
TABLE 3.1
GaAs GaSb Units
TF
4SF
a
aAs-Sb " 75°
1238
1.6.64
5160-9.16T
j
BGaAs-GaSb
710
15.8
4700-6. OT
2700
C°
e.u./mole
cal/mole
cal/mole
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Fig. 3.2 Ga rich region of the GaAsSb phase diagram. The solid lines are
liquidus isotherms while the dashed lines are GaAsxSbn_x) iso-
composition lines.
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The calculated liquidus lines for the Ga rich corner are shown in
Fig. 3.2 and calculated and experimental points for the coefficient of
GaSb vs. Sb mole fraction in the melt with temperature as a parameter is
shown in Fig. 3.3. This calculated phase diagram is in reasonable agreement
with our experimental data on the composition of epitaxial layers and
it has proven to be very useful to determine the melt composition and growth
temperature to achieve the desired solid alloy compositions for the multiple
ilayers in the APD.
j From the data on the energy bandgap vs. composition for GaAs Sb,
,
J
 , J\ I ™/\
in Fig. 3.4, a composition of ~ 16% GaSb (i.e. x = .84) is required for the
active layer of the avalanche photodiode. In order to avoid Sb build up
and compositional changes during growth it is desirable to grow the ternary
in a region where the Sb mole fraction in the solid does not change rapidly
with temperature. From Fig. 3.3, one observes that temperatures of 750°C
,or higher are required. We have elected to grow at 775°C with a AT of ~ 5°C
during growth of the epitaxial layers. The increasing GaSb fraction with
™d^ cTeliFilig~teThl:)er^ tuye 'is a desirable feature in our particular device
structure because the buffer layer will tend to be graded to more closely
match the active layer and reduce the number of edge dislocations at the
; interface. Since both p+ -n-n+ and n+ -p-p+ structures are required to
study the electron and hole avalanche multiplication coefficients, both
!p+ and n+ GaAs substrates are required as well as either p or n doping for
leach of the three epitaxial layers. For p-type doping Zn, Ge and Si have
been used and for n-type Sn and Te have been used. Ge, Si and Sn are
particularly useful dopants if more than one epitaxial layer is grown at
(a time because they all have low vapor pressures and cause a minimum of
I cross contamination between the melts. These are the only dopants used
in the APD structure because a lightly- doped region with a moderately high
breakdown voltage is always required and the high vapor pressure dopants
would preclude the growth of this layer. As noted above, both n+-p-p+ and
p+-n-n+ structures have been grown, however, for simplicity, further
descriptions of the growth will refer only to the p+-n-n+ structure. For
_thi_s structure, the buffer layer is Sn doped while both the active and
7.0 „
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Fig. 3.3. Experimental and calculated Sb distribution curves for GaAsSb solid.
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Fig, 3.4 Energy bandgap vs. composition for the GaAsn_x)Sbx
alloy system. The region 0.4<x<0.65 is inaccessible
because of a miscibility gap in the alloy.
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contact layers are Ge doped.
The epitaxial layer growth for any of the three layers follows
the same sequence with only slight variations in the Sb concentration or
the dopant to achieve the desired doping level and alloy composition. The
substrates are prepared by a standard technique of mechanical lapping and
polishing with successively finer grit alumina and finally a chemi-mechanical
.polish using Cabosil and 10H20:1H202 in an oscillatory polisher. After
-removing-the substrates from the polishing block, they are cleaned in
itrichloroethylene, acetone, water and methanol. The substrates are
etched in Sh^SO.ilHpOg'lH^O just prior to insertion into the furnace.
The individual melts are made up with 6 9's Ga and 5 9's Sb from Alusuisse
and Asarco respectively with between 10 and 25 atom percent Sb depending
upon the desired solidus composition as shown in Fig. 3.3. Undoped poly-
crystal GaAs is used as the As source for saturating the melt. The substrate
and melt are raised to 775°C and allowed to equilibrate for ~1 hr. The
melt is then brought over the substrate and the furnace temperature
decreased at a rate of ~ l°C/min. After the desired temperature drop,
a second melt is pulled over, then the final melt is pulled over and after
the desired AT, the melt is pulled free from the substrate. The furnace
is then cooled to room temperature and the structure is removed for
evaluation.
After the structure is removed, routine evaluation consists of
(14)
cleaving along a <110> plane and etching for 2-3 sec. in the A-B etchv '
to delineate the junctions. The layer thicknesses are then measured under
an optical microscope. Next, "quick diodes" are fabricated by etching a
jmesa with a wax dot on a portion of the wafer. Tungsten probes are
contacted to the diode and a photoresponse measurement is made. This
measurement shows the bandgap of both the buffer and active layers and
can then be used as feedback on control of the epitaxial layer compositions.
During the course of this work, considerable effort has been
expended on studies of the microscopic operation of the APD. One of the
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GaAs
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24 20 16 12
DISTANCE X(p)
Fig. 3.5Sb profile obtained from X-ray emission on SEM for two GaAsSb layers grown on a GaAs
substrate. The melt composition for each epitaxial layer was identical but growth
conditions at the time the second melt was brought over the substrate caused the
Sb concentration to dip at the interface.
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most useful tools is a scanning electron microscope (SEM), particularly when
combined with an energy dispersive X-ray detector and a beam induced current
amplifier and monitor. This enables us to measure the chemical composition
vs. depth in the epitaxial layers, the current collection efficiency and multipli-
cation as a function of position and bias voltage and to correlate these with
surface features and defects in the layers to determine if they are due to growth
faults (metallic inclusions or precipitates) or substrate originated faults
(dirty substrate, poor wetting or high dislocation density).
Studies of these GaAsSb heterojunction APD's and comparison
with GaAs homojunction and GaAlAs-GaAs heterojunction didoes revealed
that the quality of the junction is adversely affected by mismatch between the
two layers. As the degree of mismatch decreased, the junctions improved.
The GaAsSb diodes did not, however, show the improvement we expected when
we went to a homojunction GaAsSb diode (i.e., buffer and active layer
of the same composition). The problem with this sturcture is revealed
in the X-ray profile of Fig, 3.5. This is a plot of the Sb X-ray yield vs. posi-
tion for this GaAsSb homojunction structure. The interface between the two layers
shows a sharp drop in Sb at the interface. This drop is coupled with a
corresponding increase in the As level and is due to the condition of
melt non-equilibrium when the second melt is brought over the substrate.
This makes it virtually impossible to achieve the high quality junction
required in the APD by the use of two melts to grow the p-n junction.
The solution to this dilemma has been to grow a true GaAsSb
homojunction from a single melt by the addition of dopant during the growth.
In this way, the layer composition remains constant and the impurity
incorporation just changes from n-type and p-type.
This dopant drop technique imposes a slight modification of the
original device design. In the initial device, the p-n junction was
between the buffer and active layers. With the dopant drop technique, the
p-n junction occurs midway through the active layer as shown in Fig 2.7.
This places an additional constraint on the active layer thickness. In
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order to achieve the high quantum efficiency, the active layer must be
nearly punched through to the buffer layer at the avalanche breakdown
voltage. After several experiments with the dopant drop technique the
required growth conditions were achieved.
The dopant drop technique utilizes a boat much like our earlier
.versions, except a small shelf is built into the top of the slider. The
slider is moved with a quartz push rod, just as earlier, except that now
J&e_md._ls_pulled, to.move.jthe slider arid pushed to move across the shelf
folding the dopant. This boat and slider arrangement are shown in Fig. 3.6.
Once this doping drop technique was worked out, the resulting
APD's exhibited improved leakage and avalanche properties. This change in
the growth has improved the device performance, however, higher avalanche
gain is still necessary to achieve optimum system performance. Present
studies of avalanche gain non-uniformities show a high correlation with
the characteristic surface pattern of the GaAsSb heteroepitaxial structures.
This pattern is shown in Figs. 3.7 and;3.8. This "basket weave" pattern
is aligned along <110> crystalographic directions and these surface features
are ~ 400QA high. This pattern is a result of the lattice mismatch
between GaAsSb and the GaAs substrate and it cannot be eliminated as long
as there is lattice mismatch.
The results of this work strongly suggest that the area of
^avalanche gain uniformity in closely lattice matched structures is the most
promising approach to the low uniform avalanche gain problem in the current
structures.
3.2 Device Fabrication|
! The sequence of process for fabrication of the device is shown
in Fig. 3.9. Each step in fabrication must be processed very carefully
to avoid unnecessary problems that might occur. The substrate side is
chemi-mehcanically polished to obtain a mirror-like surface. A clean
surface of the sample is essential before metals are evaporated. AuGe
75
Fig. 3.6 Graphite slider boat used for "doping drop"
growths. Top slider (small insert with holes)
is where the dopant is placed and the quartz
push rod is used to push this slider back to
where the sets of holes line up and the dopant
drops through into the melt to change the
doping.
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Fig. 3.7 Normarski phase contrast photomicrographs of the
surface details of an APD structure. Note the
alignment of surface features along <110> directions.
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Fig. 3.8 Interference phase contrast photomicrograph of the
surface of an APD structure. These surface features
are between 1 and 2 fringes which corresponds to a
height of 2700 to 5400A.
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n ACTIVE LAYER-i
n+ CONTACT LAYER
Mask
Mask
Metallization
1) Layer Side
Apply resist and photo etch 5 mjl
circular holes. Evaporate 1000A
of AuGe.
Remove resist lifting AuGe on top
of resist and leaving 5 mil circular
dots of AuGe.
2) Substrate Side
Apply resist and photo etch 15 mil
circular dots with 50 mil square
outlines. Evaporate 1000A of AgMn.
Alignment of circular dots with
AuGe dots on the layer side is made
on an Infrared microscope.
Remove resist lifting AgMn on top
of resist and leaving 50 mil square
of AgMn with 15 mil circular holes.
Alloy AuGe and AgMn at 500°C for
1 min.-
3) Layer Side
Apply resist and photo etch 4 mil
circular holes over the AuGe dots.
Electroplate 1 pm of Au. Remove
resist leaving 4 mil circular
dots of Au on top of AuGe dots.
4) Substrate Side
Apply resist and photo etch 15 mil
circular dots with 50 mil square
outlines. Electroplate 1 jum of
Au. Remove resist leaving Au on
top .of AgMn squares with a 15 mil
circular hole.
Mask
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B. Anti-reflection Coating •
o
Deposit 1450A of Siil^ by sputtering
to the substrate side. Remove Si 3^
on top of Au by scratching the sub-
strate side on a paper leaving $13!^
inside 15 mil circular holes only.
Mask
Mesa Etch
1) Apply resist on the layer side
and photo etch to leave 6 mil
dots over Au and AuGe dots.
Etch mesa through n+ and n layers
and part of p+ layer.
Remove resist.
Passivation
Apply surface passivation.
E. Device Mounting
Cleave the wafer into individual
diodes. Mount the diode
Fig. 3.9 Device Fabrication Procedure for the Inverted
Homo-Heterojunction Avalanche Photodiode
(starting with the 3-layer epitaxial growth
structure and ending with the APD chips ready
for mounting or packaging).
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and AgMn are used on n-type and p-type GaAs substrate or GaAsSb layers
respectively for metallization. The photolithographical alignment of the
metallization pattern on the substrate side to the metal dots already on
the layer side is made using a special mask aligner under the infrared
microscope. In the transmission mode the substrate metallization pattern
and the circular dots on the layer side can be seen at the same time. After
alloying the metal contacts, the ohmic contact resistance is checked. Au
is electroplated over the metal contacts to protect them from pressure
^contacts or thermocompression bond contacts, the electroplated dots arei
'smaller than the mesa dots to prevent Au from hanging over the mesa and
shorting the diodes when undercutting occurs after the mesa etch. The mesa
surface is passivated to protect the exposed p-n junction and to decrease
the surface leakage current. To obtain maximum quantum efficiency, SioN^
is deposited over the light entrance window on the substrate side for the
anti-reflection coating. With a 1.06y laser, a reflection coefficient of
0.15% is measured for a 1450A layer of SigN. on the GaAs substrate. Careful
-monftoH-ng-of—t-he-eteh depth is important to obtain the desired mesa
geometry which reduces electric field concentration at the p-n junction.
The depth of the mesa is measured under a microscope after each mesa etch
land compared to the layer thickness which is known from the measurement
|of the cleaved and stained edge of the layer. After checking the
jcurrent-voltage characteristics and spectral responses of diodes, they
;are cleaved into individual diodes. Fig.3.10 shows reflection and trans-
Imission photomicrograph of a diode taken through an infrared microscope.
The diode is mounted as shown in Fig. 3.11 or it is placed into the hybrid
.microwave preamplifier package. The mount and the sample mounting
iplate are designed so that the diode will be exactly over the spring
heading pin and will make contact only to the gold contact pad. The
general geometry gained by having the light brought in through the
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.10
a) Reflection photograph of a diode where the dark circular
dot is the mesa outline and the metal contact in the center.
b) Transmission photograph of a diode is taken by the infrared
microscope from the layer side. The dark square area is the
metal contact on the substrate side. The large bright circle
is the window on the substrate side. The dark circular dot
is the outline of the mesa and metal contact to the contact
layer.
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MALE
OSM CONNECTOR
2 MIL TEFLON INSULATOR
SAMPLE MOUNTING PLATE &
COVER PLATE
PHOTODIODE
l.OSu LIGHT
CONTACT PIN
SPRING CONTACT
FEMALE
MICRODOr
CONNECTOR
FOR BIAS
Fig. 3.11 New Compact 50ft Microwave Mount for Inverted
Heterojunction Microwave Avalanche Photodiodes,
Internal LC filter attenuates RFI on APD bias
power supply. Note that the front sample
mounting and cover plate floats at the APD
substrate bias, so exposed metal should be
covered with a suitable insulation if danger
of accidental contact exists. Fig. 4.3 shows
a photograph of this mount with an APD pulse
response.
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substrate, out of the way of microwave signal contacting to the mesa,
makes effective microwave mounting of the device especially convenient.
This package gives exceptional signal performance with very little
stray capacitance and is rugged and convenient for coupling to
optical systems.
Another method of device fabrication was established
for structures in which the p-n junction is on the surface side of the
; .'._. j
.active layer (rather than the substrate side). In this geometry
'(as in the homo-heterojunction diodes used in the delivered GAASFET
receivers), the "normal" mesa etch would be expected to give surface
.electric field concentration and surface breakdown. The proper
geometry would be to make mesas etched from the substrate side.
Two techniques for obtaining this inverted mesa geometry were developed
and discussed in Monthly Progress Reports. This process is a delicate
fabrication procedure compared to the mesa etching process from the
--layer—side^—Fortunately, it was found that with proper passi-
vation techniques,mesas etched from the layer side (wrong geoemtry
.for these homo-heterostructure diodes) gave the same measurement
'results as the mesa etched from the substrate side (no surface
^breakdown). Therefore this inverted mesa fabrication method did
inot prove necessary and the procedures need not be described here further.
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3.3 Measurement Techniques
In a program of this type involving both the development of new
device technology (in the heterojunction II.I-V alloy detector) and new
circuit technology (the gigabit GAASFET transimpedance preamp), a key
element to success is the development of the state-of-the-art measurement
techniques with which to monitor progress. In this work, these measurement
areas go from microscopic properties measurements on the epitaxially
grown semiconductor materials through electrical and optical measurements
on the fabricated photodiodes, and from specialized measurements of key
characteristics of GAASFETs and other components for the integrated
preamps to detailed stage-by-stage measurements on the preamps to determine
the key parameters and predict system performance. It is only the results
of detailed testing and measurements that lead to an identification of
problem areas and provide a basis for an understanding of their nature
that makes it possible to solve them.
3.3.1 Measurement Techniques Employed, with References (only) to
Detailed Descriptions
Far too many different measurement techniques are employed in
this work to discuss them all in detail here. Separate subsections here
will be devoted to special pieces of equipment and techniques employed
in this work that have not been discussed in previous reports (Refs. 1
and 2). Some of the techniques employed which have been discussed else-
where include:
BASIC MATERIAL MEASUREMENTS APPLIED TO EPITAXIAL LAYERS:
OPTICAL ABSORPTION: We use a Gary 14R spectrophotometer with
beam reduction optics to measure energy gap of epitaxial layers
and (by a special deconvolution technique (Refs. 7 and 10)) bandgap
grading.
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE: We use a Jarrell Ash Model 78-466 1 meter
Czerny-Turner scanning spectrometer with a cooled S-1 PMT detector
to measure sample photoluminescence in a cooled dewar excited
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by either a Spectra Physics Model 125 50mw 6328A HeNe laser or
Metrologic 4416A HeCd laser.
HALL EFFECT: Carrier mobilities and carrier concentrations in
epitaxial layers can be determined by Hall effect measurements with
our automated system described in Ref. 8..
IR MICROSCOPE: We use a Research Devices Model D infrared
microscope to examine epitaxial layers for inclusions, etc.
(Ref. 1), as well as check on device processing.
SEM X-RAY EMISSION ANALYSIS FOR ABSOLUTE COMPOSITION: Special
computer codes for use with the X-ray analysis capability on our
ETEK Autoscan Scanning electron microscope have been developed
to give detailed composition (alloy content versus position)
data on a submicron scale (Refs. 2,9 , 10).
SURFACE STUDIES: Our HP 5950A ESCA spectrometer can be used
for surface studies on epitaxial layers, particularly for
determining the surface effect of such processing steps as
etching. In addition, our computer-controlled Auger electron
SEM can study surface composition on a microscopic scale and
measure surface potential variations over a junction region.
MATERIAL MEASUREMENTS MADE ON DIODE STRUCTURES:
SEM INDUCED CURRENT: We use our ETEK autoscan scanning electron
microscope for junction depletion region measurements by electron
beam induced current, in conjunction with other SEM measurement
techniques (Refs. 2,9,10).
THERMALLY STIMULATED CURRENT: A TSC measurement system sensitive
-14to 10 ampere currents can be used to identify defect levels
in the depletion region of reverse-biased diodes (Ref. 9).
INJECTION LUMINESCENCE: The same spectrometer used for photo-
luminescence measurements can be used for injection luminescence
studies in heterostructures to identify where recombination is
taking place (Ref. 9.)
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CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE OR CARRIER CONCENTRATION, n(x): Our
Materials Development Corporation automatic doping profiler
is used both for C-V measurements on devices and for capacitance-
derived doping density versus depth, n(x) measurements for the
epitaxial photodiode layers on a routine basis.
SPECTRAL PHOTORESPONSE (r? vs. x): Another key routine evalua-
tion made on the photodiode structures is the quantum efficiency
versus wavelength. For these measurements, our Gary 14R
spectrophotometer is operated with fixed slits and a feedback
control over the light source power derived from a special "flat"
detector in the reference compartment (Ref. 1) This fixes the2
number of photons/sec/cm on the sample (independent of wavelength,
X) so that the photocurrent versus wavelength curves measured
thru a feedback preamp and PAR 121 lock-in are relative quantum
efficiency vs. X curves. A special micropositioner probe plate
is used so that measurements can be made on photodiodes at the
wafer stage, as well as on packaged devices (Ref. 1).
ABSOLUTE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY: Reference photodiodes for measuring
absolute quantum efficiency (usually at 1.064y) have been
calibrated from NBS-standard calibrated thermopiles using the
techniques described in Ref. 1. Our standard reference photodiode
is an E6&6 Model SGD-100 silicon guard-ring diode operated at
a 60 volt bias which gives a quantum efficiency of 17, „. =20.2%
with our Nd-YAG laser with defocused beam (numerical aperature
of light, N.A. ~ 0.2).
3.3.2 Electrical Measurements on Chip or Wafer Devices
One of the inherent difficulties in working with microwave
semiconductor devices such as the avalanche photodiodes or GAASFET's
involved in this program is that the device dimensions become very small.
In some of the dual-gate GAASFET's, bonding pad sizes are as small as
87
Fig. 3.12 Precision Micropositioner Probe Station
Fabricated for Working With Small Geometry
Devices.
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2 mils x 2 mils (50 microns square; even in some of the silicon bipolar
transistor chips they are 3 mils square). With the types of micropositioners
we have employed previously in this work (Ref. 1), it is difficult to even
hit a spot this small, let alone guard against an accidental slip of the
probe which could wipe out the gate in a 6AASFET worth $150.00. Similar
difficulties are found in doing electrical measurements on our APD's, some
of which have total mesa diameters of only 3 mils (and the contact area
is smaller than this).
To make it possible to work with such small-geometry devices
with safety, the precision micropositioner probe station photographed in
Fig. 3;.12 was designed and fabricated. This station uses Line Tool Company
X-Y-Z stages with 1 mil/division micrometers on each of the four main probes,
with a ©-rotatable vacuum chuck and provision for a standard Signatone probe
for coarse (substrate) contact. A B&L Stereozoom 7 microscope is used with
this station. Most device electrical measurements are performed with a
Tektronix 576 curve tracer (either for transistor characteristic curves
or APD leakage), though for very low leakage current devices, an external
power supply, current amplifier (transimpedance type) and X-Y recorder can
be used (Ref. 1).
3.3.3 RF Measurements of Drain Resistance on GAASFET Chips
A specific problem encountered in the GAASFET preamp work is the
necessity to measure, on chip devices, the high frequency drain resistance
(RD in Section 2.3.5) or open circuit voltage gain of the GAASFET. Because
RD values (if the device is to be useful!) are much higher than 50 ohms,
conventional S-parameter measurements are not very helpful. To solve this
problem, a special "active probe" was designed. The circuit diagram for
this "active probe" is shown in Fig. 3.13 . The circuit concept is to
essentially operate the GAASFET into an open-circuit load with a known
ac signal voltage applied to the gate, monitoring the drain voltage to
measure the open-circuit gain. The "open-circuit" load is provided by
the collector output resistance of a grounded base DN3250 PNP silicon
bipolar chip transistor with a 50fi external source resistance. The collector
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resistance under these conditions is much higher than the GAASFET drain
resistance. The drain voltage (ac and dc) is monitored through the DN4209
emitter follower (also high impedance). An AERTECH A2S087 diode chip is used
to protect the GAASFET drain from overvoltage. Of course, with high
impedances, it is essential to minimize capacitance, so all of the above
components are mounted on a 0.200 inch square hybrid substrate mounted
about 1/2 inch from the tip of the micropositioner probe which contacts the
GAASFET drain. On the GAASFET gate probe, a small MCL Tl:l wideband
transformer is used to add the ac signal to the dc gate bias. The bias
voltages are regulated from the control-power unit on the right of
Fig. 3.13 , with provision for setting gate bias voltage, drain current and
drain-source voltage stabilization. In typical measurements, a 10 MHz
internal oscillator is used for the generator with a GR1216-A 10 MHz IF
amplifier unit as the detector, but other appropriate RF sources and
receivers can be used. We have obtained good correlations with our RD
measurements from this equipment (RQ = A /g ) and the device performance
obtained when measured GAASFET chips were employed in preamps.
3.3.4 Optical Table and Scanning Laser Microscope
The key APD optical measurements of quantum efficiency, quantum
efficiency uniformity (spatial response),pulse response, avalanche gain
and gain uniformity, as well as overall receiver performance are made on
the optical table using laser sources and a scanning light microscope
system. The optical table in a Newport Research Corp. MDL-RS-48-8 4 foot x
8 foot pneumatically isolated table. It holds three lasers: 1) a Quantronix
112A tungsten (quartz-iodine) lamp-pumped CW Nd-YAG 1.064p laser with a
model 305A mode selection aperture for TEM operation (unpolarized) and
a model 302A acousto-optic mode locker for 273 MHz modelocked operation,
2) a Metrologic ML 684 6328A internally modulable (to 100 KHz) He-Ne laser
and 3) a CW Radiation Model S-106 1.152y He-Ne laser. Fig. 3.14 shows
the layout of the optical table. The 1.152y and 1.064y beams are combined
in the beamsplitter near the 1.064y laser, which splitter also taps off
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MICROWAVE AVALANCHE - PHOTODIODE AND WIDEBAND OPTICAL
RECEIVER OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS APPARATUS
4' X 8' PNEUMATICALLY DAMPED
VIBRATION ISOLATION OPTICAL
TABLE (NRC)
CW
.6328u
He-Ne
LASER
(METROLOGIC)
TEKTRONIX—i
S-6 REMOTE
SAMPLING
HEAD
CW
1.1 Bv
He-Ne
LASER
(CW-RADIATION)
MODE-LOCKED
Nd-YAG
LASER
1.06u
(QUANTRONIX
112A)
SILICON-HIGH POWER-
FILTER-ATTENUATOR
SGD-100A
INTENSITY
REFERENCE
-MICROWAVE
AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
(III-V ALLOY)
MIRROR
-SILICON PHOTODIODE
USED FOR
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY,
CALIBRATION
OPTICAL ^
RECEIVER^
UNDER TEST
SAMPLE MOUNTING
PLATE
CATA-DIOPTRIC
OBJECTIVE
CHOPPER
SYNCH
X-Y-Z MICRO
MANIPULATOR
-SCANNING
LASER
MICROSCOPE
Fig. 3.14 Diagram of the optical table layout used for this work, including
the 1.06Mm (modelocked), 1.152)jm, and 6328A lasers and the scanning
light microscope.
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part of the beams for the beam intensity reference photodiode (an EG&G
SGD-100). These two beams are passed through the 1680 Hz chopper (if
desired) down the center!ine of the table, joining with the 6328A laser
beam in the second beamsplitter. Continuing down the table center!ine
is provision for a focusing objective for a high speed (GaAs, Sb )
I ™X X
reference photodiode in a 50fi mount for use with a sampling oscilloscope
to fine-tune the modelocker. The right angle path takes the combined
6328A, 1.064y and 1.152y beams through a single spatial filter into the
scanning light microscope. Getting the three beams simultaneously through
the spatial filter requires that they be extremely accurately lined up
in position and angle. Special precision-adjustable mounts are used on
the two He-Ne lasers to make this possible (though still difficult).
The scanning laser microscope system is shown in detailed block
diagram form in Fig. 3.15 . The purpose of the system is to be able
to scan a finely-focused laser beam over a sample (usually a photodiode)
in a TV-like raster pattern and to be able to measure and display the
spatial variations of the desired physical parameters of the samples.
Quantities which could be measured are things like optical transmission,
optical reflection, "dc photoresponse", chopped light photoresponse, 273 MHz
modelocked pulse response, etc. Display modes include intensity modulation
(brightness proportional to photoresponse [B « P.R.], differential intensity
modulation [B « (P.R. - ZREp)], contour plotting (of P.R. = (ZREp)-i>
(ZRcp)p» etc- lines),psuedo-color display by multiple exposures using
optical filters with variations in device parameters or measured quantity
for different primary color exposures, etc. In addition to these TV-like
display modes, "shift modulation" plots involving summing the photoresponse
and vertical scan signals are also useful.
In order to accommodate all of the desired operating modes, it
is necessary to have a rather sophisticated electronic system, along with
a versatile optical system capable of diffraction-limited performance.
The optical system is shown schematically in the upper right of Fig. 3.15,
and a photograph of the scanner unit is shown in Fig. 3.15 . The laser
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Fig. 3.16 a) Photograph of the Scanner Unit of the
Scanning Laser Microscope taken along
the direction of the exit beam. Beam
enters the GC0401 spatial filter from
the right.
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Fia 3 16 b) Another view of the Scanner Unit of the
Scanning Laser Microscope with the 40X 0.5NA
Catadioptric Mirror Objective at the right.
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beams (0.6328y, 1.064y or 1.152y) are brought into the scanner through a
spatial filter, reflected off of the 45° mirror and passed through a
convex lens, the purpose of which is to image the spatial filter pinholein
the "primary raster focus" plane (which is at the position of the field lens).
The beam is reflected off of an oblique mirror into the horizontal galvano-
meter mirror. The horizontal galvanometer is a General Scanning G-108
with a 5mm diameter circular mirror (f = 1450 Hz) mounted with its
rotational axis 45" to the vertical. The beam reflects off of the horizontal
scanning mirror to the vertical scanning mirror on a G.S. G-115 (f =900 Hz)
galvanometer with its rotational axis horizontal (perpendicular to the exit beam
and the axis of the horizontal scanning mirror). The separation between
the two scanning mirrors is only 0.43"; keeping this separation small is
required for the field lens to maintain proper illumination of the objective
under all scan conditions. The primary raster focus is in or very near the
plane of the field lens, with a raster size of 0.5" x 0.5" or less (typically
10mm wide by 8mm high to give a 10 mil by 8 mil raster on the device with
a 40x objective or a 1 mil/major division display on the CRT). The field
lens images the scanning mirrors into the input aperture of the objective.
Usually a neutral-density filter in the range of an optical density of
1 (10% transmission) to 4 (0.01% transmission) is used in front of the
objective to obtain the desired signal level. Various objectives are used,
depending on sample size, from 2X magnification (demagnification of the
raster onto the subject) up to 20X in normal microscope objectives, plus,
as shown in Figs. 3115 and 3.16, a 40X 0.5NA long-working distance (1.7 cm)
catadioptric mirror objective. The diffraction-limited spot size of a
uniformly filled objective of numerical aperture, N.A. is given by
A i, — 1«22X / o i \
.
 y
-nor (3J)
where x is the wavelength and Ay is the radius of the first dark diffraction
ring or diameter of the central bright spot at the 37.7% maximum intensity
point. For example, the 40X , 0.5 N.A. objective should have Ay = 1.54y
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(0.06 mils) at 6328A or Ay = 2.6y (0,1 mil) at 1.06u, while a 10X.0.25 N.A.
objective gives twice this spot size. Other commonly used objectives
such as the 10X, 0.17 N.A. (L.W.D.) and 5X, 0.10 N.A. microscope objectives
are proportionately poorer (the latter gives Ay = 13y [0.51 mils] at 1.064y)
in resolution but are useful for larger samples.
The horizontal and vertical scanning galvanometers are driven,
respectively, by G.S. RAX-100 and A-100/drivers, the latter with the input
retrace "halfway stepped" to give the same half-cycle resonant retrace
that the RAX-100 does (see waveforms in Fig. 3.15), The horizontal scan
generator is adjustable in frequency in 8 ranges from 2 Hz to 500 Hz max
or a manual (XRcp) position adjust, while the vertical scan generator has
11 frame time-ranges from 30ms min to 1 minute min, plus manual (YDcp)«
For high-resolution photographs, a one-shot mode with a typical
one minute frame time and ~ 25 Hz horizontal rate would typically be used
(for limited signal bandwidths of 30 KHz or so; wider bandwidths allow
proportionately higher rates). The raster size may be adjusted for a
given objective to a desired exact scale factor display with the ganged
X and Y gain controls leading into the drivers.
The most difficult part of the system electronics in Fig. 3.15
is involved with the processing of the device response signal. This is
best illustrated by an example, and the case shown in Fig. 3.15 is for
measuring the "dc" (actually dc to 30+ KHz) photoresponse uniformity of
an n+ substrate - p+ mesa photodiode. The measured device is biased with
a protected supply to its substrate and the photocurrent plus leakage
current (Ip+IR) is measured with an appropriate transimpedance amplifier
such as the Keithley 427. The output of the 427 is a low-impedance voltage
V = -Rp (Ip+IR), typically in the 1 to 10 volt range, so that we have no
need for the input differential amplifier unit in the SLM system. This
preamp has gains from xO.2 to x500, with differential 10M ft inputs and
selectable bandwidths of 25 KHz, 250 KHz and about 4 MHz. For our case,
we can go directly into the baseline restorer unit, the purpose of which
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is to subtract off the device dark current from the photocurrent signal.
("Current bucking" in the 427 can do this to some extent, but for small
photocurrent signals we must do much better.) This is accomplished in
the baseline restorer in Fig. 3.15 by determining a time, just after
scan retrace, when the laser spot is not on the sample (I = 0; provision
is made at the primary raster focus for an occulting plate to insure this
if desired), measuring IR at this time and storing it with the sample-hold,
and then subtracting this value from the Ip+IR signal during the rest of
the horizontal scan. This process is repeated for each horizontal scan,
so that drift of IR does not interfere with the system. This circuit
can also be used as a phase-sensitive detector if the sync from the chopper
is inputted to the sample-hold instead of the horizontal scan signal.
Not shown in Fig. 3.15 is an automatic default circuit such that if
no sync is provided within 20 seconds or so, the circuit defaults to a non-
baseline subtract mode (as in the manual, Xn scan mode).
Having subtracted off the dark current signal, we are still
faced with one additional problem in obtaining precision quantum efficiency,
T?, versus position data. That problem is that there is considerable beam
intensity fluctuation from the laser source (sometimes up to 20% or so
from our Nd-YAG laser). Since we want precisions approaching 1% in T?,
this must be corrected for. We accomplish this with the analog divider
(reference beam normal izer) circuit. Here the output current, iRrr> of
the SGD-100 reference photodiode (which monitors beam intensity through the
beamsplitter) is converted to a near -10 volt level by adjusting the
reference amplifier feedback resistance, RRcp» and Qain factor, K. This
reference output signal is applied to the denominator input of the 4 MHz
analog divider, while the video signal (baseline subtracted) is applied
to the numerator input, giving a beam-intensity-normalized output.
The display mode selected in Fig. 3.15 is an intensity-modulated
or differential intensity-modulated display, obtained using the video
differential output amplifier. This differential amplifier has gain ranges
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from xO.2 to xlOO and has both a fixed gain video output signal and a continuously
variable gain output with blanking (-5V) pulses derived from the hori-
zontal and vertical retrace intervals. Usually the video signal is applied
to whichever input of the differential amplifier is required to make the
beam brighter with increasing signal (positive Z-axis signal for the
Tektronix R5103/D10 display unit shown), and the other input is connected
to a variable reference voltage, Znrc* In this way it is possible to
increase the gain and do differential intensity modulated displays in which,
for example, black on the display might represent a 90% quantum efficiency
and bright white a 100% quantum efficiency (rather than 0% to 100%).
Another convenient mode of display is "shift modulation", where the fixed-
gain video output signal is summed with the vertical scan generator
signal in a differential amplifier Y plug-in for the monitor oscilloscope
to produce a series of traces representing,!? vs. x for stepped values of Y.
This can be used simultaneously with intensity modulation to accent peaks.
It should be noted that while normally Polaroid film records are usually
made using the Tektronix C5 camera on the Tektronix R5103/010 display, we
have also used the Tektronix 7613 variable-persistence storage oscilloscope
for temporary display of these grey-scale images from the SLM with good
results. (However, the Z-axis input polarity is reversed so that the
signal and blanking polarities must be reversed from Fig. 3.15).
Another display mode is contour plotting, wherein a comparator
is used to trigger a one-shot to put a dot on the screen any time the
normalized video signal equals the reference setting, ZRrp- By making
a series of exposures with different ZRf:c values, the resulting picture
will show equal quantum efficiency contours for the device. An example
of the application of these display modes in examining surface inversion
problems in a commercial (HP4220) silicon PIN photodiode from 6328A SLM
pictures is shown in Fig. 3.17. Pictures a) and b) in Fig. 3.17 are
"straight" intensity-modulated (ZREF = 0) displays of 6328A quantum
efficiency at zero bias and 20 volts reverse bias respectively (the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3.17 Scanning light microscope micrographs of response of
a Si photodiode at 6328A. (a) and (b) intensity modu-
lated display for diode at 0 and 20 volts bias respec-
tively. The dark ring indicating no response is the
Ohmic contact to the diode, (c) and (d) are a combined
intensity modulation and contour mapping display of the
same diode at 0 and 20 volts bias respectively.
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pictures are shown rotated 90° clockwise from the display orientation
for convenience; the 10 div. side is "X" and the 6 div. "Y"). The gold
contact circle with four bonding pads and the gold TC ball bond to the
lower pad are clearly visible. Pictures c) and d) are combination contour
plots and differential intensity modulation. Picture c), at zero bias shows
contours at ZREF = 0.1 (outer line), 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 volts, with
Zprp = 4 volts for the differential intensity modulation (DIM). Picture d)
in Fig. 3.17 is for 20 volts reverse bias with contours for ZREp =0.5,
1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 volts and ZREF = 8 volts for the DIM. Note how the
differential intensity modulation pictures bring out the photoresponse
irregularities, while the constant response contours show quantitatively
the extent of the silicon surface inversion channel response. (For example,
from picture d) we can see that the. photoresponse to uniform illumination
over the chip in this HP4220 will mostly come from the diode area within
the contact at zero bias, but for -20 volts bias, far more response will
come from the surface inversion region than from the central diode region.)
3.3.5 Application of the Scanning Laser Microscope to 273 MHz Gain
Measurements
While the examples just discussed (Figs. 3.15 and 3.17)
treated the use of the SLM system for "dc" quantum efficiency measurements,
this system is also very useful for high frequency gain and uniformity
measurements. In this application, the laser source is the 1.064y Nd-YAG
laser-operating modelocked at a 273 MHz repetition frequency. The optical
receiver, followed by appropriate 50ft 'amplifiers to give the desired signal
gain, feeds the input of a spectrum analyzer, operated as a narrowband
receiver tuned to the fundamental or any of the harmonics of the 273 MHz
modelocked pulse repetition frequency that lie within the receiver passband.
For example, for fundamental detection with our Tektronix 7L13 spectrum
analyzer plug-in, the center frequency is adjusted to 273 MHz, phase locked,
and the frequency span/division setting is unlocked from the resolution
bandwidth selector and set to 0 KHz/div. (fixed tuned) with the resolution
bandwidth set at 30 KHz and the 30 KHz video filter on. The 7L13 is used
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in the "linear" display mode and the uvtdeo output" pin jack to the 7L13
is connected to the positive input of the "input differential amplifier"
of the SLM system (Fig. 3.15), The horizontal scan generator output from
the SLM may be used to drive the horizontal of the spectrum analyzer by
using the horizontal external input pin jack on the 7L13 and setting the
time/div. knob to "EXT", in order to provide a line scan display on the
spectrum analyzer to complement the SLM display. While the "video output"
from the 7L13 is a zero-center, -50mV bottom and +50mV top output format,
this doesn't represent a problem in the SLM system as long as the "baseline
restorer" is used, as this will add the necessary 50mV to produce the "zero
volts with zero light" required by the divider (reference beam normalizer)
circuit for proper operation. In addition the baseline restorer will
exclude any modelocker drive rf leakage which may happen to be present in
the receiver output. In this configuration, the SLM system operates exactly
like the "dc" response examples described previously,except that the displayed
parameter is the high frequency quantum efficiency or gain. The same types
of display options are possible.
While the high frequency gain measurements using the SLM system
are most conveniently utilized with either 50 ohm packaged devices or
completed GAASFET preamp receivers, we have also been successful in making
these measurements on unpackaged wafer devices as well. The approach here
was to develop a micropositioner probe with a very small 50fi coaxial
line going to the probe tip (the tip is an extension of the center conductor)
and a shield ground line which is connected to the device substrate through
a blocking capacitor. While the arrangement has too much spurious
inductance for transient measurements, the sine wave response is quite
adequate for gain measurements, even at frequencies approaching a gigahertz.
The most serious problem with this measurement is that there is considerable
rf leakage from the modelocker drive signal on the optical table and this
can easily produce a larger signal than the photocurrent. Fortunately,
while the fundamental (273 MHz) and 2nd harmonic (546 MHz) signals are
badly swamped out by this rf drive interference, there is very little
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interference at the third harmonic (819 MHz; actually this is the 6th
harmonic of the acousto-optic modelocker drive), and we have had excellent
results obtaining 819 MHz gain and uniformity measurements on unpackaged
devices by this technique,
In addition to the SLM measurements of high frequency gain
uniformity, the 7L13 can be used in this same "narrowband receiver" mode
to measure absolute responsivity, gain and N.E.P. for a receiver. In
these measurements, the SLM system is simply used in "Manual" X and Y
scan modes to focus the attenuated laser beam on the desired gain area of
the APD. The spectrum analyzer output is connected directly to the Y-input
of an X-Y recorder, with the X-axis driven from the APD power supply, to
give gain versus VAPD plots. Usually in these measurements the "LOG
lOdb/div." display mode is utilized so that the divider (reference beam
normalizer) in the SLM cannot be used, as the video signal is not proportional
to I . Figs. 4.6 and 4.21 were recorded in this way.
The absolute output of the modelocked laser at all harmonics may
be easily calculated from the dc output (average photocurrent) given the
shape of the output pulses. Consider a laser having repetition frequency
F (273 MHz for our laser) and having a short output pulse shape such that the
Fourier transform of a single output pulse gives an envelope with magnitudes
at dc, F, 2F, 3F, etc., of 1.0, f -,, fp, fo, etc. Here (because light
intensity cannot be negative) the various f's will be less than one.
(However, if the light pulse width, AT, is considerably shorter than the
repetition period, T = 1/F, the coefficient for at least the first few
harmonics will be very close to 1; i.e., f-j =* 1 for AT«T.) In terms of
the average output "photon current", Iavq> the laser output, i . (t), can
be described as
iph(t) = Iavg+2Iavgf1cos(2IFt)+2Iavgf2cos(4wFt)*'...2Iavgfncos(2nuFt)+... (3.2)
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Hence the rms value of the nth harmonic of the modelocked laser is
given by
(rms) = ST fn Iavg (3.3)
where I is the dc level (this equation applies to either the "photon
avg
current" in the beam directly or to photocurrent in any linear detector
having response time much faster than AT). For frequencies nf less than
approximately 0.3/AT, where AT is the pulsewidth, we have
( I J (rms) =* v^ ~" I . Hence, we can calculate the absolute rms photo-\ P«V n av9
current from a dc or reference photodiode current using Eq. 3.3 and hence
obtain the absolute responsivity of the receiver at a given harmonic by
measuring the signal output (usually by means of amplitude-calibrated
reference substitution for accuracy).
3.3.6 Current-Protected Precision 0 to 200 Volt Power Supply for use
With GaAs, Sb Avalanche Photodiodes
I *™A A
One of the problems with any microwave-responding semiconductor
device is that the small device geometries involved usually give the devices
a somewhat limited ability to deal with gross power overloads. This
failure mode, sometimes referred to as "failing the smoke test" can be
avoided in these small avalanche photodiodes by using a carefully current-
protected power supply. (This is because the device power dissipation
TjMPlis Pp = PL + IpVApD, where PL is the light power, or, from I =
PD = PL (] + h? VAPD|- With * = *96 ' M = 10> hv = K165eV and VAPD = 12° volts'
the bias power term is a thousand times the input light signal term, so by
"crowbarring" the bias at gross P. overload, we save the device.) Experience
indicates that with overload protected supplies these GaAs, Sb operate
I ^  J\ A
virtually indefinitely without problems, whereas with unprotected supplies
(batteries, etc.), it is usually just a matter of time before someone
makes a mistake (forgetting to insert the beam attenuator, etc.) that
destroys the APD.
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Figure 3.18 shows the schematic diagram for a precision current-
protected power supply which can give up to 200 volt outputs of either
polarity and has provision for internally monitoring either dc output
voltage or dc output current. The power supply is based on an INTECH A-300
high-voltage op-amp which amplifies a reference voltage taken from a tempera-
ture compensated zener diode. The output voltage range of the op-amp when
used with the regulated ± 120 volt supply shown in Fig. 3.19 is about
± 115 volts, but since only one polarity is required at any given time,
higher voltages are attained by adding the +90 volt "boost battery" to the
op-amp output to make its range -25 to +205 or +25 to -205 volts when
voltages over ± 115 volts are required. Instantaneous current limiting
is provided by making all load current pass through the feedback resistance,
Rp, of the BB3521K FET op-amp (connected in the transimpedance mode) which
floats on the "high" side of the A-300 output (i.e., at the supply output
voltage with respect to common). Long-term (many y sec) overcurrent
protection is obtained by monitoring the dc load current by measuring the
voltage across RF (from pin 6 to the "floating common"). If this voltage
exceeds the trip point voltage setting, V,, the supply output is crowbarred
by turning on the triac between the common and the floating common by means
of the optical isolator. A 4 1/2 digit digital panel meter reads the output
voltage (0 to ± 199.99 volts) from floating common to ground, and can also
be connected across Rp to read load current. A more convenient approach,
however, is to have a separate meter between pin 6 of the BB3521K and
floating common with different series resistances for scales of 50mV to
10 volts full scale, allowing simultaneous readings of load current (to
small values) and supply voltage.
3.3.7 Digital Processing Oscilloscope System
The most important tool utilized in the checkout and evaluation
of the hybrid integrated GAASFET optical receivers is our Tektronix Digital
Processing Oscilloscope system. This system utilizes all of the versatility
of a Tektronix 7704A four plug-in oscilloscope as a data acquisition
input to a computer mounted on the scope cart. The computer is a POP 11/05
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with a 24K (16-bit word) memory with interfaces to a Tektronix 4010-1D
graphics terminal as well as the P7001 processor. A Tektronix 4911 (Remex)
high speed paper tape reader-punch is used to input or store software
or data. The P7001 processor stands between the upper (display) section
and the lower plug-in (signal acquisition) section of a conventional
Tektronix 7704A oscilloscope. The P7001 contains high speed analog to
digital converters to digitize signals from the plug-ins and a 4K (10-bit word)
memory divided into four waveforms (A, B, C and D). Each waveform consists
of 512 values of the measured vertical signal (i.e., 512 horizontal points)
measured with 10-bit accuracy (1024 vertical resolution elements). Along
with each waveform is stored the scale factor and zero reference information
required to make the waveform meaningful. The P7001 contains a digital
to analog converter (display generator) which allows the 7004 to display
either the input analog signal(s) or one or more stored waveforms or both.
The processor waveforms may be transmitted to the computer memory (in
correspondingly named arrays; A, B, C and D) by either front-panel or
program control.
The power of the DPO system comes, on the analog side, from the
selection of plug-ins for the 7704A. We regularly make use of such real-
time plug-ins as 7A26, 7A22 and 7A11 vertical amplifiers and 7B70 and
7B71 time bases along with a 7D12/M1 digital multimeter plug-in to monitor
bias voltage, temperature, etc. For sampling work we use a 7S12 time
domain reflectometer and 7S11 vertical sampling plug-ins with S-6 or
S-4 samplers with either an S-52, 25pS, 250mV pulse generator head for
TDR or preamp response tests or an S-53 trigger recognizer for sampling
modelocked pulse response, etc. In addition, the 7L13 spectrum analyzer
can be used with the DPO, although it is usually used with the Tektronix
7613 variable persistence storage oscilloscope as in Fig. 3.20. The
test equipment shown in this figure is what is typically used in the stage-
by-stage testing of one of the GAASFET preamps. The equipment shown
includes (from far left to far right), the 4010-1 terminal for the DPO,
the 7613 oscilloscope with 7L13 spectrum analyzer, the DPO cart with
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Fig. 3.20 Measurement Equipment Routinely Used For
GAASFET Preamp Evaluation, including the
Tektronix Digital Processing Oscilloscope.
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7704/P7001 (with sampling plug-ins) on top and the POP 11/05 on bottom,
the HP435C power meter used in noise measurements, a Tektronix TM504
measurement system with DC505 counter, FG502 waveform generator, PG502
250 MHz pulse generator and PG506 calibration generator, GAASFET Preamp #8
with power supply-controller unit, and a B&L Stereozoom 7 microscope
probe station for open-package probe measurements (a dangerous procedure
used only when absolutely necessary).
Much of the saving in time and expansion in measurement capability
realized in using the DPO system comes from the convenience and power of the
system software. The TEK BASIC software for the DPO system is an extension
of BASIC oriented towards applying the DPO measurement capabilities to
electrical engineering-type problems. It is a fairly large software
package, requiring nearly 16K of the 24K of core available in our POP
11/05 computer, but the sophisticated command structure means that relatively
little additional space is required for user programs. The software contains
four permanently defined arrays (A, B, C and D) corresponding to the P7001
processor waveforms (which are called PA, PB, PC and PD in the language).
The command "LET A = PA", for example causes waveform A of the processor
to be transferred into computer array A with the correct vertical scale
factor and zero reference values noted so that absolute values of voltage
(or whatever) for each of 512 horizontal points are obtained in A (including
interpolation of points missing in PA). Arithmetic operations may be
performed "en mass" on the array with a single command, such as "LET C=log(D)"
or "LET PA=A-B", which subtracts array B from array A and sends the result
to the processor waveform A for display. The software allows direct manipu-
lation of the scale factors for the processor display without interfering with
the computer waveform (i.e., a trace stored at lOnS/cm, 5mV/cm can be displayed
at 1 nS/cm, IrnV/cm with selectable starting point for expansion).
While the convenient waveform-handling format facilitates the
use of the DPO, it is the power of the software system commands which makes
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the system so powerful. For example, the command "AVERAGE PA, 1024"
signal averages the waveform 1024 times to extract the repetitive signal
from the random noise. The command "INTEGRATE A, B" integrates waveform
A and places the resulting integral waveform in B, taking proper account
of horizontal scale factors and units. Similarly "DIFFERENTIATE C, D, 1"
carries out the derivitive with a two point or three-point algorithm with
step size selected by the final "1". The command FFT A, PC, PD takes the
Fourier transform of A, displaying the real and imaginary parts of the
result in processor waveforms C and D (and it accomplishes this 512 point
FFT in 2.5 seconds). Similarly, FFT A, PC, PD, POL does the FFT of a
pulse transient response in A with the magnitude and phase of the
frequency response (respectively) displayed in C and D. Similarly, the IFT
command can be used to go from a frequency-domain response to a time
domain response. The command "CONVOLVE A, B, PC, PD" might be used to
convolve an input pulse waveform, A, with the 6-function (impulse) response
of a circuit, B, to give the output pulse waveform from the circuit
(displayed in waveforms C and D). Similarly, CORRELATE is a single command
in TEK BASIC. In addition to the P7001 display capability via the 7704
oscilloscope screen, the command "GRAPH PA, PB" draws a reproduction of the
CRT face on the 4010 terminal storage screen and graphs the two processor
waveforms within this graticule. More general graphics capability is
provided by the "PLOT" command. While TEK BASIC contains many other
important special functions, etc,, the examples cited illustrates what
the system can do and how easy it is to get it to do it, and should be
sufficient to allow a reader with some familiarity with BASIC to understand
the workings of the various user programs listed in Appendix A.
3.3.8 Use of the DPO System for Noise Measurements for Determining the
N of a Preamp
In Section 2.1.3 the communications system performance of an
avalanche photodiode receiver was related (Eq. 2.20) to the "minimum
detectable current pulse", N of the preamp (the number of electrons in a
charge impulse required to make the peak output voltage equal the rms
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noise output), N is given by
where vno is the rms noise output and (V/Q) is the "pulse gain" or ratio
of peak output voltage to the charge in the input pulse. Hence to measure
N , we must measure both this pulse gain, (V/Q) and the rms noise output
v for the preamp. Techniques for accurately measuring both of these
quantities using the Digital Processing Oscilloscope (DPO) system have been
developed and are described here.
3.3.8.1 Noise Characterization Using the DPO-Histogram Analysis
In fact, simply measuring the rms noise output, v , for a preamp
is not sufficient to guarantee its performance in low bit error rate (BER)
optical communcations, The assumption that is made in the analysis of
Sections 2.1.2 to 2.1,4 is that the noise is Gaussian, that is, defined
by the probability distribution or probability density
(v-vl2
P(V) = -=- e a (3.4)
a/2ir
(the probability of measuring the voltage in any given range is obtained
by integrating P(V) over that range, as in Eq. 2.7). The quantity a is
the standard deviation of the distribution; for pure Gaussian noise, we have
vno
that is, a is just the rms value of V-V. The communcations performance
of the receiver is dependent on the probability distribution "far out in
the wings" (of the order of 5 standard deviations from the mean), whereas
most of the probability density that defines the rms of a distribution
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is within 2 standard deviations of the mean. This means that two noise
distributions might have the same rms noise but give greatly different
—fi -ft
error probabilities "out in the wings" at the 10" to 10" BER range.
Hence it is highly desirable to be able to test whether the output noise
is in fact Gaussian, with probability densities in the wings equal to those
predicted from Eq, 3.4 with a = vnQ.
The probability density or probability distribution, P(V), can
in effect be experimentally measured for a preamp by constructing a noise
histogram. For the wideband preamp measurements, this is accomplished
using the same 50 ohm amplifiers after the preamp and the same S-6 sampler
head in the 7S11 sampler that are used in the time response measurements
(Section 3.3. 10), so that even if small gain calibration errors exist,
the same gains are used for v and (V/Q) so that the N value will be
correct. The procedure is to sample the random noise output of the preamp
4,
with the S-6 sampler at random intervals, constructing a histogram of the
number of times each discrete voltage range was measured from a large
number of such samples.
The TEK BASIC program for carrying out this noise histogram
measurement on the DPO is listed in Appendix A.6, lines 100-181. A randomly
sampled noise waveform in the P7001 consists of 512 horizontal points with
a 10 bit number (1024 vertical resolution elements) describing the noise
voltage measured at each point. For the noise histogram we specifically
select the 7S11 voltage range so that all points measured fall within a
± 2.5 cm CRT deflection,which corresponds to ± 256 vertical resolution
elements from center screen. The stored noise waveforms are in array B
in the program, while in lines 130-140, array A is set up as a noise
Because the noise is truly random, it is essential to have the "dot
response" or sampler loop gain of the 7S11-S4 sampler combination
accurately adjusted to unity. This is accomplished according to the
procedures described in the Tektronix manual for the 7S11.
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histogram array (and initialized to zero), with each horizontal address in A
(from 0 to 510) corresponding to a vertical resolution element in the
sampled noise waveform (B). Then each horizontal (time) address in the
stored noise waveform is examined and one count is added to the horizontal
address of the histogram array which corresponds to that voltage (line 172).
Hence, if a value of zero volts were measured at that point in the noise
waveform, a count of 1 would be added to element 256 of the noise histogram
waveform (this is the element corresponding to the left-right center of
the display screen which we take as 0 volts for the display, with + noise
excursions to the right and - noise excursions to the left). Similarly,
for each of the samples in the stored noise waveform, a count is added to
the element of the histogram array corresponding to the measured voltage.
This process is repeated for many noise waveforms until a highly statistically
5 6significant noise histogram is built up. Typically, from 10 to 10 total
points are taken for the histograms as this is required to verify the
-5
extreme "wings" of the distribution corresponding to error rates of 10
-6 4to 10 . Reasonably accurate RMS noise values can be obtained with 10
or fewer points, however, if that is all that is desired. (Processing
time is about 1500 points per minute.)
The rms noise is calculated from the completed noise histogram
(in array A) by the program listed in Appendix A.6, line numbers 200-240.
This program goes through the noise histogram, voltage slot at a time
(J from 0 to 511), and if there are S counts in a voltage slot J, then S
counts are added to the total counts sum, N, S(J-256) counts added to thep
first moment count, N,, and S(J-256) counts added to the second moment,
N£. After going through all the J values, we have that the total number of
measured points is N, the mean value of the distribution is MI = N-./N
51 '
N2/N =- MI resolution elements (converted
to voltage by the horizontal scale factor).
Given the noise histogram and the exact root mean square noise
of the distribution, we would like to be able to see how accurately the
distribution corresponds to a Gaussian distribution, particularly in the
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wings. The program listed in Appendix A.7, line numbers 300-364, does this
comparison. Line numbers 300 to 312 generate in array B the log of a
slightly smoothed version of the original distribution. The log is used,
of course, in order to be able to see the probability densities "out in
the wings", hardly visible in a linear histogram display, with the same
relative resolution with which you see the distribution peak. The rest
of the program is used to calculate for comparison an exact log of a
Gaussian distribution in array C, i.e., of the form (from Eq. 3.4).
log P= K - (3.6)
In lines 316 to 328 KQ, the height of the log distribution at the center
is determined from the log distribution in B by averaging over the +_ 0.3 a
range (and adding 0.015 to correct the average to peak). The calculated
4o§rGati5S-ian—is—then obtained in lines 330-350 using for 0, the rms of the
distribution obtained in the previous program, RI, Comparing the experi-
mental log histogram (in B) and the calculated Gaussian log histogram
!(in C) shows very clearly whether the measured noise is Gaussian.
An example of the application of these three programs is shown
!in Fig. 3.21. This 10 sample noise histogram was measured for GAASFET
'Preamp #6 at VApD = 80 volts (dark) thru cascaded B&H (3 GHz) preamps with
'a gain of 77.2 into the S-6 sampler with the 7S11 set to the 50 mV/cm
iscale (and dot response adjusted to unity gain). The bell-shaped histogram
curve, with zero four divisions below center is displayed at 2500 counts/cm
(vertical, 25mV/cm horizontal (512 total horizontal bins). The log curves,
The smoothing subroutine, lines 2200 to 2212, approximates convolving
the histogram in A with a Gaussian "window function" with a 1.5 element
standard deviation, with the smoothed result in waveform D.
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Fig. 3.21 10 Sample Noise Histogram Measured for Mark III
GAASFET Preamp #6 at V/^pD = 80 volts Through
Cascaded B&H's. Histogram (lower curve, zero at
bottom) displayed at 2500 counts/cm vertical.
Horizontal for all curves is 25 mV/cm, positive
to right, zero center. The log of the experi-
mental distribution and the calculated log curve
(K0 = 9.628, a = 12.96 mV) are displayed at
e1.535 per cm., or 1.5 divisions vertical equals
1 decade.
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I COC
displayed with zero at 3 div below center and e ' per centimeter vertical,
have one decade in probability density equal to 1.5 cm vertical (i.e.,
the 6.8 cm difference between the peak and the lowest log values corresponds
to a difference in measurement probability of 3x10 ). The rms value of the
noise histogram was calculated to be 26.54 elements or 12.96mV. Taking this
value for a and taking KQ = 9.628 (e^ ° = 15,180 counts for the averaged
peak), the theoretical log Gaussian curve was calculated and displayed
in Fig. 3.21 , superimposed over the experimental log distribution. As can
be seen in the figure, the experimental log distribution follows almost
exactly the calculated log Gaussian curve down to the last few counts in
the wings of the distribution. This means that the noise is almost
perfectly Gaussian and the analysis of Section 2,1.2 to 2.1.4 should
accurately predict the receiver communications performance. Noise outputs
measured using this technique have given excellent agreement with rms
noise values measured using our HP435A (with 8481A Sensor) power meter.
3.3.8.2 Measuring 1/f Noise With the DPO System
The noise analysis in the previous section is based upon making
an amplitude histogram of randomly-timed samples of the noise output.
At sufficiently low frequencies, we can take time-sequential noise output
samples and infer from this the frequency spectrum of the noise. In the
DPO system, one-shot sampling at a rate of 0.5mS/cm will obtain virtually
a complete 512 point waveform, corresponding to a Nyquist frequency of
51.2 KHz. Of course, for accurate noise spectra, frequencies above the
Nyquist frequency must be filtered out as the short sampling times in the
P7001 will alias noise components of hundreds of MHz, The program listed
in lines 400-440 carries out this noise spectral density by averaging
the magnitudes of the Fourier transforms of many one-shot noise waveforms.
This low-frequency noise spectrum shows clearly the 1/f preamp noise plus
any discrete interference frequencies (from power supply ripple, etc.)
which may be present in the preamp output. For more general noise spectral
density measurements, at higher frequencies, the 7L13 spectrum analyzer is
used.
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3.3.9 Use of the Tektrom'x 7113 Spectrum Analyzer for Noise Spectral
Density and Total Noise Measurements
While it is the total rms voltage noise, v , and the shape
of its probability density that is most relevant to the optical communica-
tions performance of a preamp, total noise gives little information about
where the noise is coming from. Noise spectral density measurements, on
the other hand (as illustrated in the feedback preamp noise analysis in
Section 2.3.2) give detailed information about the noise mechanisms and
preamp parameters. What we need is to obtain absolute noise voltage spectral
density (volts//Hz ) data from spectrum analyzer measurements. We can use
this data to compare with the noise model (e.g., listing in A.2) to determine
critical noise parameters and to calculate N,E.P, at any given frequency,
or, if we integrate the noise curve (squared), we can obtain the total
preamp noise output (which should be the same as v measured by other
techniques - the difference is that here we know what part of the noise is
caused by each noise mechanism). While most of the procedures here would
apply to the use of any spectrum analyzer for noise measurements, some
details of the noise response depend on the type of IF detector in the
instrument (and the possibility of spurious responses), so we specifically
address the case of the use of the Tektronix 7L13 spectrum analyzer plug-in
for this purpose.
For our purposes, the 7L13 may be thought of as a narrowband
tuned receiver which measures either the average value of the magnitude
of the voltage received in its passband (the IF voltage) in the linear mode,
or the average of the log of the magnitude of the IF voltage in the log mode.
A video filter with long time constant is used to average fluctuations in
the measured noise level with time. The absolute amplitude of the display
(either linear or log) is determined by inputing a sine-wave source of
known amplitude into the 50ft r.f. input of the 7L13 as a basis of calibration.
The 7L13 response is very flat over its dc-1.8 GHz range and hence it is
usually sufficient to calibrate the amplitude at a single frequency
(typically 50 MHz). An input low pass (<1.8 GHz) filter is used so that
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there are no significant spurious responses and no noise aliasing in the
7L13.
Only two things are needed to obtain absolute noise spectral
density (volts/i/Hl") data with the 7L13: 1) knowledge of the exact noise
bandwidth and 2) knowledge of the rms noise voltage within the passband.
The noise bandwidth of the 7L13 is selected by picking one of
six IF crystal filters giving "resolution" bandwidths as wide as 3 MHz
or as small as 30 Hz (in decade steps). The first order of business
is to measure the noise bandwidth for each of these filters. The noise
bandwidth, AF, is defined by
y»OO
A(f)2 df (3.7)
AMAX
where A..... is the peak (linear) voltage gain and A(f) is the voltage gain
as a function of frequency. Actually, if several different crystal filters
are used and only one is used for the sine-wave amplitude calibration
(the 3 MHz resolution setting for the 7L13), then these small amplitude
variations can be taken into account in AF by using A...W for the calibrated
scale instead of the peak response. This can be referred to as an effective
noise bandwidth, AF ' (where of course AF ' = AF on the amplitude calibrated
range. The AF calibrations for our 7L13 were obtained by installing and
calibrating the unit in our DPO system and scanning a stable (amplitude
and frequency) source with the 7L13 in the linear display mode, so that
the display is A(f). The computer was then used to square A(f), integrate
2 2
and either divide by MAX(A(f)) or A^x for the reference filter setting
to get AF or AF'.
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TABLE 3.1
7L13 Spectrum Analyzer Noise Bandwidth Calibrations
NOMINAL
RESOLUTION
BANDWIDTH
SETTING
3 MHz
300 KHz
30 KHz
3 KHz
300 Hz
30 Hz
NOISE BANDWIDTH
RELATIVE TO PEAK
AF
1.897 MHz
200.2 KHz
26.79 KHz
2.597 KHz
246.1 Hz
22.53 Hz
NOISE BANDWIDTH
RELATIVE TO
3MHz PEAK
AF1
1.897 MHz
200.2 KHz
26.07 KHz
2.590 KHz
217.3 Hz
22.28 Hz
WHITE-NOISE
VOLTAGE OUTPUT
RELATIVE TO 3 MHz
(db)
0 db
-9.6 db
-18.7 db
-29.2 db
-30.5 db
-49.3 db
The amplitude calibration of the 7L13 is based on a sine-wave
signal of known rms value, while we are in fact interested in measuring
Gaussian noise. In fact, a correction factor must be used to correct the
measured amplitudes to real noise voltages, and this correction factor
depends on whether the "linear" or "log" display mode is used. The "linear"
correction between an average (magnitude)-reading meter reading a sine wave
and a Gaussian noise distribution is easily obtained. Since the average
value of a sine wave Vs(t) = V sin tot is Vs(avg) = (2/ir)V while the rms
value is Vs(rms) = Vm/^~» the sine wave meter calibration will incorporate
an average to rms correction factor of
Vs(rms)/Vs(avg) = jr/2/2~ = 1.11072 (sine wave). (3.8)
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The average value of Gaussian noise of rms value V (rms) is given by
I2Vn(avg) =-—^-—- / Ve L 9' 'J dV =t/f V (rms) (3.9)
-fi
 Q(rms)l *-
  
 
V =<J4-
9
 V frms)^ 7 1 ** 9
or V (rms)/Vg(avg) =i/ = 1.25331 (3.10)
Since the spectrum analyzer is calibrated with a sine wave source, the scale
reading, V$, will be related to V(avg) by Eq. 3.8 as Vg = V(avg)ir/2*^ ~.
Using this for V (avg) in Eq.3.10 we have the relationship between the
actual Gaussian noise rms voltage, V (rms) , and the scale reading, V$ as
V (rms) = — V$(rms) = 1.1284 V$(rms) (3.11)
/IT '
for the linear display mode (i.e., in the linear display mode, we would
add 1.05 dB to measured voltages to convert to correct Gaussian rms noise
values).
When the display mode is "log", what is averaged is the log of
the magnitude of the IF voltage. Clearly, the average of the log is not
equal to simply the log of the average, so that additional correction is
required. This correction (which could depend on details of the log amp-
detector arrangement) was measured on our 7L13 to be an additional 1.35 db
between measuring Gaussian noise in the "LOG lOdB/div" and the "LINEAR"
display modes (determined by comparing white noise measurements directly to
a calibrated sine wave reference in each mode). That is, when measuring
Gaussian noise in the "LOG lOdB/div" display mode, we have
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TV (rms)"|LOG = 1.318 V$(rms) (i.e., +2.40 dB) (3.12)
(where the 2.40 dB figure comes from the sum of the linear correction of
1.05 dB plus the log correction of 1.35 dB,) This means, then, that if we
measure on the "LOG lOdB/div", then the noise voltage spectral density is
just (OdBm = /T05~ = 0.2236 VOLTS)
(Vn(dBm)+2.40)
V (prHz) = Oi^ 36 10 20 (VOLTS//H?). (3.13)
n
 /AF '
(If the spectrum analyzer amplitude is calibrated on the usual 3 MHz resolu-
tion setting rather than the setting used, simply use AF1 from Table 3.1
rather than AF.)
The total noise output for a receiver may be obtained by integrating2[Vn(prHz)] from Eq. 3.13 over the measurement bandwidth (usually dc to .
1.8 GHz) or doing the integral over the noise power, P (/Hz)
(Vn(dBm)+2.40)
,.7 ' '
Pn(/Hz) = l^ r- 10 10 (watts/Hz) (3.14)
and converting total power to voltage at the end. The TEK BASIC program
listed in Appendix A.9 carries out this integral from manually-entered
V (dBm) vs. F points from 7L13 LOG lOdB/div display noise curves. The
calculational method is exact for any straight line segment of the dBm (LOG)
curve given the endpoints, so a relatively few points is adequate to define
a typical curve. Note that in the program the 2.40 dB correction factor
is not included, so that it must be added to each input point or the end
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result corrected by +2,40 dB, The program is designed to integrate over a
number of curves covering different frequency ranges to integrate from
1/f noise to the high frequency noise rolloff. Agreement between total
noises calculated from the spectral curves and rms noise values obtained
from histogram or power meter reading is good, with the spectrum analyzer
results usually giving a value of total noise voltage of the order of 95%
of the value obtained in the histogram measurements.
3.3.10 Measuring Current Impulse Response and (V/Q) with the DPO
System for N Determination
As discussed in Section 2, the important characteristics of a
preamp for an avalanche photodiode receiver are its response time (the
response must decay to a small fraction of peak response in one bit time
to prevent inter-symbol interference) and its minimum detectable current
pulse, N , which determines the required photocurrent level. To calculate
NQ we need both the output noise v (the measurement of which is discussed
in Section 3.3.8, and the pulse gain (V/Q) . Described here is a method
for measuring the current pulse response, including (V/Q) , for a preamp,
under appropriate small-signal conditions and with the preamp input
shunted by the avalanche photodiode conductance (capacitance).
Determining the current pulse response parameters for a preamp
is conveniently carried out using our Tektronix Digital Processing
Oscilloscope system with the 7S12 TDR sampling plug-in. In general, instead
of trying to use the experimental light pulse shape to measure (V/Q) ,
we measure the response to a 6-function current input and convolve the
6-function response with any input light pulse shape to get the response
and peak response (V/Q) for that light pulse input. (In most cases, the
light pulse width is sufficiently faster than the preamp response [AT«AT in
Fig. 2.2] that (V/Q) is only slightly less than (V/Q)g. Hence we will
discuss only (V/Q)g here.)
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The experimental measurement approach, illustrated in Fig. 3.22
is based on the use of an extremely small (2x10 pf) coupling capacitor
between a properly terminated pulse (step) generator and the preamplifier
input in order to produce a short current pulse by a capacitive differen-
tiation of the fast rise step from the pulse generator. The current pulse,
i(t) in Fig. 3.22 is given by
=
 CcdT V ( t )- V ( t ) • (3J5)
where V is the pulse generator voltage appearing across the 50ft line
termination, C is the tiny coupling capacitor between the pulse generator
line and the preamp input, and VjN is the (small) voltage appearing across
the preamp input (VjN = V(GIN + Gj) where Gj is the input conductance
(Gj ^  1/R.:) of the preamp and GIN is the shunt conductance (small capacitance)
placed across the preamp input to simulate the avalanche photodiode
conductance). Integrating Eq.3.15 from a time prior to the input voltage
step (when V is constant) to some considerable time after the step, after
i (and hence V,.,) have returned to zero, we have
/"T
- J 1p(t)dt = Cc (Vg(T)-Vg(0)-VIN(0)+VIN(T)\ - Cc VSTEp (3.16)
V '
where we have used the fact that VIN(0) = VJN(T) = 0 and V$TEp=V (T)- V (0)
is the input step height. The width of the current pulse, i(t), is
determined both by the risetime of the voltage step V (t) and by the RC
time of the capacitive differentiator. Since the impedance of the
generator side is 25« (50n termination in parallel with the 50n line)
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Vo =.A VinPULSE (STEP) VERY SMALL
GENERATOR TOURING
CAPACITOR
Fig. 3.22 Measurement Approach for Determining Current Pulse Response and
(V /Q ) for a Preamplifier.
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and the input resistance of a feedback mode preamp is about Rp/A, with
Cc = 2xlO"14 fd (typical) and taking for GAASFET Preamp #8 Rp = 5000n,
AO = 20, we have R = 25+5000/20 = 275n or RCC = 5.5 pS, so the current
pulse width is limited by the generator risetime. For the S-52 generator
used with the 7S12 TDR sampling system, T,g_gg is about 25ps, much narrower
than the output pulsewidth, so we measure essentially the 6-function
response.
This C coupling capacitance is built into the hybrid integrated
GAASFET preamps as the stray capacitance between a 50 ohm microstrip test
pulse line and the input (APD-Q, gate tiepoint in the preamp). We have also
made C 's by modifying a preamp cover plate to carry a 50n line with a hole
C
through the plate and line shield to accommodate a short probe leading
from the center conductor of the line to the vicinity of the preamp input.
For measuring 50ft preamps a coupling capacitor, C , was formed by making a Tee
out of a '3mm (SMA) elbow, adding a third connector, the center conductor
of which does not actually touch, but only comes near,the center conductor
of the elbow. The signal, V , from the generator comes into the original
elbow and a termination is placed on the other leg of the original elbow,
while the small capacitively coupled signal is coupled into the preamplifier
through the new connector. The value of the coupling capacitance was
measured two ways. The first was using a conventional Boonton capacitance
meter in a standard 3-terminal measurement with the shield conductor of
the connectors of course grounded. A value of O.OZpf was measured by
this approach. A second approach, more precise, was to couple the output,
not into a preamp input, but into the type S-4 sampling head directly
(actually, through a 3db attenuator for isolation). This gives us an
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cr = R-4 /"v,(t)dt where R = 50n. (3.17)
c Ko VSTEP / L °
This is a very sensitive method of measuring tiny coupling capacitances. The
value of C determined by this approach was the same as that measured on
c
 -14the capacitance meter (2x10 f).
For the case of the hybrid-integrated preamps, the coupling
capacitance is built-in and cannot be connected to a capacitance meter or
known load for calibration. Fig, 3,23 shows the generalized "op-amp"
representation of a Mark III or IA 6AASFET preamp. The voltage gain stage
has gain A, and transimpedance R =* Rp/(Hl/A^) and is followed by an
internal line driver stage of gain A2 (into a 50n load). The preamp is
usually followed by cascaded B&D DC3002 and AC3020 amplifiers before going
into the 50ft terminated S-6 sampler. The gain of these external preamps
is called AB&,,. The overall input current to output voltage relationship for
the preamp will be given by (steady state)
VOUT = WWp' (3J8)
With a short risetime step input, the measured output pulse, VnnT(t), which
10 12is usually signal averaged 2 to 2 times by the DPO to remove noise,
represents the current impulse response of the preamp. It can then be
accurately known 50, load acrosi^ ^ ced voltage,
VLlt; = SOi (t). VL is very small (~ 6mV max), deeply buried in sampler
input nolse, but signal averaging the waveform from 212 to 215 times usina
the Digital Processing Oscilloscope (DPO) gives a nice clean signal. This
induced current pulse is then integrated (digitally on the DPO) and the
resulting step is a good replica of the input step Vq(t), except for a
difference in magnitude from which GC is determined by
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use Q = C VSTEp. However, integrating 3.18 we have
/VOUT(t) dt = RQA2AB&H /ip(t)dt - (3.19)
Hence we have
/vOUT(t)dt
QD = R-/TA (3'20)p KoA2AB&H
or
(V/Q)6 = ° 2 B&H . (3.21)
Similarly, we can obtain the response to any general input pulse shape by
convolving the input pulse with VQUT(t) for the 6-function case (which will
reduce V somewhat) and then use Eq. 3.21 to find the new (V/Q) . If we
have measured v as described previously, then, the minimum detectable
current pulse of the preamp is given by (substituting in Eq. 2.19)
Vp
Each of these quantities is measured in the DPO preamp measurements.
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Another method of determining Q is to calibrate C in the preamp.
This can be done by applying a triangular wave input in place of V in Fig. 3.22
or 3.23 (usually at least 10 V p-p, ~ 10 MHz). From i = GC (dV /dt)
and VQUT = RQA2i (no B&H's are used), we can obtain GC as cc=vouT/'RoA2^dVg/'dt^
This approach (and the similar approach using a sine wave V ) give nearly
identical results to the pulse integral normalization method.
3.3.11 Techniques for the Use of the DPO System in Preamp Evaluation
While the most important noise histogram and current impulse
response measurement techniques for using the DPO system with the GAASFET
preamps have been discussed in Sections 3.3.8 and 3.3.10, there are a
number of additional routinely-used procedures and programs used in various
stages of the preamp evaluation that should be spelled out.
In measuring the current impulse, the signal average command is
used. This is typed in as a direct keyboard command such as
AVERAGE PA, 4096
which averages the current impulse response into waveform a 4096 times
(usually 1024 to 4096 averages are used with sampling). In general, there
will be a baseline error in the average result which must be removed. If
the pulse response begins 2 cm from the left (102.4 horizontal elements)
the program listed in Appendix A,8 line numbers 1000 to 1074 would be used
to obtain the average value of A from J = 0 to 100 (for example) with this
result stored as the variable name "AV". Then the command
LET PA = A ^ AV
is used to correct the baseline in the computer and processor arrays (A and PA),
For an impulse response in A, the accuracy of the baseline is checked by
integrating A into waveform B, for example
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INTEGRATE A, PB
to check that both the regions left of the pulse and to the right of the
step in B are flat. Assuming the baseline is satisfactory, then the integral
step height (as required in the normalizations in Eqs. 3.17 through 3.20)
can be obtained by using the "Average" routine again (Appendix A.8 line
1000-1074) over a suitable portion of the right hand side of B (for example
J = 300 to 500) with the result AV = fVQUT(t)dt. For an impulse response
in PA, with the baseline corrected, the FFT may be used to obtain the
frequency domain response by
FFT A, PC, PD,POLAR
which puts the magnitude of the frequency response A(f) into PC and the
phase (which will.include a large linear phase shift because the pulse does
not start at t = 0; this can be subtracted off) in PD. To obtain the 3 db
bandwidth of the magnitude array in C, the program lines 600-640 in Appendix
A.8 is used. Starting at line 600 it gives the 3 db bandwidth relative
to the peak amplitude, or by using
LET C0 = C(256): GOTO 620
the result (F3) will be relative to the amplitude at dc. The noise bandwidth
(defined by Eq. 3.7) is calculated in the program lines 1300 to 1390
Appendix A.8. Again, straight execution from line 1300 gives the result
relative to the peak response, while
LET C0 = C(256): GOTO 1346
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will calculate the noise bandwidth (NB) relative to the dc response.
While the foregoing was based on an impulse response measurement
(as in Section 3.3.10), many measurements are made of straight pulse
response (step in, step out). An example of this is in the hybrid preamps
when initially measuring the op-amp open-loop voltage gain, A,, (n;n Fig. 3.23)
by connecting the gate of Q-, directly to the 50ft microstrip test line and
measuring the pulse gain. The low-frequency gain, (A,) will be given by1
 o
VQUT(STEP)
(A 1 - UU (3 21)
1
 o A2 VIN (STEP)
where A? is the output stage gain. We want to know, of course, the frequency
dependence of A,. We obtain this by taking the derivitive of the step
response with
DIFFERENTIATE A, PB, 0
where the step size is determined by the final index (from -1 to 3 depending
on the resolution-noise tradeoff desired; it is sometimes desirable to
combine fast, noisy derivitives [index -1 or 0] at the step with slower,
smoother [index 1 or 2] derivitives away from the step). Since the
derivitive of the step response of a linear system in equal to the impulse
response, we obtain the frequency response and bandwidths from
FFT B, PC, PD, POL
as before.
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In some cases of derivfttve response measurements, considerable
"hash" from ground and transmission line, ringing from the input pulse
generator step may be noticed in the derivitive after the preamp response
has died out. While the amplitude of this tends to be small, the effect
of this is to considerably "roughen" the FFT-derived frequency response,
adding spurious responses outside of the passband, etc. The program in
Appendix A.8 lines 1200-1250 can be used to attenuate this "hash" in the
derivitive response tail in B to make the results of the FFT smoother
and more meaningful (AF is usually taken as about 0.95).
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4.0 RESULTS
The avalanche photodiodes used in all of the hybrid-integrated
optical receivers have been from the same epitaxial wafer (K-9) of homo-
heterojunction APD's. Hence the device characteristics for all of the APD's
are very similar, so that we can discuss the general characteristics of these
homo-heterojunction APD's in one section (4.1) and discuss the performance
characteristics of each type of hybrid-integrated 6AASFET preamp in separate
sections (4.2 - 4.4).
4.1 Performance Results for the Inverted Homo-Heterojunction GaAs, Sb
• _ , _ , _ _ _ ._-IM_II_«.-_ i - - ^" -f*
Avalanche Photodiodes
All of the inverted homo-heterojunction GaAs, Sb avalanche photo-
I "A A
diodes used in hybrid-integrated receivers were from the same epitaxial
growth (K-9). The device structure, as shown in Fig. 2.7 was grown using the
dopant-drop technique for producing the p-n homojunction discussed in Section 3.1.
The diodes were fabricated using the techniques described in Section 3.2 and
either mounted directly on the metallized alumina hybrid preamp substrate (for
the Mark IA preamps) or mounted on a small (100 mils diameter) gold plated
copper carrier which mounts on the hybrid substrate in the Mark II or Mark III
preamps to provide for APD interchangeability.
4.1.1 Doping Profile
Figure 4.1 shows the N(x) profiles derived from derivitive-capacitance
measurements on two similar K-9 devices. The carrier concentration in the active
n" layer (see Fig. 2.7) is of the order of NQ = 7.5xl015 cm~3 and the full
depletion width at high biases is of the order of 5y (4-5y for most diodes).
The dropoff in N(x) at low depletion widths probably reflects grading effects
near the junction, while the rise in N(x) near 4.5 to 5y in Fig. 4.1 represents
punchthrough of the depletion region from the p-n junction through the n-active
layer to the n buffer layer. The sloping of N(x) near punchthrough is due either
to fluctuations in active layer thickness over the diode, doping density increase
near the n buffer -n" active layer heterojunction, or (most likely) both. The
punchthrough occurs at a bias of around 50 volts, and the typical breakdown
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HOMO-HETEROJUNCTION
GROWTH K-9
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'
60 VOLTS
30 VOLTS
1015 1 I
2 3 4
DEPLETION WIDTH, W (MICRONS)
Fig. 4.1 Carrier Concentration versus Depth, N(X), measured
on two different 5 mil diameter diodes on the K-9
epitaxial growth used for these homo-heterojunction
APD's (structure of Fig. 2.7).
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voltages are about 120 volts, so that the peak electric field at the p-n
homojunction at breakdown is about 3x10 V/cm.
4.1.2 Junction Capacitance
The actual capacitance versus voltage curve for a 5 mil diameter
(0.127mm) K-9 APD is shown in Fig. 4,.2. The zero-bias junction capacitance is
about 1.65pf, but the capacitance drops rapidly with reverse bias to a value2
of 0.31pf above punchthrough (2450pf/cm ). The capacitance is nearly independent
of bias for V.pD>60 volts (because the depletion region thickness is bounded by
the physical active layer thickness between the n buffer layer and the p-n
homojunction). A 3-mil (0.0762mm) diameter APD with a junction area of
A,=0.456xlO~ cm will have,in comparison to the 5 mil diameter (Aj=1.27xlO~ cm )
device a capacitance of C,=0.11pf above punchthrough, or about one third of the
CAPD(VAPD) values of Fig. 4.2.
4.1.3 Response Time
The response time of these GaAs, Sb photodiodes is so fast that for
I ~*v /\
all practical purposes, in the integrated preamps, the APD may be considered an
infinitely fast current generator with a small shunt capacitance, C.pD. The
maximum possible carrier transit time in the K-9 APD's, for example is
TTR=W/VSAT=5xl07cm/sec=50ps (40ps 10% to 90%), which is much faster than the
preamp response time. Hence from a standpoint of receiver speed, the important
thing is the junction capacitance, C.pD discussed previously.
Since these inverted heterojunction GaAs, Sb photodetectors are also
I ~"X A
of interest for high-speed reference diodes in sampling oscilloscope measurements,
their high-speed 50ft response time is also of interest. Fig. 4.3 shows sampling
oscilloscope measurements of the output (double) pulse structure from our
modelocked Nd-YAG laser as measured simultaneously with two M8-1 growth 3 mil
diameter inverted heterojunction GaAs, Sb photodiodes. The upper curve (downward
I ™"/v /\
response) was measured for the device in the older 50ft mount on the left (Ref. 1)
with a Tektronix S-4 sampler head, while the lower curve (upward response) was
measured using the new 50ft APD mount (described in Section 3.2) with a Tektronix
S-6 sampler with precision 50ft termination. The new mount is shown at the upper
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1.5
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2
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HOMO-HETEROJUNCTION
GROWTH K-9
5 mil DIAMETER
CAPD
20 40 60 80 100
REVERSE BIAS VOLTAGE, VARD (VOLTS)
120
Fig. 4.2 Capacitance-Voltage Relationship for. a 5 mil diameter
K-9.APD. Capacitances for a 3 mil APD are about one
third of this.
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Fig. 4.3 Response of Two 3 mil M8-1 Inverted Heterojunction
Microwave Avalanche' Photodiodes'to Modelocked Nd-YAG
Laser Pulses. Upper curve (inverted) is from older
mount (Ref. 1) shown on left into S-4 sampler, whereas
lower (upward-going) curve is for similar APD in the
new compact 50Q mount shown at the upper right and
Fig. 3.11 into an S-6 sampler. Both curves at 200pS/cm.
Note the clean fall and return to baseline between the
two laser pulses for the new diode mount.
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right in Fig. 4.3. The output connector (3mm male) is coaxial with the light
entrance and is barely visible in the picture. The upper Microdot connector
is the bias lead, while the left-right opposing pair of 3mm female connectors
provide a feed thru capacitive coupling test line to the output (C in Fig. 3.22).
As can be seen in Fig. 4.3, the response of the diode in the new mount
with the S-6 sampler gives extremely "clean" response with sharp fall time from
the first light pulse peak down to a flat baseline before the second (smaller)
pulse arrives 370ps after the first. The FWHM on the pulses is under lOOps and
the 90% - 10% fall time is about 60ps; these figures probably represent a
fairly accurate estimate of the laser pulse parameters (as opposed to the APD
or sampling oscilloscope response times as both have frequency responses of
the order of 14GHZ).
4.1.4 Dark Leakage Current
The surface passivated K-9 APD's have generally low leakage currents.
Fig. 4.4 shows the total dark reverse current, IR, versus reverse bias voltage
at room temperature for 3 mil and 5 mil diameter inverted homo-heteroj unction
APD's. The total APD leakage current IR can be considered as the sum of a
"bulk" leakage !„ (essentially as used in Eq. 2.24) and a"surface" leakage, !<..
Calculation of the bulk leakage (thermal generation current in the depletion
region) for these devices has been discussed in Ref. 5 and will not be repeated
9 -3 -8here. Assuming N.=10 cnf and T =10 seconds we have In=qn.A.W/T =lnA for a
5 mil diameter APD or In~0.35nA for a 3 mil diameter APD at punchthrough (W=5y).
At biases of a few volts, the leakage current is predominantly bulk and the
ratio between the leakage of the 3 mil device to the 5 mil device should be the
ratio of their junction areas or about 0.36. As seen in Fig. 4.4, this is
indeed the case for biases up to 4 or 5 volts (i.e., at 3 volts reverse bias
Wh11e
 (
The bulk leakage would be expected to increase only very slowly with
bias above VAPD= 10 volts, and not at all above punchthrough (Vnpn=60 volts)
until avalanche gain sets in. In fact, as seen in Fig. 4.4 the total reverse
current increases exponentially with reverse bias over this bias range where
the bulk leakage is constant. This leakage is the "surface" current, I .
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This surface leakage increases the total leakages from the nanoampere range
of bulk leakages at low biases to the 10 nanoampere range at mid biases
(punchthrough) up to leakages of the order of 100 nanoamperes in the avalanche
gain region near breakdown. If this "surface" leakage is really due to the
surface of the junction, then !<- should scale with the device perimeter (as
opposed to area for Ig). At a bias of 50 volts we measure (IR)5 ^^S.lnA
and (IR)3 mil=2.8nA. Assuming (Ig)5 m-n=lnA and ^3^3 mil=0<36nA we have for
VWVs mir4-lnA and ( IS>3 mil=2-44nA or <lsh mll/^S mil=0-60'
exactly the ratio of the perimeters.
Both the surface and bulk leakage currents in these homo-heterojunction
GaAs, Sb APD's are so low that they have no significant effect on the noise
I ~ /x /\
properties of the integrated GAASFET receivers. For example, for GAASFET
1 o
preamp #8, Rp=5Kfi or i .=1.8x10" amps/vl^ , whereas the shot noise fromT nj _1o
the Is=100nA surface leakage of its 3 mil APD is only i =1.79x10 amps//H^,
or taking M=10 and X =0.25, the multiplied shot noise from an IB=0.36nA bulk leakage
isi =1.43xlO~13 amps/»C" (for a 5-mil APD these would be about 2.5xlO~13A/yH~
1 Q —_
and 2.4xlO~ A/i/HT respectively), well below the Johnson noise level. As higher
gain levels are attained, the bulk leakage current will contribute significant
noise (which can be reduced by cooling, of course) but recalling that the
average pulsed photocurrent for N . = 1000 photons/bit, AT=0.5ns is 320 nA, a InA
bulk leakage current is not very significant.
4.1.5 Absolute Quantum Efficiency and Spectral Photoresponse
The spectral photoresponse or quantum efficiency - gain product, »?M,
versus wavelength, X, for a K-9 APD is shown in Fig. 4.5. (More typical K-9
APD's have about a 15% to 20% higher breakdown voltage and O.Oly to 0.02y longer
wavelength response then the particular device in Fig. 4.5, but are otherwise
the same). This measurement was made with uniform illumination over the
device area.
In a somewhat heuristic sense, the wavelength scale in Fig. 4.5 may
be visualized in terms of the physical depth in the device at which the light
absorption takes place; i.e., from the surface of the GaAs substrate (light
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240%
220%
200%
180%
VApD =99.07 VOLTS.
HOMO-HETEROJUNCTION
GROWTH K-9
160%
o§
140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0.9M
WAVELENGTH
Fig. 4.5 Spectral Photoresponse for a 5 mil Diameter K-9 APD for Biases
from VAPD = 2 volts to V/\pp = 99.07 volts. Ordinate is quantum
efficiency (quantum efficiency-gain product for V;\pp>70 volts)
versus wavelength. More typical K-9 APD's as used in the GAASFET
receivers have 15% to 20% higher VB'S and O.Oly to 0.02p longer
wavelength response than this particular device.
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entrance window) for A<0.86y, the n buffer layer from 0.9y<x<0.98y, the n~
active layer from 0.98y out to the p-n junction at A~1.08y. This position -
wavelength correlation exists both because of the stepped reductions in energy
gap in the heterostructure going from layer to layer, and because of the fact
that in a single layer the optical absorption coefficient drops as the photon
energy is reduced toward its energy gap (i.e., longer X, deeper absorption
depth). Light of wavelength below 0.88y is absorbed largely in the GaAs
substrate, very near the surface at short wavelengths, so that no photo-induced
holes reach the p-n junction. At 0.9 to 0.92y, fliost of the light is absorbed
near the GaAs substrate in the n+ GaAsSb (E ~ 1.2eV) buffer layer, from this
point the photogenerated holes have a considerable distance (^ 4y) to diffuse
to reach the n~ active layer, and hence the photoresponse at 0.91y is only
about 5% to 15% of the response at l.Oly. At l.Oly, the light absorption takes
place in the n~ active layer very near the n buffer -n~ active layer hetero-
junction. At low biases, this region is neutral as the depletion region is
near the p-n junction several microns away. Hence photogenerated holes must
diffuse several microns to cause junction photocurrent,which is why the l.Oly
quantum efficiency is only 15% at V.pD= 2 volts. As the bias is increased to
punchthrough (where the depletion region reaches all of the way through the
n" active layer to the n+ buffer), at 50 to 60 volts for the APD of Fig. 4.5,
the quantum efficiency at this wavelength reaches nearly 100%. As bias is
increased further, considerable avalanche gain is seen, even with uniform
illumination, though not as much gain as is seen at longer wavelengths. The
implications of this (an>aD) were discussed at the end of Section 2.2.2.
At a wavelength of 1.08y in Fig. 4.5, the light is absorbed in the
active layer, but at a much greater average depth. Here it is possible for a
significant fraction of the light at low-bias voltages to penetrate through
the undepleted n~ layer to the junction region giving the long - wavelength
peaking in quantum efficiency characteristic of a deep homojunction. Of
course at this wavelength the absorption depth is comparable to the active
layer thickness so that a significant fraction of the light passes through the
device unabsorbed. Hence at higher biases the quantum efficiency at 1.08y is
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considerably below 100%.
As was mentioned previously, the typical K-9 device has a slightly
longer wavelength response than the device in Fig. 4.5 (which means that 1.064y
falls fairly close to the peak response at punchthrough) and typical 115 to
120 volt breakdowns, as opposed to VB~ 100 volts for the device in Fig. 4.5 (which
means that a normal unity-gain bias will be about 80 volts instead of 60 to 70
volts as in Fig. 4.5). We have measured the unity-gain 1.064y quantum
efficiencies for the APD's in the receivers and have gotten values at VApD=80 volts
or 97%. These values are excellent, of course, but reasonablei ncI . Uop
since the substrates are carefully anti reflection coated, the free-carrier
light-absorption in the substrate is low, and the optical absorption depth
(~ly) is sufficiently smaller than the depletion width (5 ) to insure that the 1.06y
light is absorbed in the depletion region.
Devices which exhibit nearly 100% quantum efficiencies usually show
a very flat region in n vs. V.pD (50V to 80 volts in Fig. 4.5, particularly
60V-70V), a reasonably flat region in x.(1.01y to l.OGp in Fig. 4.5) and very
flat spatial photoresponse (i.e., virtually no fluctuation in sensitivity over
the device area when measured with bias and wavelength values in the "flat
regions"). These K-9 APD's show all of these characteristics (Figs. 4.5,4.7,4.21, etc.)
4.1.6 Avalanche Gain
In measuring avalanche gain, it is important to be able to differentiate
between useful (high frequency) bulk avalanche gain and the apparent (low
frequency only) gain associated with defect breakdown (microplasmas). To
avoid possible confusion, we measure only the high-frequency avalanche gain
at 273 MHz (or a multiple of 273 MHz) using the 7L13 spectrum analyzer as a
receiver as discussed in Section 3.3.5.
The high frequency avalanche gain measured on a 5 mil K-9 APD in
GAASFET preamp #7(a) is shown in Fig. 4.6. This 273 MHz gain curve was
measured with the modelocked 1.064y laser focused on the most sensitive gain
area on the APD with a light spot diameter of 7.6y(0.3 mils) and an average
light power of 33nW. At low biases, the capacitance of the APD increases,
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GaAsSb APD-GaAsFET RECEIVER #7
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Fig. 4.6 High-Frequency Avalanche Gain versus APD
Reverse Bias for the 5 mil diameter K-9
GaAsj.xSbx APD in GAASFET Preamp #7 (a).
Complete curve, including noise, for the
final delivered GAASFET preamp #7 is
shown in Fig. 4.21.
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reducing the bandwidth of the preamp below the signal frequency, causing a
reduction in signal amplitude greater than the reduction in quantum efficiency
seen in Fig. 4.5. (Preamp #7 has the lowest bandwidth of the delivered preamps -
about 290 MHz at punchthrough or higher APD biases). Taking V.pD= 80 volts as
our unity-gain reference,M=l, n= 97%, we see that the signal level increases
with VARD from -43.7dbm at VApD= 80 volts to -20 dbm at VAp[)=122 volts.
However, there is an abrupt onset of detector noise at V.pD=121.7 volts (a
microplasma turning on), so that the useful peak avalanche gain is about
23 db (M=14). It should be noted that this result is for the highest gain area
on the APD. At high gains on these devices the gain (for reasons which will be
discussed in the next section) becomes nonuniform and typically only a few areas
over an APD achieve gains over 5 or so. The average gain, as measured with a
defocused beam, would typically be more like M=2 to 3, as seen in Fig. 4.5.
4.1.7 Spatial Uniformity of Quantum Efficiency and Avalanche Gain
The spatial uniformity of quantum efficiency and avalanche gain are
of interest not only from a device application standpoint, but also for the
insight they may provide about problems in the device itself. Fig. 4.7 shows
scanning light microscope measurements of the 273 MHz, 1.064y response of a
5 mil diameter K-9 inverted homo-heterojunction avalanche photodiode in GAASFET
preamp #4. The four photographs represent intensity-modulated displays of the
photoresponse for various reverse biases (Vi,pn)' ^9- 4.7a, for example, shows
the response at VApn=8^ volts, above punchthrough (i.e., the n~ active layer
is fully depleted), but below the onset of significant avalanche gain. As
would be expected for a photodiode of almost unity quantum efficiency, the
response is highly uniform. As we increase the APD bias to 100 volts in (b),
we begin to see some avalanche gain, but at the same time we begin to see a
pattern appearing in the photoresponse due to nonuniformities in this avalanche
gain. This pattern becomes considerably more noticeable in Fig. 4.7c for a
110 volt APD bias, as the avalanche gain is higher. Certain areas which have
clearly higher gain than the rest of the diode are obvious here. This effect is
most dramatic in Fig. 4.7d, V.pD=115 volts, where very high gain is seen in
the two areas 1.4 and 2 mils below the center (because these areas are
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approaching breakdown), more modest gains are seen in a dozen or more other
areas, and the rest of the device has fairly low avalanche gain. It is
important to note here that the areas approaching breakdown are not at the
device perimeter, so that surface breakdown is not a problem in this K-9 APD,
even though the p-n junction is toward the surface side of the n" active
layer (see Section 2.2.2).
Clearly, the question to ask is why do some areas of these APD's
have lower breakdown voltages than other areas (which limits the maximum bias
to less than the breakdown of the lowest area and hence limits the available
gain everywhere except these few lowest breakdown areas)? Some insight into the
gain nonuniformity problem can be seen in Fig. 4.8. Fig. 4.8a shows an SLM
picture of the 273 MHZ response of the 5 mil diameter K-9 APD in 6AASFET preamp
#5 at a bias of V.pD=110 volts (fairly high avalanche gain). A characteristic
spatial gain pattern is seen, similar to that in Fig. 4.7. A very interesting
thing is to compare this high-gain pattern to the below-punchthrough pattern
shown in Fig. 4.8b, showing the variation of quantum efficiency (also
measured at 273 MHz) over the APD. Comparing Fig. 4.8a and 4.8b, we immediately
perceive a strong similarity between the general pattern of the high gain and
low bias spatial photoresponses, and on closer examination we find close
correspondence in their detailed features. In general, we find that points
with higher than average avalanche gain are points which give higher than
average quantum efficiency at low biases (before the n~ active layer is fully
depleted). This immediately suggests a cause for this gain variation.
Remember, from Section 4.1.5, that the low quantum efficiency below punch-
through is caused by the fact that the light is absorbed in the n" active
layer close to the n buffer layer (in Fig. 2.7), but at low biases this
region is not depleted. The closer the edge of the depletion region is
to the n+ buffer, then, the higher will be this before-punchthrough quantum
efficiency, since the photogenerated holes will have a shorter distance to
diffuse to the depletion region. This would say, then, that the variations
in the low bias quantum efficiency represent variations in the thickness of
the n~ active layer (epitaxial growth thickness between the n buffer layer and
the dopant-drop produced p-n~ junction); high quantum efficiency regions
148
Fig. 4.7. Scanning (Modelocked) Laser
Microscope intensity-modulated
pictures of the 273 MHz photo-
response of Mark IA Preamp #4.
Scale is 1 mil/div, 10X 0.17
NA objective.
a) = 80 VOLTS.
b) VAPD VOLTS'
c) VOLTS.
d) = 115 VOLTS.
Note that orientation of all
SLM pictures is looking squarely
into the preamp oriented hori-
zontally as in Fig. 4.1.
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corresponding to thin n~ layer regions and vice versa. This explanation also
accounts, then, for the high-gain response pattern, since the width of the
depletion region at high gain, W, is essentially this distance between the
n buffer layer and the p-n~ junction, and the average electric field is
Hence points of narrow W are points of higher electric field and
hence higher avalanche gain. This explanation, then, associates points of
high low-bias quantum efficiency and high avalanche gain with points where
the n~ active layer is the thinnest, and vice versa. (That such variations in
the thickness of the n~ active layer exist in these K-9 diodes is already
suggested by the apparent gradual rise in N(X) with depletion region width
in the 3.5y to 5y range in Fig. 4.1.)
Such n~ active layer thickness variations as postulated here might
be expected to show up in the surface morphology of the epitaxial layer
in a way that might be seen in ordinary microscopic examination. Fig. 4.8c
is a micro-photograph of the 5 mil K-9 APD in GAASFET preamp #5 (as in a and b).
The orientation of the photo is the same as that of the SLM pictures except,
of course, that since this picture in Fig. 4.8c was taken from the mesa side
of the APD (by removing the preamp cover plate) whereas the SLM pictures are
viewed through the GaAs substrate, Fig. 4.8c appears left-right reversed
from 4.8a and 4.8b. In this photo, the top of the mesa shows up as the
light round circle in the middle of the dark annular ring (the sloping sides
of the mesa.) Metallization can be seen over most of the central area of
the mesa, with gold-ball bond in the center with the bonding lead going
toward the lower left (out of focus). Comparing the photo of Fig. 4.8c
with the SLM response pictures in (a) and (b) (remembering the left-right flip),
we can indeed correllate between features in the response pattern with
topological "hills and valleys" in the surface of the device. In Fig. 4.8
a few of the more prominent comparison features between the three pictures
are pointed out with arrows labeled A through H. We. see that in general the
high gain (thin n~ active layer) areas are associated with "hills" and the
low gain, thick n~ active region, areas in the APD correspond to "valleys"
in the surface.
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4.2 Results for Mark IA GAASFET Preamps
4.2.1 Circuit Description for GAASFET Preamps #4 and #5
The simplified circuit diagram for the Mark IA preamps is
described and the circuit function explained in Section 2.3.4.1, Fig. 2.9.
The complete circuit diagram for the Mark IA hybrid-integrated GAASFET
preamps is shown in Fig. 4.9, with the power supply-monitor unit circuit
diagram shown in Fig. 4.10. Note that while the circuit diagrams for the
Mark IA GAASFET receivers #4 and #5 are the same, the mating power
supply-monitor unit for each preamp is adjusted for that particular
unit and mist not be used with any other preamp.
CAUTION: USE ONLY THE POWER SUPPLY-CONTROLLER MADE
FOR A SPECIFIC SERIAL NUMBER PREAMP WITH
THAT PARTICULAR PREAMP. POWER SUPPLY
CONTROLLERS ARE NOT INTERCHANGEABLE.
In addition to the integrated preamp and the power supply-monitor units,
operation of the receiver also requires a current-protected stable
floating avalanche photodiode supply as described, for example, in Section
3.3.6 (Figs. 3.18 and 3.19).
The overall operation of the receiver can best be understood
by referring to the block diagram of Fig. 4.11, in which the receiver is
outlined in terms of the "op-amp" model of Fig. 2.8 (Section 2.3.2) with
key parameter values as experimentally determined from GAASFET Preamp #5.
As shown in Fig. 2.9, the "op-amp" in Fig. 4.11 is a single GAASFET.
In the experimental Mark IA receivers (#4 and #5), Q, was a 2y gate
length single-gate unit (FMX-950) operated at a drain current of about
10mA, giving a transconductance of about 12 mmhos (VDS=4V, ID=10mA, V ,=-1.7V)
The level shift of the output (indicated by battery V in Fig. 2.9) is
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If THIS LEO LIGHTS
UITH BEAN BLOCKED.
REDUCE APO BIAS TO
IU«I OFF H1CROPLASW.
.
10 VOLTS OUT * ZSOtt* PHOTOCUtUtEHT (dc)
IMIS IS IS TIKIS VOLTAGE ACROSS
«, u new (»Brvj-*6i' " IS
Fig. 4.10 Circuit Diagram for the Power Supply-Monitor Unit for the Mark IA
GAASFET Preamps (#4 and #5). Note that Power Supply units are not
interchangeable between preamps.
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GAASFET PREAMP #5 HARK IA
= 80 VOLTS RF = 3.02K
APD
SUPPLY Q
(FLOATING) (]
rC
!+
L\
ib^Nl
5 MIL K-9
CJ - °'3 Pf ,
SOCK :
'~7L .oiuf^"*
T.iuf —
CIN
~0.6pf
f
VL I
P-3^. | — SHI
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IK,^* ^
~is^
.5V 200K J
.Oluf^
VF - ^"0
[\ /*7 = °'2917
'°K f " *> ;°r~T)VouT =
: 20°K| fWITH RL = 50n 1 50Q
_L J
^7\ 1V| •• TO CURRENT WARNING
1 LIGHTS
> V A P D
GaAsSb APD:
DIAMETER: 5 MILS
Cj - 0.3 pf
r>} .06u ~ ' APD
Vg = 116.5V
PEAK GAIN MMAX ^  8
VF MONITOR
PREAMP PARAMETERS:
CIN ^0.6pf .
OPEN-LOOP GAIN A] = 5.4
(f3db = 32.5 MHz)
OPEN-LOOP GAIN-BW ~1.2 GHz
A2 = 0.2917 INTO 50n LOAD
RF = 3.02KS2
RECEIVER PERFORMANCE:
CLOSED-LOOP B.W. f3(Jb ~ 410 MHz
PULSE RESPONSE FWTM<1.7ns
THROUGH CASCADED B&H PREAMPS: (A = 77.2)
(V/Q)6 = 5.6xl013
N
V/COUL
= 6.912 raV (WITHOUT HI-PASS FILTER)
= 770 ELECTRONS w/o FILTER, 3 GHz BW
N = 592 ELECTRONS w/o FILTER, 714 MHz BW
(PERHAPS 550 WITH 1/f NOISE REMOVED)
Fig. 4.11 Block Diagram of the Mark IA Preamps, with specific
values and performance parameters for GAASFET Preamp #5.
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provided by a zener diode chip, Vz in Fig. 4.9, shunted by a bypass
capacitor, with the ~ 0.7mA bias current for the zener obtained through
Rsh. With RL = IKft, Rsh = 20K& and the GAASFET drain resistance RQ =* 850n,
we have from Eq. 2.39, A, = g (450n) = 5.4 as the open-loop gain of the
op-amps. (Actually, A, is measured experimentally by measuring the "op-amp"
gain from a 50ft source, and the value of drain resistance, Rp, is inferred
from A,.) The open-loop gain in preamp #5 is 3db down at 320 MHz, with
a gain-bandwidth product for higher frequencies of about 1.2 GHz. The
gain-bandwidth product for a capacitively-loaded current generator with
transconductance g and capacitance C, is
GBW = (A/F) „ JSL:- . 4J
Hence, for GAASFET preamp #5 we have C. == 1.6 pf for the first stage
capacitive loading (C. + CD in Fig. 2.10 a)). This rather sizeable load
capacitance represents a significant high-frequency performance limitation
in the Mark IA preamp (largely overcome in the Mark III design). (The
open-loop gain for Mark IA preamp #4 was 5.3 with a 3db frequency of
260 MHz and a gain-bandwidth product of about 1.35 GHz.)
V
Another performance limitation in the experimental Mark IA
preamps is the relatively high input capacitance of the 2y gate GAASFET's
used for Q,. (The manufacturer's figure for C in Fig. 2.10 for the
FMX950 is 0.4pf.) The total input capacitance for GAASFET preamp #5
was 0.5-0.6 pf (plus 0.3pf APD capacitance). If Q, in the Mark IA
preamps were a ly gate (dual gate) GAASFET, CJN would be significantly
reduced and the gain-bandwidth product would be improved because of the
higher g of these devices, so that better performance could be attained
than was achieved with the experimental Mark IA preamps (#4 and #5).
While the interstage coupling between Q^ and (L is through a
.Olyf blocking capacitor, the output stage, 0^ is actually directly
coupled to the 50n output line, with the dc balance adjusted by a trimpot
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in the power-supply monitor. The output stage has its own internal
termination, R.2> selected so that the parallel combination of R. ^
and Rpj2 (the Q2 drain resistance) is exactly 50 ohms. This means that
the output line is almost perfectly terminated so that signal reflections
from following amplifiers (most commercial 50ft preamps have poor input
VSWR's or bad reflection coefficients) will be totally absorbed in this
termination and will not cause intersymbol interference. Time-domain
reflectometry measurements on preamps #4 and #5 give reflection coefficients
of +3% and -3% respectively for pulsewidths of the order of the signal
pulsewidth or greater. (An output TDR for 6AASFET preamp #8 is shown
in Fig. 4.28.) The gain of the output stage will be essentially
A£ = g 2 (25ft), assuming the output is 50ft terminated, or about twice
this open circuit. For the two experimental Mark IA preamps, we measured
A,, = 0.34 for #4 and A9 = 0.292 for #5. The output stage bandwidth,
2 10including the interstage coupling capacitor is about 10 to 10 Hz.
It would be relatively easy to extend this response to dc by re-injecting
the dc photocurrent signal through the 200Kft Qo gate resistor, but this
was not done in the experimental preamps as dc response was not desired.
While the dc photoresponse is not carried to the 50ft signal
output, the first "op-amp" stage is dc coupled and the dc photocurrent
is taken out through the power supply-monitor unit. As shown in Fig. 4.11,
the actual dc voltage across Rp is monitored through the ZOOKft isolation
resistors in Fig. 4.11 or 4.9 with MOSFET op-amps connected as voltage
followers (Fig. 4.10). A differential amplifier with a gain of 15 amplifies
this voltage drop across RF and presents the result at the "Vr monitor"
jack on the power supply monitor. This signal is also used to drive a
pair of warning lights in Fig. 4.10. The first light turns on at a
dc current of about 25yA which would indicate that the APD bias was so
high as to cause microplasma breakdown in the APD if this light is on
with no light signal input. The second warning light turns on at a dc
photocurrent of 250yA and means that the APD power dissipation limit is
being approached (assuming VAPD near breakdown) and either the light level
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or the APD bias, VAPD, should be reduced immediately.
The MOSFET follower connected to the gate of Q-, also serves
to establish the floating potential for the APD supply. If the APD
supply were grounded, the actual bias voltage on the APD would be the
APD supply potential plus the magnitude of the negative bias on the Q,
gate. By floating the APD supply, the value of VAPD is exactly that
read on the digital voltameter in the APD supply (Fig, 3.18), and is
unchanged by drifts in V ,.
4.2.2 Performance Results for GAASFET Preamp #5
The key performance parameter for a preamp for optical pulse
detection is the minimum detectable current pulse, N (the number of
electrons in a charge impulse required to make the peak output voltage
equal the rms noise output). This is determined experimentally from
current impulse response and noise measurements as described in Sections
3.3.10, 3.3.11, and 3.3.8. Fig. 4.12 shows the current impulse response
obtained with GAASFET preamp #5 (trace with zero three divisions below
center, lOmV/cm vertical, Ins/cm horizontal. This response was measured
using the S-52 pulse generator (246mV step, TR ~ 25ps) through a cover
plate coupling capacitor, C~ to the preamp input, with the preamp output
amplified through a B&H DC3002 50a 3 GHz preamp followed by a 3db pad
followed by a B&H AC 3020 50fi 3 GHz preamp with its output driving the
S-6 sampler head. The overall gain from GAASFET preamp output to S-6
input for this amplifier chain (hereafter described simply as "cascaded
B&H's) is 77.2. The current impulse response was measured at a bias of
VAPD = 80 volts, but the response is virtually constant for APD biases
above 50 volts or so (since C.pD is constant). The peak output measured
under these test conditions was V = 73.01mV.
Also shown in Fig. 4.12 is the integral of this current impulse
(which is also the step response), shown in the lighter curve with zero
4 divisions below center (bottom of picture). The ordinate on this trace
is lOpVs/cm, again at Ins/cm. The 10% to 90% risetime of this step is
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Fig. 4.12 Current Impulse Response for Mark IA GAASFET Preamp #5
for a current impulse input of Ne = 8154 electrons(output through cascaded B&H 50fi preamps). Current
impulse response displayed at 10 mV/cm (zero 3 div
below center), InS/cm. Also shown are the integral
response, displayed at 10 pVs/cm (zero at bottom),
and the frequency response obtained from the FFT of
the current impulse response, displayed at 500yV/cm
vertical (zero at bottom) and 256 MHz/cm horizontal
(f = 0 at left edge).
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0.956ns, while the step height is V (t) dt = 7, 496x1 (T11 Vs, From
Eq. 2.35 we have R = Rp/O+l/A-,) = 2548fl (for Rp = 3.02Kfi and A] = 5.4),
so that from Eq. 3.18 we can obtain the magnitude of the charge in the
input pulse as Q = 1.306.X 10" coulombs or N = 8154 electrons (using
A2 = 0.2917, AB&H = 77.2). From this we obtain (V/Q)6 = 5.59 X 1013 volts/
coulomb as the pulse gain for GAASFET preamp #5. The total noise output
for this preamp with the same cascaded B&H 50ft post-amplifiers was measured
with the S-6 sampler by the histogram method and found to be Gaussian
with an rms value of 6.912 mV measured in a <2KHz to ~ 3 GHz bandwidth.
The N value obtained from this measurement is (Eq. 3.22) N = 770 electrons
for this non-optimum measurement bandwidth.
Also shown in Fig. 4.12 is the preamp frequency response, as
obtained from the Fourier transform of the current impulse response.
The FFT trace in Fig. 4.12 is the "dashed line" with zero at -4 divisions
below center, displayed at a vertical scale factor of 500yV/cm and a
horizontal scale factor of 256 MHz/cm with f = 0 at the left side of the
"picture (each~dash" is a "frequency interval of 50 MHz). Note that the
frequency response is quite flat out to 300 MHz, with the magnitude of
the transimpedance (VQMJ/I ) 3db down at f.,.. = 402 MHz. The "noise
bandwidth" calculated for this curve is fN = 412 MHz (Appendix A. 8).
The spectral dependence of the output noise for GAASFET preamp
#5 is shown in three frequency ranges in Fig. 4.13. These curves were
measured with the same cascaded B&H preamp arrangement discussed previously,
but with the Tektronix 7L13 used in place of the S-6 sampler. The scale
readouts here may require some explanation. For example, in Fig. 4.13 b),
the "lOdb/" at the lower left means the display is log with 10 db per
major-vertical division, while the "-30 dBm" at the upper left means that
the top of the scale (+4 div above center) is exactly calibrated for a
-30 dbm sine wave. Note that as discussed in Section 3.3.9 it is necessary
to add 2.40 db to the indicated dbm values for absolute Gaussian noise
values. The "10 MHz" at the lower right means that the horizontal
frequency scale is 10 MHz/cm, while the "0050 MHz" at the top .center means
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Fig. 4.13 Noise output spectra
from GAASFET Preamp
#5 through cascaded
B&H's.
a) 0 to 1820 MHz Frequency
Range (182 MHz/cm). The
thermal noise for Rp=3Kn
would be -62.64dBm.
b) 0 to 100 MHz Frequency
Range (10 MHz/cm). The
thermal noise for R
would be -72.4dBm.
c) 0 to 5 MHz Frequency
Range (500 KHz/cm). The
thermal noise for R
would be -81.3dBm.
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the scale center is at a frequency of 50 MHz. For all spectra reported
here, the 7L13 is accurately adjusted to put f = 0 exactly at the far left
division marker. The "300 KHz RES" at the upper right is the nominal
resolution setting, from which the exact noise bandwidth, AF can be obtained
from Table 3.1. The "300 HZ VF" at bottom center simply describes the
amount of time filtering used to provide good noise averaging and is not
related to the noise bandwidth for the noise measurement.
The_four__noisei traces in each of the noise spectra in Fig. 4.13
simply indicate the noise contribution from each amplifier stage. For
example, in 4.13 a), the lowest curve (-90.6 dBm) is the noise level
of the 7L13 itself, while the next higher curve (-86.5 dBm) is the noise
level when the B&H AC 3020 is connected to the 7L13 input (with input
terminated). The next higher curve (-71 dBm) is obtained with the B&H
DC 3002 with terminated input driving the AC 3020 (through the 3dB pad
used to reduce cable reflections), while the uppermost curve was obtained
when 6AASFET preamp #5 was connected to the input of the B&H DC 3002
(^ VPu""1' *®wTCir,~no"~TTgh"t"Tig"haT" input). While it may appear from the "
log display in Fig. 4.13 a) that most of the noise comes from the B&H
50ft amplifiers and only a little from our GAASFET preamp, this is
not the case. For example, at 200 MHz the noise output with the GAASFET
preamp is lOdB above the B&H noise level. This means that 90% of the
measured noise power in the upper curve is from the GAASFET preamp and
; only 10% from the B&H's, or in other words, the measured noise voltage
is only 5% higher than if there were no B&H noise at all. (If the noises
differ by 15dB the voltage error is only 1.6% and for 20dB it is only
.0.5%.)
I\
; We note in Fig. 4.13 a) that the noise over most of the receiver
passband is only slightly above the calculated Johnson noise from the
3Kn feedback resistance except for the high-frequency noise "bump" from
200 to 400 MHz (this is a reflection of the e-j voltage noise term in
Eq. 2.33) and the "1/f" noise below 25 MHz. We should note that at
frequencies above 600 MHz the noise is due mainly to the Q2 output stage
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and the B&H preamps and we would anticipate that lower NQ performance
could be achieved by limiting the bandwidth to eliminate much of this noise.
The "1/f" noise, noticeable below 20 to 30 MHz in Fig. 4.13 b) and
dominating the preamp noise in Fig. 4.13 c), provides a significant
contribution to the overall output noise. This noise is caused by e^
in Fig. 2.8 becoming very large at low frequencies (see Fig.4.38)
presumably because of noise-generating trapping states in the Q, GAASFET
at either the gate metal-GaAs interface or the n GaAs-semi insulating
GaAs interface. It is anticipated that technological improvements
in these devices in the future will reduce this 1/f noise. However,
for many applications the 1/f contribution can be reduced simply by
limiting the low frequency measurement limit with a high-pass filter
in the output.
As mentioned above, the 3 GHz measurement bandgwidth is, from
Fig. 4.13 c), clearly too wide for optimum N performance with preamp #5.
For example, if we convolve the impulse response of Fig. 4.12 with a double-
pole TiTter response with a time constant of 0.2 nS (corner frequency
of 796 MHz or f3db of 510 MHz) we obtain less than a 14% reduction in
peak height, but get rid of much of the unnecessary noise above 500 MHz
in Fig. 4.13 a). For example, experimentally when we used cascaded
HP 35002A preamps (A =* 100, f3dB = 714 MHz) instead of the B&H's, we
obtained a lower N for preamp #5 (even though the noise figure for
the HP's is not as good as the B&H's). With the cascaded HP's, GAASFET
preamp #5 gave (V/Q)6 = 7.06 X 1013 V/coul and vnQ = 6.707 mV in the
40 KHz to 714 MHz bandwidth to give NQ = 590 electrons. If lower band-
width filtering were used with an appropriate high-pass filter for 1/f
noise rejection, N values under 550 electrons could probably be achieved
with GAASFET preamp #5.
The noise equivalent power, NEP, at any given frequency may be
calculated from the noise output spectrum of Fig. 4.13 and the preamp
transimpedance (RQ and its frequency dependence as given in 4.12) and
associated gains. Over most of the preamp bandpass the noise output is
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reasonably close to the Johnson noise level from the 3Kft feedback
resistance. For example, at f = 200 MHz, the NEP obtained from Fig. 4.13 a)
assuming M = 1, 17 = 0.96, hv = 1.165eV (1.064y) is (Eq. 4.2) NEP=4.2X10"12 W//RT
whereas the theoretical NEP for RR = 3Kn is 2.82 X 10~12 W/^ z~, While
we can directly measure NEP values only at harmonics of our modelocked
laser frequency (Section 3.3), we have obtained good agreement between
the measured NEP values and those calculated from the noise spectrum.
The current impulse response shape in Fig, 4.12 is slightly
oscillatory, which could lead to some intersymbol interference,
particularly if the data rate were of the order of 600 Mb/s, At a data
rate of 400 Mb/s this would not be significant since the ringing is at
a null 2.5 ns beyond the peak. The maximum usable data rate for 6-function
pulsed data would be about 800-900 Mb/s before the "peak to zero" fall
time would begin to generate massive intersymbol interference. Most of
the key performance parameters for this preamp are summarized in Fig. 4.11.
The area photoresponse or quantum efficiency-gain product verus position
for the APD in preamp #5 is shown in Fig. 4.8. The orientation of this
picture is as seen looking at the light entrance window side of the
preamp with the signal output connector and power supply monitor cable
going to your left and the test input connector to your right (the
conical light entrance hole toward the right of center).
4.2.3 Performance Results for GAASFET Preamp #4
The Mark IA GAASFET preamp #4 is similar to #5 and most of the
same comments apply. Fig. 4.14 shows the current impulse response for
preamp #4 with V.pD = 80 volts measured through cascaded B&H's (20mV/cm
vertical with zero 3 cm below center, Ins/cm, zero at 4 cm below center,
Ins/cm horizontal), together with its integral (20 pVS/cm, zero at 4 cm
below center, Ins/cm) and FFT frequency response displayed at 250yV/cm
vertical', 204.8 MHz/cm horizontal, with zero frequency at the left edge
(vertical zero 4 cm below center). For GAASFET preamp #4, RF = 3Kn and
A, = 5.3, giving R = 2525n, and the measured output stage gain is
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Fig. 4.14 Current Impulse Response for Mark IA GAASFET
Preamp #4 Measured Through Cascaded B&H's.
Input pulse was Ne = 8005 electrons. Current
impulse response displayed at 20 mV/cm vertical
(zero 3 div below center), InS/cm horizontal,
with integral at 20 pVS/cm. Also shown is the
FFT-derived frequency response, displayed at
250yV/cm vertical (zero at bottom), 204.8
MHz/cm horizontal (zero at left edge).
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A0 = 0.34 into a 50fi load. From Fig. 4.14 we have V,, = 78.82mV and
r -n p/ VOUT dt = 8.501 X 10 Vs, so the charge pulse magnitude was
Q = 1.28 X 10"15 COUL or N = 8005 electrons. The pulse gain, then, is
" 13(V/Q)r = 6.145 X 10 volts/coul. The measured rms noise output witho
these preamps using a 375 KHz high-pass filter (blocking capacitor) for
1/f rejection was 7.822mV rms (Gaussian), so for this 375 KHz to 3 GHz
measurement bandwidth we obtain N = 795 electrons. From the FFT we have
(relative to the response at 60 MHz), f3(jb = 303 MHz and fN = 357.3 MHz,
considerably lower bandwidth than preamp #5. However, the shape of
the current impulse response for #4 is nice, with only minimal overshoot,
though it is slower, dropping from peak to <5% of peak in 1.55ns, which
would make the receiver applicable for data rates up to about 650 Mb/s
before the onset of major intersymbol interference.
The spectral density of the noise output measured for Mark I A
GAASFET preamp #4 is shown in Fig. 4.15. As in preamp #5, the noise
output over most of the preamp passband is quite close to the Johnson
noise on the feedback resistance. The NEP is calculated from the noise
voltage for M=l by
hv V
A2 AB&H
where V is obtained from Fig. 4.15 using Eq. 3.13 and RQ(f) is corrected
from the baseband value of R = 2525n for #4 using the FFT frequency
response in Fig. 4.14. For example, at f = 100 MHz we have the noise
level from Fig. 4.15 a) is -59.3 dBm or from Eq. 3.13 using AF from
Table 3.1, Vn = 2.32 X 10"7 volts/v^Hz". Taking hv = 1.165eV, n = 0.96,
A0 = 0.34, ADffu = 77.2 and R (100 MHz) = 2248n we have NEP=4.77X10"12 W/i4iz~,d. Ban 0
not quite as good as #5. The reason for the poorer noise performance of
#4 stems both from its more limited bandwidth and from higher voltage noise,
e-, , in the Q, GAASFET. This is noticeable both in the 1/f noise, which
is typically lOdb higher in #4 below 10 MHz as compared to #5, and in
the high-frequency noise "bump", which extends well above 600 MHz in #4
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Fig. 4.15 Noise output spectra
from GAASFET Preamp
#4 through cascaded
B&H's.
a) 0 to 1820 MHz Frequency
Range (182 MHz/cm). The
thermal noise for Rp=3Kn
would be -61.34dBm.
b) 0 to 100 MHz Frequency
Range (10 MHz/cm). The
thermal noise for Rp=3Kfi
would be -71.IdBm.
c) 0 to 5 mMz Frequency
Range (500 KHz/cm). No
high-pass filter used.
The thermal noise for
would be -SO.OdBm.
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as compared to 400 MHz in #5, even though the bandwidth in #5 ts larger.
While some of this high-frequency noise could come from larger CIN and Cp in
#4, it is most likely that the FMX-950 6AASFET, Q1, in #4 is just
unusually noisy.
As with preamp #5, reducing the measurement bandwidth for #4
gave improved NQ results. With preamp #4 followed by a B&H DC 3002,
a blocking capacitor, a 3db pad and an HP 35002 preamp into the S-6
sampler for a 375 KHz to ~ 714 MHz measurement bandwidth, we obtained
(V/Q). = 5.38 X 1013 and V = 6.222mV rms for a value of minimumo no
detectable current pulse of N = 720 electrons. Somewhat smaller band-
widths would be closer to optimum for this preamp so probably better
NQ values could be obtained, but not as good as for #5 which would
probably give N under 550 electrons with the 1/f noise filtered out.
The spatial photoresponse (gain versus position) for the APD in preamp
#4 is shown in Fig. 4.7, with the same preamp orientation as discussed
for preamp #5.
4.3 " Results for Mark II GAASFET Preamp
4.3.1 Circuit Description for GAASFET Preamp #7
The "Mark II" GAASFET preamp design represents an extension
of the Mark IA approach directed toward obtaining nearly-optimum results
in the laboratory 400 Mb/s 1.06y communications system bit error rate
tests at McDonnell Douglas, St, Louis (carried out on these preamps by
Dr. Samuel Green). It became clear in this testing that the "EMI"
environment present in the test facility could cause sufficient pick up
through cable-grounds, power supplies, etc., to degrade the bit error
rate performance of the Mark IA preamps. Hence extra internal gain
in the hybrid integrated preamp would be desirable. Further effective
wide-bandwidth, short sampling pulse data detection, as required for
the optimum communication performance of these wideband integrated
GAASFET preamps was not implemented in the McDonnell test facility, so
that a preamp optimized for lower bandwidth would better match their
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measurement system. The "Mark II" preamp design, shown in simplified
form in Fig. 2.11, incorporates these changes, and further represents
a more sophisticated approach in terms of carrying out much of the
peripheral electronics handled in the power supply-controller in the
Mark IA preamps right on the hybrid substrate, (For example, instead
of the five power supply potentials required in the Mark IA preamps,
the Mark II operates off of a standard +_ 15 volt power supply,)
The circuit diagram for the Mark II GAASFET preamp #7 is shown
in Fig. 4,16, with the power supply-monitor unit shown in Fig. 4.17.
Fig. 4.18 shows a functional block diagram for the receiver, including
key performance parameters. The Q, "op-amp" stage in Fig, 4.16 and 4.18
is essentially identical to that in the Mark IA receiver design, Q, is
a 2\i gate, single gate GAASFET with gm = 13 mmho and RQ ^ IKft (the best
value we have measured for a single-gate GAASFET), giving A, = 6.4.
The gain bandwidth of this "op-amp" in #7 is about 50% higher than in
the Mark IA preamps, achieved by careful redesign to minimize C, . The
feedback resistance is Rp = 4Kft or RQ = Rp/O+l/A^ = 3460ft. The Q2
gain stage is similarly designed, giving similar gain bandwidth product,
only in this case an FMX-950 with similar gm (0.0127 mho) but lower
RD (580ft) is used to give a lower gain (A2 = 4.6) but wider bandwidth
stage (f3db s 500 MHz as opposed to ~ 375 MHz for the Q1 stage). The
second stage is, of course, operated open-loop, with bias stabilization
provided through a low frequency silicon bipolar transistor differential
amplifier hybrid integrated on the alumina substrate (indicated by
A = 160 in Fig. 4.18). A 50ft microstrip line from an extra 3mm connector
("2nd stage test input-output") is tapped into the load resistance R.
 2
at point 50ft from ground. This test port may be used to inject test
signals (such as a "pedestal" pulse for data sampling, etc.) to be
summed with the photocurrent signal, or to tap off a signal from the Q2
stage.
The Qo output line driver stage is again of similar design
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to the Mark IA receiver, giving the same very low VSWR output (p = +2%).
However, since this is now the 3rd stage in the receiver where noise is
less important, Q~ is operated at a drain current of 30mA, giving higher
gm so that A- = g - (25ft) = 0.37 and allowing larger output voltage
swings (+.75 V to <-lV into R. = 50ft). The dc output balance in preamp
#7 is maintained by a differential amplifier similar to that used for the
0- stage. The preamp dc output is maintained at 0 +_ 2mV or less by this
bias feedback amplifier. It should be noted, however, that in preamp #7,
with the O.Olyf diff-amp output capacitor shown in Fig. 4.16 and 4.18,
the output stage will gently oscillate at a low frequency if the output
is not dc terminated with 50ft (~ 100 ohms or less). If this capacitor
is changed to O.lyf, the output stage should be open-circuit stable as
well. The power supply-monitor unit for the Mark II preamp #7 is simpler
than for the Mark IA's»since the power supply functions are done on the
hybrid 1C itself. A gain of 10 is used in the dc photocurrent monitor
and, instead of warning lights, a meter is incorporated to directly
read the voltage across the feedback resistor (with ranges corresponding
to 5mV, 50mV, 500mV and 1.5 volts across Rp), where the dc photocurrent
is this voltage divided by Rp, 4000ft
4.3.2 Performance Results for GAASFET Preamp #7
The current impulse response for V^po =100 volts for Mark II
GAASFET preamp #7 is shown in Fig. 4.19. The test charge pulse for this
figure was produced by applying a V_TEp = 244.2 mV (see Section 3.3.10)
pulse from the S-52 pulse generator into the "50n test loop" of the preamp
with a 50ft termination on the other end of the loop. The charge impulse
is produced by capacitive differentiation of the input step by the internal
proximity capacitance from the test loop to the input, C = 3.45 X 10 f
c
(as calibrated from Fig. 4.19). The preamp output in Fig. 4.19 is
connected directly to the S-6 sampling oscilloscope head and the signal-
averaged output is the (downard going) pulse with its zero 2 cm above
center (lOmV/cm vertical, Ins/cm horizontal). The 5 GHz damped ringing
on the front of the pulse has been smoothed out digitally in the upper
173
Fig. 4.19 Current Impulse Response for Mark II GAASFET Preamp #7
Measured With Output Directly into S-6 Sampler. Input
pulse was Ne = 53,000 electrons. The current impulse
response is displayed directly (zero at 2 div above
center) and digitally smoothed (zero at top), both at
10 mV/cm, InS/cm, with the integral response at 10 pVS/cm.
Also shown is the FFT-derived frequency response dis-
played at 500yV/cm vertical (zero at bottom), 256 MHz/cm
horizontal (zero at left edge). Note that the bandwidth
of the Q2 internal gain stage is about 500 MHz.
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curve (zero at 4 cm above center, lOmV/cm, Ins/cm) to simulate the response
which would be measured with any bandwidth-limiting preamp following the
GAASFET receiver. Also shown in the lighter curve starting at 4 cm above
center is the integral of the current impulse response (10 pVs/cm, Ins/cm),
with a step height of J VQUT dt = -5.068 X 10'11 Vs. Note that for the
Mark II preamps, the output polarity is negative for a positive photocurrent
pulse because of the extra inverting gain stage in the Mark II as compared
to the Mark IA or Mark III designs. From Eq. 3.20 we have, using
RQ = 3460ft, A2 = 4.6 and A3 = 0.375, Q = 8.5 X 10"15 coul or NS = 53,000
electrons. The peak height of the smoothed impulse response in Fig. 4.19
is V = -40.02mV, so that we have (V/Q)6 = 4.71 X 1012 volts/coul at the
preamp output (with any wideband amplifier following, it would be
essentially this value times the amplifier gain). We have also measured
this pulse gain with cascaded B&H preamps (3 GHz BW) following #7, giving
(V/Q)6 = 3.5 X 1014 volts/coul, and with the B&H DC 3002 feeding an HP 35002
(~ 714 MHz BW) 50n preamp, giving (V/Q)g = 4.4 X 1014 volts/coul. The
voltage noise outputs for these amplifier arrangements were vno = 27.48 mV
(Gaussian) for the cascaded B&H's (with 375 KHz hi-pass filter) and
vno = 34'50 mV for the B&H DC 3002~HP 35002A configuration (also with
Hi-pass filter). The N values for these two 50fi amplifier arrangements
are NQ = 490 electrons for the 375 KHz to 3 GHz bandwidth and NQ = 492
electrons for the 375 KHz to ~ 714 MHz bandwidth. This insensitivity
to the post-amplifier measurement bandwidth is reasonable, since the
measurement bandwidth and noise level is in fact largely established by
the internal gain stage (CL) with about a 500 MHz bandwidth.
Also shown in Fig. 4.19 is the FFT-derived frequency response
(frequency dependence of transimpedance) of preamp #7 (dashed curve
with zero 4 cm below center, 500pV/cm vertical, 256 MHz/cm horizontal
with zero frequency at the left edge). (The display range of this FFT
does not show the high frequency ringing peak at 5 GHz; it is about
1 GHz wide with an amplitude of about 350yV.) The 3dB bandwidth
of the preamp is F-^ g = 290 MHz as measured at the preamp output
(fN = 305 MHz), but note that this includes the limitation
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of the 2nd stage bandwidth. Assuming a 500 MHz bandwidth of Q2, the first
stage "op-amp" probably has a closed loop bandwidth of about f,.. = 360
MHz, better than the Mark IA preamps even with a larger Rp (4K rather than
3K). This is due to the improved gain bandwidth product of the Mark II
preamp. The output pulse shape in Fig. 4.19 is very nice, with critical
damping and virtually no inter-symbol interference for its designed
400 Mb/s data rate. Its "peak to 5%" fall time is about 1.4ns, limiting
the maximum data rate to about 700 Mb/s before the onset of massive
intersymbol interference.
The output noise spect. a for Mark II GAASFET Preamp #7 with
VAPD = 80 volts are snown in Fi9- 4.20. Figure 4.20 a) is the output
with cascaded B&H preamps (Ag&H = 77.2), while 4.20 b) and c) are with
a single B&H DC 3002 preamp (A = 9.5). (Actually, Fig. 4.20 b) and c)
were measured with Rp = 5Kft and without an APD, but this will not change
the noise in the 1/f region significantly.) We note in Fig. 4.20 a)
that in the receiver passband, the receiver output noise is about 25 db
above the B&H preamp noise, by virtue of the higher Rp and extra Q2
gain between the "op-amp" and the output (AJU is + 4.62 db in #7 as
opposed to A2 = -10.7 db in preamp #5, for example). The noise level
of the Q2 gain stage (measured by saturating Q, in the open-loop testing)
would lie at about -57 dBm in the passband in Fig. 4.20 a) from about
180 to 360 MHz increasing gradually below 180 MHz to about -54.5 dBm
at -45 MHz and peaking on the high frequency side at 450 MHz at -55 dBm
before falling off. We can use Fig. 4.20 a) to calculate the NEP
for receiver #7 by Eq. 4.2. At 200 MHz, we have a noise level of
-44.8 dBm or vn = 1 ^SyV/v^Hz", so taking hv = 1.165eV, n = 0.96,
RQ (200 MHz) = 2.943fl, A2 = 4.6, AS = 0.37 and AB&R = 77.2, we have
NEP = 3.85 X 10" watts//HT. By a more accurate calibration method,
that of using a dc light source to inject a measured photocurrent for
which the shot noise can be calculated, a 100 MHz value of NEP=2.86X10"12W/4Tz
1 9
was obtained in preamp #7 with Rp = 4950ft, which would scale to 3.2X10 W/v/Hz"
with Rp = 4Kft (assuming i . limits NEP). These NEP figures are, of course,
176
Fig. 4.20 Noise output spectra
from Mark III GAASFET
Preamp #7.
a) 0 to 1820 MHz Frequency
Range (182 MHz/cm).
VAPD = 80 V0LTS> through
cascaded B&H's. The thermal
noise for Rp=4Kft would
be -46.1dBm. The 2nd stage
preamp noise level would be
at about -57dBm in the pass-
band.
b) 0 to 100 MHz Frequency Range
(10 MHz/cm) measured through
B&H AC 3020 only (as in c).
W/o APD, Rp=5Kn. The thermal
noise for Rp=5Kfi would be
-73.1 dBm.
c) 0 to 5 MHz Frequency
Range (500K Hz/cm). W/O APD,
Rp=5Kfi. The thermal noise
for RF=5Kfi would be -81.95dBm.
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with no avalanche gain (M = 1) and would improve as M~ in the preamp
noise limited region.
The gain dependence of the NEP for GAASFET Preamp #7 can be
seen from Fig. 4.21, which shows the 273 MHz signal and noise outputs
of preamp 7 (as measured with the Tektronix 7L13 spectrum analyzer) with
a 19.6 mW signal input from our modelocked Nd-YAG laser focused on the gain
area at the lower right in Fig. 4.22 c). (This measurement technique
was discussed in Section 3.3.5). The modelocked laser was "slow" (i.e.,
putting out wide pulses) during this measurement, but stable, so the
pulseshape was measured and the FFT taken with the DPO to give the
fundamental (273 MHz) form factor f = 0.785 for this waveform. (When the
laser is putting out short pulses, f, ~ 0.95 to 0.98.) Using Eq. 3.3,
we calculate the rms photocurrent as I.j=18.68nA rms at 273 MHz. The NEP
will be given by
hv IT Vnn (rms)
(4.3)
where hv = 1.165 eV for X = 1.064y and AF = 26.79 KHz for the nominal
"30 KHz" resolution setting (Table 3.1). The noise and signal levels at
V.pD = 80 volts in Fig. 4.21 were accurately calibrated using an HP608C
generator as an amplitude reference.
The calculated signal level for t? = 0.96, M = 1 (at VAP[) «* 80 volts)
would be
VSIG = ^iV (4'4)
or with RQ (273 MHz) = (0.72)(3460) = 2490ft, AZ = 4.6, A3 = 0.37 and
= 8.89 at 273 MHz, we have VCTr = 0.669 mV = -50.5 dBm, in excellentMb
agreement with the measured -50.9 dBm output at VAPQ = 80 volts. We note
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in Fig. 4.21 that while the gain increases with increasing V.pD above
punchthrough, the preamp noise stays essentially constant to bias voltages
very near breakdown (125V). In the dark (lower noise curve near VB), the
noise increases by only 0.6 dB from V^pD = 80 volts (M = 1) to
V.pD = 124.9 volts (M =* 16.5 db) because of the low multiplied dark current
of the APD. With the light signal applied, the multiplied shot noise
on the photocurrent increases the noise level up to several db near
breakdown, so that the optimum signal to noise ratio occurs at a lower
bias at higher signal levels. Another way of expressing this is that the
NEP at optimum bias is a function of the dc light signal (or background
light) level.
We can obtain the value of Vno/VciQ required to calculate NEP
directly as the vertical separation between the signal and noise curves,
i.e.,
(Vn(dBm)+2.4-Vc(dBm))/20
= 10 n s (4.5)
SIG
where the 2.4 db correction to the noise level is as discussed in
Section 3.3.9 (Eq. 3.13). Hence for V.pD = 80 volts, we have
Vn = -83.7+2.4 dBm and Vg = -50.9 dBm or from Eq. 4.3, NEP=4.0xlO~12W//Hz" at
f = 273 MHz, M = 1. With this signal level applied (19.6 nW), the optimum
bias for this spot on the device is VARD = 124.3 volts, where Vn=-81.0+2.4 dBm
and V$ = -37 dBm for NEP = 1.1X10"12 W//HT (light on). On the other hand,
for low signal levels (dark noise curve) we would have at
VApD = 124.9 volts Vn = -83.0+2.4 dBm and Vg = -34.7 dBm for NEP=6.7X10~13W/v4Iz~
(low light level or dark). This illustrates how the NEP at optimum gain is a
strong function of the light signal or background light level.
The spatial variation of the quantum efficiency and gain over the
area of the 5 mil GaAs, Sb APD in preamp #7 is shown in Fig. 4.22 for
I ™ /\ /\
biases of a) 20 volts (below punchthrough; displayed^at high contrast
180
Fig. 4.22 Scanning light micro-
scope pictures of the
273 MHz photoresponse
of Mark II GAASFET
Preamp #7. Scale is
1 mil/div.
a) VApD = 20 volts
(high contrast display)
b) VApD = 110 volts
Normal Contrast
Intensity Modulation
c) VApD = 124 volts
Normal Contrast
Intensity Modulation
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to show pattern effect), b) 110 volts showing the onset of noticeable
variation of gain with position, and c) 124 volts with reduced gain
to show the location of the high gain areas. The highest gain regions
are the area noted in Fig. 4.21 and the area 1.5 mils to the left and
just slightly above the APD center. The quantum efficiency of the APD
above punchthrough shows virtually no spatial variation over the device
until the onset of gain. Note in Fig. 4.17 the correlation of the
crossings of the bright lines in a) with the high-gain points in c),
as discussed in Section 4.1.7.
4.3.3 Performance of Mark II GAASFET Preamp #7 in a 400 Mb/s PGBM
1.064y Optical Communications System
Because the Mark II preamplifier design was specifically
optimized for use with the 400 Mb/s PGBM communications test system at
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics, St. Louis, it is particularly interesting
to compare the results of their measurements on GAASFET preamp #7 with
our calculated performance. The test results are measured in terms of
the average light power level, P. , required to achieve a given probability
of error per bit (or bit error rate, BER). In the test 63 bit PN code
used in the measurements there are 32 "1's" and 31 "O's" so that
PL ~ 1/2 q hv R N . where R is the data rate (4X108) and N . is calculated
from Eq. 2.20. Actually, the factor of 1/2 assumes that all "1" are
exactly the same height and all "zero" are exactly zero, which is not the
case in the actual system. Figure 4.39 shows the 63 bit PN code data
stream measured on the McDonnell system. As can be seen, there is both
significant zero feedthrough (McDonnell estimates this at a worst-case
extinction ratio of 30:1 when the modulator is properly adjusted), and
sizeable variation in the transmitted pulse heights from the modulator
driver or laser output fluctuations. (In Fig. 4.39a, the peak-to-peak
amplitude fluctuations for a transmitted "1" are ~ 12% of the mean). In the
BER calculation for preamp noise limited operation (Section 2.1.3), the
important signal quantity is the difference in amplitude between a "1"
and a "0". When these amplitudes are not exactly fixed, we might take
as a worst case treatment the difference between the lowest transmitted
182
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'!" and the highest transmitted "0" as the signal difference, i.e.,
STN = (VI)MIN -(VO)MAX (/L6)
no
as the worst case BER condition for Eq. 2.12. The average signal level,
however, will be
<4-7'
In other words the average light power measured experimentally depends on
the sum of the average pulse height on a one plus the average pulse height
on a zero, whereas the worst case BER depends on the difference between
the minimum pulse height on a one and the maximum pulse height on a zero.
Using this worst case analysis assuming a worst case (NDUI)MTM/N _-, of 0.94
(from Fig. 4.39) and a worst case E.R. of 30:1 with an average E.R. of
40:1 we would have as a worst case required signal level P. = 0.565 qhvR N ,
where N . is calculated from Eq. 2.20 with S=0 (the S-factor is included
in the 0.565). Clearly this worst case analysis is too severe as it would
predict that if we made a bad fluctuation in the height of a single bit
in the stream (as in transmitting a zero instead of a one for example),
the BER would go to 1/2 whereas in fact it would go to 1/64 for a 64 bit
code. In other words, a major amplitude reduction on a single bit
increases the error probability only on that bit, not on all of the others.
Hence we should adopt a slightly more liberal criterion for the pulse
height deviation and modulator extinction ratio than the absolute worst
cases assumed in 4.6. If we take, for example, an average 3,5% mean to
minimum pulse height fluctuation (rather than the 6% worst case) and
assume a 40:1 value for average extinction ratio, we get
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PL = 0.545 q hv R Nph = 1,09 q Pjj. K NQ (S.T.N.) (4.8)
for the average light power, where the value of S,T,N, is obtained from
the BER from Table 2.1,
In Fig. 4.23 (solid line), Eq. 4,8 is plotted for the parameters
measured for preamp #7; q = 1.6022xlO"19, hv = 1.165 eV, R = 4X108, T? = 0.96,
M = 1 at VARD = 80 volts, and NQ = 490 electrons. At BER = 10'6, for
example, STN = 4.75342 and we calculate PL = 197 nW average 1.064p light
power. The results of the McDonnell measurements of BER versus P. for
preamp #7 at VAPD = 80 volts (M = 1) are shown as the data points in
Fig. 4.23, and are seen to be in excellent agreement with our calculated
curve. (For example, the P. for a BER of 10" was measured to be 199 nW
at M = 1, with proportionately lower values of P. for avalanche gains
greater than unity.) This close agreement is satisfying in that it
validates both the theoretical detection model of Section 2,1 and our
preamp model and measurement techniques. Further, it allows us to
estimate with confidence the performance which can be obtained with such
high-speed receivers as the Mark III designs which require fast sampling
decision logic for optimum data detection (which was not available in
the McDonnell test facility).
4.4 Results for Mark III GAASFET Preamp
4.4.1 Circuit Description for GAASFET Preamp #8
The "Mark III" preamp design represents an extension of the
original Mark IA design in order to obtain both wider signal bandwidths
and (simultaneously) reduced minimum detectable current pulse values.
In order to improve bandwidth and reduce noise in the feedback-mode
preamp, we must improve the "op-amp" to a) reduce the input capacitance,
CIN, b) increase the open-loop gain , AI, (so that we can increase Rp
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FROM SCIENCE CENTER
RECEIVER TEST DATA
MEASURED POINTS
FROM MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
(WITHOUT AVALANCHE GAIN)
NQ=490 ELECTRONS, ??=0.96
BER PERFORMANCE OF 6AASFET
RECEIVER #7 AT UNITY APD GAIN
400 Mb/s PGBM 1.06w COMMUNICATIONS
A EXPERIMENTAL BER POINTS MEASURED
AT MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS
BY DR. SAMUEL GREEN
50 100 150 200 250 300
AVERAGE 1.064u LIGHT POWER, P. (nW)
Fig. 4.23 Comparison of Calculated Average Power Required to
Achieve a Given BER for GAASFET Preamp #7 (Mark II)
With Experimental Points from McDonnell Douglas
measurements.
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to lower Johnson noise) and c) increase the gain-bandwidth product of the
"op-amp". We can increase the open-loop gain and gain-bandwidth product by
using a GAASFET as Q, which has a higher transconductance, gm. We can further
improve the open-loop gain by increasing the output drain resistance, RD, of
Q, by going to a dual-gate GAASFET (see section 2.3.5). Further, if we
use a dual ly gate GAASFET instead of a 2y gate device as used in the Mark IA
and Mark II preamps, we can reduce CIN, To improve the gain-bandwidth
product over and beyond the g improvement, we must greatly reduce CL, which
we can accomplish by using a source .follower directly on the drain of Q-|.
These changes are incorporated into the Mark III GAASFET preamp #8.
The simplified circuit diagram for the Mark III preamp design is
shown in Fig. 2.12. The circuit diagram for GAASFET preamp #8 is shown in
Fig. 4.24, with the power supply-monitor shown in Fig. 4.25. The block
diagram of the Mark III receiver design is shown in Fig. 4.26 along with key
performance data for GAASFET preamp #8. The block diagram for the Mark III
receiver is very similar to that of the Mark IA, only the specifications of
the "op-amp" first stage are radically improved. The monitor portion of
the power supply-monitor unit is identical to that of the Mark II, including
the meter to read dc photocurrent, but the power supply portion is more
complicated, since the Mark III requires several supply potentials. (Note
that in the circuit diagram of Fig. 4.25, as in Fig. 4.10, the small-lOft or
lOOfi-resistors used in the collector of each emitter follower to avoid high-
frequency oscillations have been omitted.)
The Qo output stage in the Mark III preamp, Fig. 4.24 is essen-
tially the same as Q2 in the Mark IA except that the -3 volt source voltage
is derived internally from the -15 volt supply with the DN3250 PNP transistor
chip, as in the Mark II. Unlike the Mark II, however, the output dc balance
adjustment is made from the power supply-monitor unit rather than from an
internal differential amplifier. Q3, a ly gate GAASFET, operates at a bias
current of IQ = 17mA with a transconductance of about 15 mmho as shown in
Fig. 4.27c). The actual Q~ stage gain, A.,, was measured by bonding
(temporarily) the "Q3 test input" line to the gate of Q3 and measuring
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VF = Vo
100K
G3
OUTPUT
BALANCE
ADJUST
+ , VDC PHOTOCURRENT
V) MONITOR OUTPUT
GaAsSb APD:
DIAMETER: 3 MILS
Cj =* O.lpf (VR >. 80 VOLTS)
'l.06y
'B = I
PEAK GAIN M,
80 VOLTS)
VB = 114 VOLTS
MAX 10
PREAMP PARAMETERS:
CIN .•* 0.28 pf
OPEN-LOOP GAIN A12 ~ 20
(f3db ~ 320 MHz)
OPEN-LOOP GAIN-BANDWIDTH
~ 5 GHz
A3 = 0.35 INTO 50n LOAD
Rr = 5.0 KftF RF
Ro =
RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
CLOSED-LOOP B.W. f3db = 600 MHz
PULSE RESPONSE FWTM <. InS
THRU CASCADED B&H PREAMPS: (A=77.2)
(V/Q). = 2.1xl0
o
14 V/COUL
vno = 12.15mV rms
NQ = 360 ELECTRONS
= 4750fi
TpR = 250 pS Tpp = 450 to 600 pS
Fig. 4.26 Functional Block Diagram for the Mark III Preamp Design,
with specific values and performance parameters for
GAASFET Preamp #8.
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Fig. 4.27 ID vs. Vn$ curves for
GaAs MESFETS in Preamp
#8.
a) Q1 (dual ly Gate, 62 grounded)
gm = 18.1 mmho @ ID = 13 mA.
b) Q2 (single 2y gate).
gm = 12.1 mmho @ ID = 10.3 mA.
c) Q3 (single ly gate).
ID = 17 mA.gm = 15 mmho
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the pulse gain, A- = 0.36 into R, = 50ft, with very wide bandwidth.
The output TDR for this Q3 output stage of preamp #8 is shown
in Fig. 4.28, along with the TDR trace when the preamp is replaced by a
precision 50ft termination (upper curve-without ripples-to the right of
center). The +5 cm step at t = 2 ns in Fig. 4.28 is the original S-52
pulse going through the S-6 sampler to the output connector of preamp #8,
while the small fluctuations at t = 4.4 ns and t = 4.9 ns represent
"reflections" from the coax to microstrip connection and from the drain of
Q3 (with its bonding wires) respectively. The fact that the preamp #8
trace falls slightly below the 50ft reference trace for t > 5 ns is a
reflection of the fact that the parallel combination of R.- (54ft) and '
RQ3 is slightly less than 50ft. We see that the peak reflection coeffi-
cients are -11% at 4.85 ns and +10% at 4.90 ns, but these are seen only
by exceedingly short (~ 50 ps) pulsewidths, much less than the preamp signal
pulsewidths. For reasonable pulsewidths, the reflection coefficient is
.p-~..-r.2.8%. Note.that if the preamp power is turned off, Q3 goes into
"saturation" (V = 0 VQS = 0 in Fig. 4.27c), with RD3 very low so that
a large negative reflection coefficient is observed.
In order to see the contribution of the output stage noise to
the total preamplifier noise output, Fig. 4.29 shows noise output spectra
from the preamp with the gate of Q3 bonded to ground (through 25ft) instead
of to Q2 (i.e., the same configuration used to measure A3). We see that
above the l./f region, the output stage noise plus the B & H DC3002 noise
is only 2 db over the B&H noise itself, or the noise output of Q3 is
less than the input voltage noise of the B & H DC3002 preamp. Below 30MHz
the Q3 noise exceeds the B&H noise, wath the 1/f noise from GAASFET Q3
much greater (10 db or more) below 5MHz.
In the Mark III preamp design, a high open-loop gain is attained
by using a high gM high RQ dual-gate GAASFET as Q^ with a high value
of R. . Fig. 4.27 a) shows the IQ vs. VQS characteristics of the prototype
dual ly gate GAASFET used as Q-j in preamp #8. This device has g =18.1mmho
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Fig. 4.28 Output time domain ref1ectometry traces
for GAASFET Preamp #8 and a precision 50ft
reference termination (upper trace is right).
50mV/cm vertical, InS horizontal, 30 ps time
resolution.
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Fig. 4.29 Noise Output Spectra from
the output stage Preamp #8
with the gate of Q3 termi-
minated 25ft to ground.
Measured through cascaded
B&H preamps.
a) 0 to 1820 MHz Frequency Range
(182 MHz/cm).
b) 0 to 100 MHz Frequency Range
(10 MHz/cm).
c) 0 to 5 MHz Frequency Range
(500 KHz/cm).
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at its ID = 13.3 mA bias current. The output drain resistances for
single ly gate GAASFET's of this type are usually about RQ = 300ft, which
would give an open loop gain of less than 5.4, not nearly high enough.
However, as was discussed in section 2.3.5, the dual gate device looks like
a cascode amplifier of higher output impedance, given by Eq. 2.43. For
example, from Eq. 2.43 with RD1=RD2=300ft and gm2=18.1 mmhos, we have
(RD)c.s=2230ft. In order to exploit this high RD, we must also have or
high R. value (R. .,=3Kft in #8) and hence a high supply voltage to give ade-
quate dc drain current (VDQ-|=+45 volts). With RD=2230ft, RL=3Kft and
gm=18.1 mmhos, we calculate A1=23.2 (very close to our A,=23.5 experi-
mental value).
Of course, with such a high (1300ft) impedance level at the drain
of Q-,, it is essential that the loading capacitance C. be held to an
absolute minimum. (A value of C,=1.6 pf as in preamp #5 would give an
open-loop corner frequency of only 77 MHz, far too low to be useful.)
This is accomplished in the Mark III design by buffering the output stage
and level shifter stray capacitances from the Q, drain by the source
follower, Q2> In preamp #8, Q2 is a 2y gate length, single gate GAASFET
(see Fig. 4.27b) with gm2=12.1 mmhos at ID2=10.3 mA and RD2= 800ft. The
gain of the Q2 source follower should be approximately
A2 = l / [ l+l /gm 2(RD 2MRS 2) ] (4.9)
or for Rs2=1250ft+50ft, RD2=800ft and gm2=12.1 mmho we get A2=0.85, or
A,2=A,A2=20 as the open-loop gain of the "op-amp".
It should be noted that operating Qi» which has a breakdown voltage
of the order of VQS ~ 10 volts from a 45 volt power supply represents a
dangerous condition in that if V , becomes too negative, VQ2 will rise and
Q, may very well "fail the smoke test". In order to avoid this possible
disaster, a diode is connected from the drain of Q, to a +5 volt zener-
limited potential. This diode is normally reverse biased, but if V-,
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exceeds 5.5 volts or so, this diode will begin conducting and keep VDI
from exceeding a safe VDS=6 volts. The diode used is a special ultra low
capacitance (< .05 pf) beam-leaded GaAs Schotlky barrier mixer diode fab-
ricated at the Science Center. The open-loop (i.e., Rp open)"dc transfer
characteristic" of this "op-amp" Q-i-Qo stage is shown in Fig. 4.30. The
horizontal scale is the applied Q-j gate bias, V ,, with zero at the right
hand side»displayed at 0.5 volts/cm, while the vertical in Fig. 4.30 is
the voltage on the lower side of the level shifter (pin #7 in Fig. 4.24)
as taken from the output of the lower CA3130 voltage follower in Fig. 4.25
(let us call this Vp). Vp, displayed at 1 V/cm goes from -6 volts at the
bottom to +2 volts at the top of Fig. 4.30. VF differs from VQ1 by V 2
(-2.0 volts) and the level shifter zener voltage, V, (8.2 volts), or
Vp = Vm -6.2 volts. For 0 > VD1 > 1.5 volts, Q1 is "saturated" (below
pinchoff Vd ), as VDI is increased from about -1.55 to -1.65 volts, Q-j
passes through its normal high-gain active region from vy=-5 to -0.5 volts
or Vp, = 1.2 to 5.7 volts. For VDI < -1.7 volts the GaAs protection diode
begins conducting, and finally for V , < -2.5 volts Q, is essentially cut
off (IDS = 0; see Fig. 4.27a) so that Vp increases no further with increasing
V ,. The normal operating point of the Q, - Q2 "op amp" will be at
Vp = V , = -1.65 volts and the slope of the transfer characteristic
(measured on an expanded scale) here is a dc voltage gain of 42. This is
higher than the ac gain because of the high GAASFET dc RD>discussed in
section 2.3.5 and thermal feedback.
The variation of the open-loop 100 MHz ac gain (A-,,,) of Q, - Q2
in preamp #8 as V , (and consequently Vp) are varied is shown in Fig. 4.31.
This is a linear display of the spectrum analyzer output (-30 dBm full
scale) with a -47 dBm input into the gate of Q-,. The horizontal is V_
at 0.5 volts/cm with zero at the right side. At the far left, V , is
about -1.5 volts, VDI = +1.2 volts, so that Q-| is nearly saturated,
giving low ac gain. As V , is increased (negatively), Q, comes out of
saturation and the ac gain increases. As we proceed further to the right
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Fig. 4.30 Open-Loop dc Transfer
characteristic of the
Q-|-Q2 "op-amp" in Pre-
amp #8. Horizontal is
Vgi (1 V/cm, zero at
right) and vertical is
Vp, the op-amp dc out-
put voltage (0.5V/cm,
zero 2 cm from top).
Normal feedback opera-
tion point is at
VF = VDi = -1.65V.VDS of QI =* VF + 6.2
volts.
Fig. 4.31 100 MHz Open-Loop Gain
of Mark III GAASFET Pre-
amp #8. Vertical is
linear display of 100 MHz
output, -30 dBm full scale,
Horizontal is Vp, 0.5 volts/
cm (zero at right). Meas-
ured gain at balance is
A12 = 17.5 dB.
Fig. 4.32 Open-Loop Gain and noise,
GAASFET Preamp #8, 0 to
1820 MHz frequency range.
Preamp output straight
into 7L13. Discrete
frequency lines are inputs
at frequencies of 20, 42,
50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300,
350, 400, 450 and 480 MHz.
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in Fig. 4.31, the 100 MHz gain is nearly constant until the limiting diode
begins to conduct, reducing the gain sharply (and finally to zero when Q,
is cut off). Then the normal operating point, Vp = -1.65 volts, is near the
maximum 100 MHz gain value, with an input to output gain of 17.5 dB or
7.45 (A12 = 20.7 for A3 = 0.36).
The variation of open-loop gain with frequency is shown in
Fig. 4.32, along with the output noise, with the output of preamp #8
connected directly into the 7L13 spectrum analyzer input. The discrete
frequency spikes are with an rf signal of -60 dBm applied to the gate of
Q, at the various frequencies indicated in the caption. Fig. 4.32 (and
the FFT of the pulse response-not shown) indicates that, due to a slight
"ringing" tendency at 100 MHz, the 100 MHz gain shown in Fig. 4.31 is
slightly above the "baseband gain", so that an open-loop gain value of
A,2 = 19.5 is probably a more accurate figure than the 20.7 figure obtained
at 100 MHz above. The 3 db bandwidth of this open-loop gain is about
/-
 dB = 320 MHz and the open-loop gain-bandwidth product for the op-amp
is about 5 GHz (a remarkable improvement over the Mark IA design).
The open-loop noise output spectrum from 6AASFET preamp #8,
again taken with Q-, in balance (Vp = V , = -1.65 volts), is shown in
Fig. 4.33. This output noise should be approximately
where e, is the equivalent input voltage noise (see Fig. 2.8). We should
note that over most of the preamplifier passband, the closed-loop output
noise (i.e., with Rp installed) will be less than this open-loop noise
by an amount which could approach the open-loop gain. In order to obtain
an accurate value for e-| at a selected frequency (250 MHz), the noise output
was measured through the 7L13 in a 26.79 KHz bandwidth. An input signal
was applied to V , and its amplitude increased until the signal + noise
exceeded the noise by exactly 3 db (signal level =-117.9 dBm), at which
we should have V. = e] . From this we obtain e}/SKz = 1.74 X 10"9 Volts/vlTz
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Fig. 4.33 Open-Loop Noise Out-
put Spectrum from
GAASFET Pream #8.
Q-i in balance,
VF = -1.65 Vdc, gate
of QI terminated 25fi
to ground. Measured
through cascaded B&H
preamps.
a) 0 to 1820 MHz frequency
range (182 MHz/cm).
b) 0 to 100 MHz frequency
range (10 MHz/cm).
c) 0 to 5 MHz Frequency
Range (500 KHz/cm). With
(lower traces) and without
(upper traces) OSM model
OS 201103A blocking capaci-
tor between output of B&H
DC3002 and 3db pad at input
of B&H AC3020.
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at 250 MHz. Using the noise output from 4.33a) at 250 MHz (-47.4 dBm+2.4 dB
Gaussian correction, we get e^/JRz = vno/A-|2A3AB&H^ = 1>73 nV/*^
(fortuitously close to the more accurate signal substitution result).
Fig. 1.1 shows a photograph of the completed Mark III GAASFET
receiver #8. The conical hole is for light entrance into the APD substrate.
The large fins are not because the power dissipation is high, rather they
are only to maintain temperature stability of the preamp to keep the APD
temperature (and hence Vn) constant. The preamp unit dissipates only
about 1.5 watts.
4.4.2 Performance Results for GAASFET Preamp #8
The voltage output pulse produced from Mark III GAASFET preamp #8
with V.pD = 100 volts by a fi-function input of N = 4125 electrons is
shown in Fig. 4.34. The upper trace shows the output as seen directly on
the sampling oscilloscope with the preamp output connected to the S-6
sampler input through the cascaded B&H preamps (#8-B&H DC3002 -3 db pad -
B&H AC3020-S6) with AB&H = 77.2. The input pulse was generated from a
25.38 mV step from the S-52 pulse generator (with 20 db attenuator) through
the Cc = 2.60 X 10"14 f internal coupling capacitor (see Fig. 3.22 or 3.23).
(C and N were calibrated from pulse measurements without the B&H pre-
t* G
amps for greater accuracy.) The signal pulse in the upper trace of Fig. 4.34
rides on a V = 12.15 mV Gaussian noise level (as measured both by the
noise histogram technique of Section 3.3.8 and with an HP435 power meter)
which is removed in the lower trace by signal averaging with the DPO
(see section 3.3.11).
This signal-averaged current impulse response from Fig. 4.34 is
more readably displayed in Fig. 4.35 (25 mV/cm vertical and Ins/cm and
200 ps/cm horizontal). The peak height is V = 0.1443 volts, so for
-16Q = C V = 6.61 X 10" coul , we have the pulse gain through thep c step i«
cascaded B&H's as (V/Q). = 2.19 X 10' volts/coul (this is nearly four
o
times that obtained for the Mark IA preamps). From Eq. 2.19, we have as
the minimum detectable current pulse of preamp #8, NQ=V /q(V/Q) =347 electrons,
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Fig. 4.34 Current impulse response of 6AASFET Preamp #8
(with V/\PD = 100 volts) to a 4125-electron
current impulse (receiver output amplified thru
cascaded B&H wideband 50Q amplifiers). Upper
curve output directly as seen on sampling
oscilloscope (12.15 mV rms voltage noise). Lower
curve is a 1024 waveform signal average of output.
Both curves at 50 mV/cm, 1 ns/cm.
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Another method of calibrating N is to use the integral of the current
impulse response in Eq. 3.20. The integral curve (not shown) of Fig. 4.35
has a rise time (10% to 90%) of 634 ps and a step height of 9.0 X 10"1
volt seconds. From Eq. 3.22, then, with R = 4750n, A2 = 0.36 and AB&H=77.2,
we have N = 358 electrons which is reasonably close to the more accurate
capacitor-calibrated value (N = 347 electrons).
The current impulse response waveform of Fig. 4.35 is very fast,
Ins wide at the 10% points (FWTM) and with virtually no overshoot or tail.
The peak to 5% fall time, 650 ps, would allow over 1.5 Gb/s 6-function
pulse communication, or about 1.4 Gb/s with reasonable modelocked laser
pulsewidth,before the onset of massive intersymbol interference. The
frequency response of GAASFET preamp #8 is shown in Fig. 4.36 from the Fourier
transform of the current impulse response without the B&H preamps. Shown
are the current impulse response (5mV/cm, Ins/cm), its integral
(2pVs/cm, Ins/cm) and its FFT (150yV/cm, 256 MHz/cm). The
integral step is 1.085 X 10"11 Vs or from Eq. 3.20, Q = 5.35 x 10"5 coul
(39,600 electrons), or since Vst = 0.2442 V, CG = 2.60 X 10"14 f. The
"10-90" risetime of the integral step is 585 ps. The FFT-derived frequency
response (magnitude of transimpedance versus frequency), the dashed curve
in Fig. 4. 36,shows nearly flat response to over 300 MHz, with f3,-|B at
620 MHz. Not shown in this display is the high-frequency ringing response
which is about 1 division vertical in the 4-6 GHz region (not seen through
a 3 GHz preamp).
The noise spectral output for GAASFET preamp #8 with V«pD=100 volts
is shown in Fig. 4.37. The interpretation of these noise output curves
was disussed in conjunction with Fig. 4.13 (section 4.2.2). We can use
Fig. 4.37a) with Eq. 4.2 to calculate the NEP for the receiver. From
Fig. 4.13 a), at f = 200 MHz we have vnft = 55.5 dBm which gives for
1 9
n = 0.96, hv = 1.165 eV, N.E.P. = 3.3 X 10"' ' W/ifiz , or at f = 273 MHz,
l ?
-54 dBm noise gives N.E.P. = 3.9 X 10 ' W/v/Rz" (higher, due to increased
el w^Cin + CAPD^ nolse)- However, in 273 MHz measurements with AF=26.79 KHz
using an amplitude reference generator to determine the noise level more
accurately, a noise output of -74.5 dBm was measured, giving
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Fig. 4.35 Current impulse response of Mark III GAASFET
Preamp #8 (signal-averaged result from Fig. 4.34)
displayed at 25mV/cm vertical, Ins/cm and (light
trace) 200ps/cm horizontal.
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Fig. 4.36 Current Impulse response of GAASFET Preamp #8
with VAPD = 100V measured directly into S-6
(without B&H preamps). Input Step; VSTEp=0.2442
volts through internal Cc. Current impulse at
5mV/cm, 1 ns/cm, zero 3 cm below, center. Integral
at 2pVs/cm, Ins, zero at bottom (-4cm). FFT at
150uV/cm, 256 MHz/cm horizontal, with f=0 at left
edge (vertical zero at bottom).
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N.E.P. = 3.1 X 10 12 W/vflz~,which would give about N.E.P. = 2.7 X 10"12W/^nT
at 200 MHz. These should be more accurate values than those above. Since
C , the 50n test loop coupling capacitor, is accurately known for preamp #8
14(2.6 X 10 f), a more accurate method of measuring N.E.P., given n, hv,
and C .would be to apply an rf signal to the (terminated) 50n test line
and reduce the amplitude until the signal + noise output on the spectrum
analyzer is 3dB over the noise output (call this input signal level (Vs)3dD
Then the N.E.P. would be given by (for M = 1)
hv C
N.E.P. = --^ (Vs)3dB S+N/N (4.11)
where f is the generator frequency (or this divided by M for small avalanche
gains). This approach doesn't require knowing the preamp transimpedance,
R , or the other amplifier gains, but it does assume, as do Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3
of course, that the APD transit time is much faster than 1/f so that
n or nM equal their dc values (well satisfied for these GaAs, Sb , APD's
I "~X X
below 5 GHz). We did not use this approach for measuring N.E.P. values
of these experimental preamps.
The noise spectral outputs for GAASFET preamp #8, both closed-
loop and open-loop are shown in Fig. 4.38. Here the data from Figs. 4.37
and 4.33 are reduced to output voltage noise/4?z~ as a function of frequency
from 20 KHz to 2 GHz, as measured through the cascaded B&H preamps. Also
shown is the closed-loop gain from Fig. 4.36 and the calculated Johnson
noise from the Rp = 5000n feedback resistor (which takes into account this
gain for f > 300 MHz). We see that over most of the frequency range, the
noise output in normal closed- loop operation (given by Eq. 2.33) is less
than the noise output measured under open-loop conditions (Eq. 4.10) due
to the fact that the amplified e-, noise gets fed back through Rp to almost
completely cancel this voltage noise contribution out (except at higher
frequencies where lGJ»lGj). Of course at frequencies near the closed-
loop f3dB and above, the feedback, due to phase shift through the "op-amp",
204
4.37 Closed-Loop (Rp=5Kfi)
Noise Output Spectra
from GAASFET Preamp
#8 through cascaded
B&H's.
a) 0 to 1820 MHz Frequency
Range (182 MHz/cm). The
thermal noise for Rp=5Kfi
would be -58.62 dBm.
b) 0 to 100 MHz Frequency
Range (10 MHz/cm). The
thermal noise for Rp=5Kn
would be -68.38 dBm.
c) 0 to 5 MHz Frequency
Range (500 KHz/cm). The
thermal noise for Rf=5Kft
would be -77.24 dBm.
Noise output measured
through OSM 201103A
blocking capacitor (375
KHz hi-pass filter).
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A, and the RF - Cj feedback path (which approaches 90° above its 80 MHz
corner frequency) is actually positive and so the combination of amplified
e-i noise plus R^ Johnson noise exceeds the open-loop noise. At frequencies
of the order of 1 MHz and below, the total output noise is comparable to
the noise of the output stage alone (compare Fig. 4.37 with Fig. 4.29;
noting that 4.37c) is with a blocking capacitor and 4.29 c) is without).
An extra gain stage, as used in the Mark II preamp design, could probably
minimize this contribution of the output stage 1/f noise to the total noise
output at low frequencies, since in the Mark II GAASFET preamp #7, the
~ 500 KHz output noise in closed-loop operation is about 8 db above the
output noise with Q^ saturated (the Q2 and Q~ noise).
To summarize, the Mark III preamp design gave excellent results
(summarized in Fig. 4.26). As compared to the Mark IA or Mark II models,
GAASFET receiver #8 gave wider bandwidth (f3dB = 620 MHz) and faster
pulse response (Ins FWTM) even though it had a larger feedback resistance
(Rp = 5 Kft). At the same time it had lower equivalent input noise current
(lower N.E.P.) and a lower value of minimum detectable current pulse
(N = 347 electrons). In other words, from Eq. 2.20, with a properly
peak-sampled detection approach, this preamp should be able to achieve
unity gain (M = 1), 10 BER data reception with of the order of 3500
photons/bit (or proportionately less with gain). The response of GAASFET
preamp #8 to actual PGBM 1.06y modelocked laser pulses is shown in Fig. 4.39.
These sampling oscilloscope traces were obtained by Dr. Samuel Green at
McDonnell Douglas on their laboratory 400 Mb/s PGBM optical communications
system. At the time these measurements were made, preamp #8 had an earlier
5 mil diameter (175 volt VB) APD with higher capacitance than the final
3 mil K-9 APD with which the rest of the data in this section was taken.
Hence the fall time of the current impulse response was a bit slower in
the measurements of Fig. 4.39 than in Fig. 4.35. Other than that, Fig. 4.39c)
represents the convolution between the optical pulseshape of the McDonnell
laser and the current impulse response of preamp #8 (similar to 4.35). The
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Fig. 4.j9 Response of GAASFET
Preamp #8 with 5 mil
APD to 400 Mb/s 1.06y
PGBM modelocked laser
data stream. Measured
on McDonnell-Doublas
Test Communications
System. lOmV/cm vert,
(through B&H DC 3002
preamp), (Ip)AVE=lvjA.
a) 20nS/cm showing
bit data stream
repeated).
entire 64
(with some
b) 5nS/cm showing response to
repeated "1 's".
c) 500pS/cm showing response
to isolated "1". This would
be the same as the current
impulse response if the
modelocked laser pulsewidth
were short enough.
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optical pulsewidth is sufficiently narrow that V is very close to the same
height as a 6-function peak of the same charge so that (V/Q) - (V/Q)~
in Eq. 2.6 or (NQ) = (NQ)6 = NQ in Eq. 2.20. Unfortunately, while optimized
communication with preamp #8 requires sampling pulse widths (for the
decision process) of the order of 200 ps, narrow pulse sampling was not
available in the McDonnell 400 Mb/s test system (in fact for much of their
data, the sampler was not used). Hence, while the N for optimized narrow
pulse detection is 350 electrons for #8 and 490 electrons for the Mark II
preamp #7 (which was slow enough not to require short pulse sampling),
#8 required over 30% more photo-electrons per bit to achieve 10~ BER
communication on the McDonnell test system than did preamp #7. (Of course,
the additional gain stage in #7 was probably of help here as well.) This
does point out, however, the necessity of mating the preamp properly with
appropriate "decision making" logic (sample and hold, threshold set, etc.),
for optimum results to be achieved in a communications system application.
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5>0 CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this program was to develop a solid state receiver
for 400 Mb/s optical communications which would be able to achieve 10~ bit
error rate data detection of pulse-gated binary modulated (PGBM) 1.06y mode-
locked Nd-YAG laser data with a signal level difference of 1000 photons/bit
(or fewer) between a transmitted "1" and a transmitted "0". The program
involved two major areas of effort: (1) the development of a high speed,
high quantum efficiency, low capacitance Gafis, Sb avalanche photodiode
A~ A A
(APD) and (2) the development of an extremely charge sensitive, low-noise
preamp using GaAs Schottky barrier FET's (GAASFET's) to be hybrid-integrated
with the APD. These two major areas of work have necessitated certain other
corollary efforts: (3) the development of special analytical tools for the
avalanche photodiode development, (4) the development of a model for laser
communications involving the detection of short PGBM modelocked laser pulses
and (5) the development of a signal and noise model for the GAASFET pre-
amps and special preamp measurement techniques capable of experimentally
determining the parameters required for this model. Our achievements in
each of these areas are reviewed in the summary, section 1.2, and need not
be repeated here. Suffice it to say that we have developed ultra low ca-
pacitance GaAs^_xSbx inverted homo-heterojunction avalanche photodiodes
with nearly 100% quantum efficiencies and with peak rf gains up to 24 dB which,
when hybrid-integrated with the wide bandwidth feedback-mode preamp give
better detection performance than any other l.OSy receiver..The pulse-mode
communications detection analysis of section 2.1 has been used with the
preamp model, the parameters of which were determined using special measure-
ment techniques developed for use with our Tektronix Digital Processing Os-
cilloscope system,to accurately predict the results of actual 400 Mb/s,
1.06y optical communications system measurements of bit error rate perfor-
mance of the receiver at McDonnel Douglas (Fig. 4.23). This excellent
agreement between the calculated system performance based on our models and
receiver measurements and the actual PGBM data detection performance gives
us confidence in the validity of our system analysis, preamp model and re-
ceiver measurement techniques_and pur ability to calculate the performance
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which can be obtained in different types of electro-optical systems.
The'key performance parameters obtained for each of the four
GaAs, Sb APD-GAASFET integrated preamp receivers are indicated in Table
X"" X A
5.1. The Mark IA modification of the original 2-GAASFET preamp design,
used in preamps #4 and #5 represents the starting point for this hybrid-
integrated transimpedance-mode GAASFET preamp technology. Here it was
demonstrated that indeed it was possible to construct an "op-amp" so fast
that it could be used in the negative feedback mode for frequencies of a
sizeable fraction of a gigahertz and still be stable. Extension of feedback
mode "op-amp" circuit concepts to a frequency range far beyond where they
have been used before must be considered a major accomplishment of this
work.
The Mark II and Mark III preamp designs represent more complex
(3-GAASFET plus bipolar transistors) extensions of the Mark IA technology
base to achieve better performance in specified areas. The Mark II was
designed to have internal gain and limited bandwidth to perform best with
the broad-sampling-pulse 400 Mb/s PGBM modelocked Nd-YAG laser communica-
tions system at McDonnell Douglas Astronautics. As shown in Fig. 4.23,
Mark II receiver #7 performed admirably in communication tests, giving al-
most exactly the BER performance calculated from our test data, achieving
10 BER with no avalance gain at all with a lower signal level than re-
quired for a III-V alloy photocathode photomultiplier tube and requiring
less than twice the signal level required by two silicon avalanche photo-
diodes optically in series (electrically in parallel) operated at an avalanche
gain of 100. Since average avalanche gains of 6 to 10 db are available in
the K-9 GaAs, Sb APD's in these receivers, even with these modest avalanche
X ™ /\ /\
gains, the receivers developed in this program have demonstrated the best
performance for 400 Mb/s l.OSy laser communication of all available 1.06y
detectors. In future work, as higher APD gains are attained in these
GaAs, Sb APD's, these receivers could achieve performances perhaps 20 dB
i"*X X
better than competing 1.06y detectors.
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The Mark III preamp was designed to make a major improvement in
the performance of the "op-amp", increasing its gain to 20 and its gain-
bandwidth to a remarkable 5 GHz. This allows the use of a higher feed-
back resistance (R^=5Kn) to achieve lower current noise (better NEP) and
at the same time achieve higher bandwidths and pulse gains nearly four
times that of the Mark IA's. Mark III receiver #8 achieved a minimum de-
tectable current pulse (number of electrons in a charge pulse required to
give a peak output equal to the rms noise output) of only N =347 electrons.
While this is fully 3 dB better than the Mark II #7 receiver which performed
so well in the communications tests, making use of this pulse sensitivity
requires sampling the output data stream at the peak with a short-gate
sample and hold. Since in the McDonnell Douglas test system only a rather
"vintage" discrete bipolar transistor data sample-hold was available
(and it seemed to have little effect, as the system worked about the same
when the sampler was inoperative), no such short pulse sampling was avail-
able. Hense it was not possible to demonstrate on their test system the
improved BER performance attainable from the Mark III 6AASFET preamp #8.
In Table 5.1, the "bottom line" in terms of preamp per-
formance for modelocked laser communications is the N or N . (required
photons/bit for 10~ BER communication). In this entry we see, as in many
of the preamp performance parameters, a rapid "learning curve" of improved
N with each succeeding preamp (as we have improved NEP, etc.). Band-
width, or maximum data rate for optical communications might be considered
another key parameter, and again it improves to ^ HR^20 MHz in #8» which
would be capable of modelocked laser communication at data rates of the order
of 1.4 to 1.5 Gb/s (depending on optical pulsewidth) before the onset of
serious intersymbol interference. There is no reason to assume that the
learning curve in Table 5.1 ends at preamp #8. It is probably reasonable
to expect that with additional work, maximum data rates of 2 Gb/s or possibly
more could be attained with this approach and N values of 200 to 250
electrons seem reasonable. With these preamp parameters with the present
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n
 1 06 = 9^ ^PD Performance' tne communications system performance
should be as given by the lower curve in the N
 h versus M plot in Fig. 2.3.
(Actually, even better performance could be obtained at higher gains,since
our bulk photocurrents, I. ~ InA at room temperature, are lower than as-
sumed in Fig. 2.3.)
While significant preamp improvements remain to be made, and
these should be pursued, the greatest achievements in performance will
be attained by improving the avalanche gain of the GaAs, Sb avalanche
X~X X
photodiodes. While we might be able to achieve a 6dB improvement in N
which would reduce N . by 6db, if we could obtain uniform avalanche gains
of M=10 to 50, we could attain far greater reductions in the signal level
required for communications. In terms of noise equivalent power, in the
McDonnell Douglas NEP measurements on preamp #7, reductions in NEP of
26.5db (M=21.1 in table 5.1, lower line) were obtained between unity gain
bias and optimum gain bias operation, but this is only in a small area on
the device. At a general point on the same device they obtained a much smaller
11.3db (M=3.7), improvement in NEP. Clearly what we would like is to obtain
uniform APD gains so that the entire device is as good or better than the
highest gain areas are in the present APD devices. The K-9 growth inverted
homo-heterojunction GaAs, Sb avalanche photodiodes used in all four of these
I~X X .
hybrid-integrated GAASFET receivers represents a considerable improvement
in gain characteristics over earlier approaches. As discussed in section
4.1, however, their performance is limited by a) the fact that the wrong
complimentary device type was selected (i.e., the holes are being drifted
through the high-field region whereas it appears that electrons have the
higher ionization coefficients) and b) the fact that there are significant
fluctuations in the active layer thickness which leads to variations in
electric field and gain over the device. There is no reason to believe
that these problems cannot be rectified in these GaAs, Sb APD's and the de-
•L ™/\ A
sired uniformly high gains achieved. When this is attained, we may see the
number of 1.06y photons per bit, N ., required for high data optical communi-
cation drop,not only well under 1000 photons/bit, but possibly under 100
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photons/bit.
We have discussed only the application of this receiver to
400Mb/s optical communication using PGBM modelocked Nd-YAG laser pulses.
The capabilities of the Mark III integrated GAASFET receiver extend well
beyond this application. One simple extension, of course, is to higher
data rates (gigabit and above) where this receiver becomes "the only
game in town" so to speak, since the nearest competitor, the silicon APD>
is so slow at 1.06u as to be unuseable above 400 Mb/s. Another application
is for high speed fiber-optic communications, either at 1.06y or shorter
wavelengths (by varying the detector composition). An application of great
interest to NASA is in very high resolution satellite laser rangefinding.
Recall that the Mark III preamp is designed as an exquisitely charge-
sensitive (350 electron), very fast (~250 ps risetime to an impulse)
amplifier for a photdiode which itself has a 50 ps transit time with almost
negligible inherent time jitter. With reasonably high avalanche gains
(M ~ 10 to 100) a receiver of this type could give outstanding sensitivity
and time resolution for laser rangefinding.
A further comment should be made regarding the application of
these receivers to systems. Connecting a receiver making use of the
latest super-speed GAASFET electronics technology to a system which has
limited bandwidth performance due to the use of older silicon bipolar
transistor technology in certain of the key functions is very likely to
seriously compromise the performance which could be obtained from the
receiver. (A clear example of this was the data sample-hold in the
McDonnel 400 Mb/s test system.) From a system standpoint, serious considera-
tion should be given to applying this superior GAASFET integrated circuit
technology to all of the critical performance limiting stages in the system,
rather than the receiver alone.
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Lbs] +(/•«. i-3. s j/sr^
[ tO] -:fA'/J
[tl] i'A'W: '
162] "-0
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APPENDIX A.2
100 REMARK RR FEEDBACK OP-AMP CLOSED-LOOP NOISE ANALYSIS
101 LET DF=2E7
102 P R I N T "SIGNAL AND N O I S E ANALYSIS OF S I M P L E FEEDBACK PREAMP"
104 P R I N T "RF="JPF;" O H M S - CF=";CF*1 El 2;" PF- C 1 = " ; C I * 1 El 2;" PF. AO="JAO
106 LET W 0 = 1 / C R F * C C I + C F > ) : L E T VA=FA*6.238: LET W F = 1 / ( R F * C F >
108 P R I N T "FO=";UO/6.238E6;" MH^ • OPEN-LOOP F3DB, FA=";FA*1E-6;" MHZ"
109 P R I N T "FF=";UF/6-238E6J " ' M H Z " : P R I N T
1 1 0 L E T W R = l / C l / W F - t - l / C A O * V O > + l / ( A O * W A ) >
111 LET B=0:LET C = 0 : L E T D=0
112 LET TB=256:LET TC=256:LET TD=256
113 LET SB=51.2*DF:LET SC=SB:LET SD=SB
114 LET HB$="HZ":LET HC$="HZ":LET HDS="HZ"
115 LET VBS="VV/HZ":LET VCS="V/I":LET VD$="V/I"
120 FOR K=0 TO 255
121 LET V=K*DF*6-238
122 LET DR= 1 + 1/AO- <V*W>/<AO*UO*WA>
126 LET DV=DP.*DP + U*W/CWR*VR)
128 LET RN=(DR+W*U/(VO*UR>)/DV:LET JN=C(DR-1)*V/WR)/DV
130 LET C(256+K)=RF*DR/DV
132 LET D(256+K) = -U*RF/(VTR*DV)
134 LET B(256+K)=RN*RN+JN*JN
136 LET C(256-K)=C(256+K)
138 LET D(256-K)=-DC256+K)
140 LET BC256-K)=B(256+K>
142 NEXT K
143 LET HB=SB/2:LET HC=SC/2:LET HD=SD/2
144 LET PB=B:LET PC=C:LET PD=D
146 iFT C/D^PA^X: INTEGRATE A^X:LET A=A'*C ( 256 ) /X ( 1 00 )
147 LET UA$="V/COUL":LET PA=A:LET VQ=MAX(A):PRINT "(V/Q)PEAK=";VQ;"
VOLTS/COULOUMB":LABEL PA"IMPULSE RESPONSE"
148 PRINT "CALCULATION OF GAIN FACTORS COMPLETE. ENTER ANY NO. TO
START NOISE CALC."
149 INPUT NG
150 PRINT "NOISE CALCULATION; TO CHANGE EN VALUE, ETC. GOTO 1170"
1 54 LET PD=C*C + D*D
156 LET PC=SQRCD)
158 INTEGRATE D, X
160 LET NB=X<510>/(2*D<256»
162 LET F3= (SC/51 . 2 >* < CRS ( C < 256 >.> • 707 1*C(256) )-256)
164 PRINT "CLOSED-LOOP F3DB=";F3;" HZ. NOISE BW=";NB;" HZ"
168 LET C=D
170 PEMARK P. RESTART POINT AFTEP, CHANGING EN FOR MOISE CALC
172 LET IN=1.629E-20/RF
174 PRINT "EN=";EN;" V/ROOT HZ- IN=";SQRC IN>; •• AMPS/ROOT HZ."
176 LET D=EN*EN*B+IN*C
178 INTEGRATE D,X
180 LET N I = X ( 5 1 0 ) / 2
18.1 LET N O = ( S Q R ( N I ) ) / ( V Q * 1 .602E- 19)
182 LET P D = S O R ( D )
184 P R I N T "TOTAL OUTPUT VOLTAGE N O I S E = " 7 S O R C N I ) ; " V O L T S "
185 P P I N T " M I N I M U M DET 'BL CURRENT I M P U L S E N O = " ; N O J " ELECTRONS"
186 P P I N T "PEAK N O I S E = " ; M A X ( D ) ; " V / R T HZ- H F = L F N O I S E AT F = " ; ( l E - 6
* S D / 5 1 . 2 > * C C R S < D ( 2 5 8 > , D C 2 5 6 M - 2 5 6 >
1188 STOP
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APPENDIX A.3
8000 PRINT "GAUSSIAN FILTERED NOISE OUTPUT. T 1 = "; Tl* 1E12;
8008 LET A=0
8010 LET GW=1/<6.283*T1 )
8012 PRINT "STANDARD DEVIATION FREQUENCY=";GW;" HZ"
8020 LET JW=GW*51 «2/SD
8022 LET C1=1/C2*JW*JW>
8025 LET J1=ITR(4.515*JW>
8028 IF Jl>255 GOSUB 8190
8030 FOR J=0 TO Jl
8040 LET ACJ + 256> = EXPC-CC1*J*J»
8050 NEXT J
8060 FOR J= 1 TO J1 , ^ '>
8062 LET A(256- J>=AC256+J )
8064 NEXT J
8066 LET TA=256:LET HA=HD:LET SA=SD:LET HA$="HZ"'
8070 LET PA=A
8100 LET B=A*A
8105 LET PB=B*D*D
8110 INTEGRATE B>X
8120 LET N I = X ( 5 1 0 ) / 2
8130 LET PB=SQR(B)
8140 PRINT "TOTAL OUTPUT VOLTAGE N O I S E = " ; S Q R C N I ) ; " VOLTS"
8150 STOP
8190 LET J l=255
8192 RETURN
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8300 PRINT "GAUSSIAN CONVOLUTION ON B. Tl = ";T1*1 El 23" PS. <T1 IS
DEV."
8302 LET A=0
8310 LET SA=1»25E-9:LET HA$="S"
8320 LET JW=T1*5L2/SA ..,•-•'
8330 LET C1 = -1/C2*JW*JW> *%?
8332 LET J 1= ITRC 4» 5 1 5* JW> '"•
8334 IF J1<T0 GOTO 8340
8336 LET J1=T0
8340 FOR J=0 TO Jl
8342 LET ACT0+J)=EXPCC1*J*J)
8343 NEXT J
8344 FOR J=l TO Jl
8346 LET ACT0- J ) = A(T0+J ) },
8348 NEXT J *
8349 INTEGRATE A*X:LET PA=CA/(4E10*X<510>»
8350 PRINT "GAUSSIAN SAMPLING PULSE CALC'D IN A. RESTART AT 8350.
8352 LET PD=A
8360 CONVOLVE D^ B* PC/X
8370 PRINT MAX(C)*MAX(C)/MAX(B)
8380 STOP
8200 FOR J=0 TO 255
8210 LET B(2*J)=C(J):NEXT J
8220 LET BCl)=0tLET B(509)=0:LET B<511)=0
8230 FOR J=3 TO 507 STEP 2
8240 LET B(J)=(9*B(J-1>+9*B(J+l)-B(J-3>-B(J+3))/16
8250 NEXT J
8260 STOP
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APPENDIX A.5
The computer program written to solve 2.36 for both the frequen-
cy and time domain response of the circuit of 2.10 is listed in this Appen-
dix. The language is TEK BASIC, an extension of the Harvard BASIC for
the Tektronix Digital Processing Oscilloscope. The program will run with
TEK BASIC in a POP 11/05 with 24K or more of memory (TEK BASIC uses nearly
16K, while this program with its defined arrays uses less than 8K). The
program is oriented for use with a Tektronix 4010 display terminal for
graphing, special function plotting, and rapid display of the extensive
parameter data. The complete calculation is carried out by calling suc-
cessively line numbers 100, 200, 300 (+ 700 for hard copy) and 400 (+ 800
for hard copy), with lines 900 and 1000 for additional parameter output.
Lines 100-154 initializes (if necessary) and displays the circuit parameters
along with the dc V /i in order to verify that everything is right before
the calculation is begun. The frequency-domain solution of 2.36 is called
out in lines 200 to 260, with the actual calculation organized in the sub-
routine lines 2000-2244. Because of the complexity of the calculation and
the fact that most of the "action" is at low frequencies, in order to save
time, 2.36 is solved at every discrete frequency point only from J = 0 to
J = 34 (where F = J x FE, where F.E. is the frequency per element; usually
40 MHz). For J = 35 to 64, only every other element is calculated exactly,
from J = 65 to 128 every 4th element, and from J = 129 to 256 every 8th
element is calculated from Eq. 2.36. The interpolation for in-between
points is made with parabolic approximation individually for the real part
of the numerator (NR), the imaginary part of the numerator (NI), the real
part of the denominator (DR) and the imaginary part of the denominator (DI).
These functions are interpolated individually before taking the complex
quotient in Eq. 2.36 because NR, NI, DR and DI are individually smooth
functions of frequency, but their quotient may not be (in fact it can be
singular if DR and DI both go to zero at some frequency). At the points of
actual calculation, the various complex G's in Eq. 2.36 are calculated in
22;
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lines 2500 to 2570, the latter [(1/GS) - multiplied] terms in the numera-
tor and denominator are calculated in lines 3000 to 3050 (these lines are
skipped if the parasitic impedance, 1/GS, is zero), while the rest of the
numerator and denominator terms are calculated in lines 3100 to 3126. The
resulting NR, NI, DR and DI results are stored in individual arrays for
interpolation and actually carrying out the complex quotient to give
V /i (the real and imaginary components of which are stored in arrays C
and D). All of the above subroutines are executed as a part of the pro-
gram at line 200. The program at line 300 (to 392) calculates the noise
bandwidth, NB, from this frequency response data, and also converts the
real arid imaginary form of data into magnitude-phase form for display
in processor arrays A and B (with hard-copy by calling line 700; see the
lower right-hand portion of Fig. A.I). The program at line 400 uses the
inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to convert the real and imaginary form
of frequency domain data to the time domain. The IFT directly gives an
unnormalized impulse response, but this is integrated to give the step
response and then both are normalized by noting that the magnitude of the
step at large time must equal the magnitude of V /I at F = 0 (called RQ).
From the peak of the normalized impulse response and the Johnson noise
calculated from the noise bandwidth, the minimum detectable current pulse
is calculated. Line 800 displays this transient response data for hard
copy ( as shown in the upper le"ft portion of Fig. A.I. The plotting pro-
gram, lines 1000 to 1099 graphs individually the real and imaginary com-
ponents of the denominator, DR and DI, along with the magnitude, DM =
o o v,
[ DR + DI ] 2, for the frequency range 0 to 1.4 GHz. In this frequency
range the numerator of Eq. 2.36 is more or less constant (dominated by g ),
so that DR and DI are the keys to the response. In particular, if both
DR and DI approach zero at the same frequency, the. amplifier will oscillate
at that frequency. Figure A.I shows the results from this program for the
case with nor parasitic source impedance (1/GS = 0) with typical parameter
values for a Mark IA preamp. Note that in this calculation, the GAASFET
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input voltage noise is not considered (e^ = 0 in Fig. 2.8), so that the
output noise on N values will be too low.
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APPENDIX A. 5 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR 3-NODE (PARASITIC)
MODEL OF MESFET PREAMP 1st STAGE (DPO TEK BASIC LANGUAGE)
PRECISION .y.-noot; GAAS FET FREAMP CALCULATION (SHORTENED). 74-3*1
•11.1S.T
.P.ENnRJ-' DPO TEK BASIC U01-01
§100 PB'IAkK R 3-NODE (PARASITIC) MESFET PREAHP CALCULATION
T
 101 PRINT "-I>L"
1 0 2 RESTORE . . .
104 LET EH=1 LET 'J-RU'LET RU=.J-H = LET J=RL=LET EM=0
10? PRINT "FAP.HMETERS FOR 3-HODE MESFET PREAMP CALCULATION. RUH tt";RU
106 IF J=0 GOSUB 4000
103 GOSUB 4100 •
120 LET NR-'RS.-RFHc.GM-K lxRD>>
122 LET DR=NR:».-;ixRE:-H,-RL*l/RI>
124 LET riR=GM-l.--RF-NR
126 LET DP=DR+a l+RSvRL+RS-'TB VRD-Ux'RB+l/'RLVRI
12? LET CR=DR+'.'l''RD+l-'RL+l''RB-tl>'RI+GMVRF
125 LET RO=NFyOR
. 170 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "UO/'IP FOR THIS CALCULATION WILL BE RO=":RO;"'0
HNS . "
150 PRINT = PRINT 'PRINT "PLEASE EXAMINE THE ABO','E O.UAMTITIES CAREFULLY.
IF ALL ARE OK, PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE. TO CHANGE ANY PARAMETERS, HIT
'RESET1 OR 'CTRL F" .AND START OUER AFTER MAKING CHANGES."
151 LET E:C=100*DR
152 WAIT .
. 154 STOP
2^00 PPIHT :PRINT "CALCULATION OF FREQUENCY RESPONSE HAS STARTED."
T
 210 LET FL=1'!F RS>0 LET FL=0=IF LS>0 LET FL=0
212 LET C=0 LET 0=0 -LET SC-51 .2*FE=LET HC*="HZ"
214 LET SD=SC.'LET HDJ=HC*
220 LET Gi = l/RI--LET GO=1.--RD'LET GF=1/PF:LET GB=1/R8
222 DIMENSION URC! 272 ^ DIMENSION U I C 272 >-• DIMENSION BR<272) .
223 OlflENSION BK272> • '
224 LET 1^ =0 LET U I =9= LET. BR=0:LET B 1=0= LET Mft=0
22£ DIMENSION B« 272 > = DIMENSION BK 272) = DIMENSION BH<272>
22'-:: LET B^-C'LET B 1=0^ LET BH=0
230 LET UM=G . 233*F£ . •
?32 DATA u.H.rt.C'. 0.0.0. 0,0-0 '
234 READ RO,MB, F3, TR..',"N,UP.. NO, F2.F3.F7
23b GOSUB 7100
238 LET J7=1.6E9-'F'E
240 REMARK N ACTUAL CALCULATION PROCEDURE AT 2009
242 LET EM=1
250 UOSUB 2000 - : - ^"- EXIT TO ACTUAL R£, IM(VjI ) VS. F
260 LET EM=0 CALCULATION AT LINE 2000 P
» 270 STOP
m -300 REMARK R CALCULATE S< DISPLAY GAIN-PHASE
T
 310 IF C< 25? ::•-£< GOSUB 7000
320 LET A=C.>C-*-G*D
330 INTEGRATE A,B
332 LET N&=E:-: "^10 vv2tA(25fc"»
334 L^T UN=-:OP< 1 c^^E-eOtPOtNB ) CONVERTS REAL-IMAGINARY FREQUENCY
' - < - • * c-yTMJ.TW/
. _.-., r - . DOMAIN CALCULATION RESULTS INTO
.J--4V.1 l_t I H-c-UK'- H J MflRNITIlDE-PHASE FORM
342 LET F3=FE:t'.:CR3'.:A' 25f.>, .707I*RO>-256> MAGNITUDE-PHASE FORM
350 LET EM=TLET B=ATIK O-'O'LET EM=0 '360 LET TA=256'LET HH=O.SE9=LET T8-TA=LET HB=HA370 LET PA=A = LET PB=E- GOSUB 7100
380 LABEL Ptt" MAGNITUDE U/I. F3=";F3; "HZ"
3'?0 LABEL PB"PHASE OF UO/IP"
352 STOP
-409 REMARK R CALCULATE <IFT> S< DISPLAY IMPULSE AND STEP RESPONSE
410 IF C/250'^ 0 GOSUB 7000
416 GOSUB 7100 '
420 1FT C,D,PA,PB
430 INTEGRATE A. PELLET NF=RO/B<510) USES INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM TO
44fi I PT f^A'lF-l^NF-LET UH*-"l'XPICOrONL" COMVERT REAL-IMAGINARY FREQUENCY-DOMAINtlv l_t- I H — H-/-IC i^T-lir Ul_ I -n» V / r 1W-«."JU nrem TO turn TIUC nnUATN /IHDIII^F
450 LET B=B*-MF--LET UBT="UOLTS/AMP" Jm^ TFp'SSpS^
4."0 LET TP=f SB.--5 1 . 2 >*< CRS< B, . S-iRO )-CR3< B, . 1*RO > )
470 LET i,'P=M^ X<: A )
4f?0 LET MI'I----UHX( 1 t"02E-7*UP)
4?0 LET HA^.5E-9 LET HB=HA
492 LET PH"H= LABEL FA" IMPULSE RESPONSE TR=";TRj"S"
4^.» LET PI^B = LABEL PB-STEP F-CSPONSE up=";Up:»iLi2;"u/couL"
496 GOSUB 7100
41'S STOP
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7i?n REMARK R GRAPH S- HARD COPY OF GAIN-PHASE
710 PRINT "--L'-L"
720 GO'MIB ?tu"u'i
730 PRINT "MAGNITUDE AND PHASE (0.5 RAO.'DIU> OF UO/IP. RF=".;RF;", RL=";
PL : " LL=" .; LLtlES ; "NHY, LS" ; LS*1E9; "NHY"
740 GRAPH PH,PB
750 PRINT "RG=",RO;" F30B=";F3*1E-S;" MHZ, NOISE BW=";NB> "^ C^ W^ C-'-L"
760 STrip
§00 REMARK R GRAPH & HARD COPY IMPULSE AND STEP RESPONSE
S13 PRINT "-C--L"
S2fi GO:1:! IS ftfiQO
530 PRINT "IMPULSE AND STEP RESPONSE. RF=";RF;".. RL=";RL;", LL="/LLtlE9
.: "MHV, LS= ",LSS IE-?; "NHY"
848 GRAPH PA,PB
&50 PRINT "<'J-'i;ij=";UPtlE12;" U^ 'C/ NO=";NO;" EL, RO=";RO;" NB=";NB.: "'-C--U
AC-'-L"
C-:60 STOP
500 REMARK R PRINTOUT OF CALC DATA AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
536 PRINT ".-C'-L"
J20 PRINT ^PPINT "PRINTOUT OF PREAMP PARAMETERS AND CALC'D PERFORMANCE
RESULTS
?30 PRINT "PPEttMP CIRCUIT ELEMENT UALUES"
9-40 GOSU3 4100
?t"0 PRINT -PRINT "PERFORMANCE RESULTS: " :PRINT
S6C-1 PRINT "iDB BAti'DHIDTH, F3=" ,F3:nE-S;" H2"
?62 PRINT "1S>. TO 50--. RISETIME, TR=";TRj" S"
564 PRINT "DC TRnNSIMPEDANCE, RO="iROi" UOLTSxAMP. <R0=";R9;" FROM DC C
ALC >"
566 PRINT "NOISE EANDl-IIOTH, HB=";N&t:lE-6;" MHZ"
568 PRINT ".JOHNSON NOISE, UN=";UNi" UOLTS"
570 PRINT "PEAK ItlPULSE RESPONSE, CU/Q>=";UP*IE12;" UOLTS xCOULOUMB"
?7> PRINT "1-11 HI MUM DETECTABLE CURRENT PULSE, NO=";NO.:" ELECTRONS"
i'SHj! STflP
1^ .3 RCHARK R PLOT-OUT OF DR.DI,DM FROM 0 TO 1.4GH2 • V /I • £§£|£f ; DM
I'JOl LET EM=1 ' ° p DR+jDI
1010 FOR I=?OH TO ififlfl STEP lOO^P.U'iT 0.I,7i3 = PLOT l,I,7?e :HEXT I
1-J2H FOR 1=70 TO 770 STEP 160 = PLOT 0,380,1'PLOT 1, 1080,1: NEXT I
102S LET SS= 2+IE-5
1030 FOR 1=0 TO 1 41 STEP SS = PLOT 0,< 500*1+255:-, 45 = PRINT "'••_"; I =HEXT I
Ifi40 PLOT 0-?4 f>•?? ' = PRINT "'- DM=9"
1042 PLOT 0,240. 262 = PRINT "'- DR--Q"
1044 PLHT <L\.2Af: •'.S62 ^ PR I NT "'- DI=0"
1046 PLOT 0,550,25^PRINT "-.FREQUENCY <GHZ>-\J"=PLOT 0,0,100=PRINT "^-"
1050 LET SS=FE--2ES
1052 LET BN=250---EOO3:-=IF BF50 THEM LET BN=BN/BF
1054 PLOT 3, 350,7:53 = PR I NT ".^ 1 DIM 'JERT ='M08/BH
1056 LET IM=1.401E?'FE
1060 LET KF=270.5
1061 PLOT 0, 300, BW. 0 >*:6N+KF
U7ir.2 FOR 1=0 TO IM
1064 LET K=BOf I^BN+KF=GOSUB 1090
1066 PLOT 1.I1S::.+.300.5>K:NEXT I
1070 LET E.'N=250.'BH.;0>=IF BF>0 THEM LET BN=BM'&F
1071 LET KF=57& 5
1072 PLOT 0, .?e"?.eK»3.>#6H+KF
1073 FOR I=Ft TO IM
1074 LET K=61< I >:f EiH-KF = GOSUB 1090
1076 PLOT 1,ISSS+200.5,K = NEXT I
IDS-* LET BN=25Ci.--Be03:-!IF BF>0 THEN LET BH=BN/BF
1RS1 LET KF=70 5
1082 PLOT 0,30e<,BWO>tBM+KF
1053 FOR 1=0 TO IM
1084 LLrT K=EM'.: I > J'PH+KF = GOSUB 1090
lOSe PLOT 1 . I:»:SS-f-300.5.K:NEXT I
IfiGS PLOT O.n,7?:ri PRINT ""._"
10.3? LET EM=0-PP.IMT "RUHft ";RU=STOP
10f>0 If- K>7S'i lifiTO 1093
1091 IF K<0 GOTO 10?3
10^2-RETURN
10?3 Lf-T BH^&N-'IH LET K=<K-KF V10+KF
10H IF 1C730 GOTO 109?
10^ 5 IF K:0 GOTO 1097
1096. RETURN
1097 LET BN=E:N.-'.10 = LET K=< K-KF VIG+KF
109S RETURN
DR2+DI2
THIS PLOT ROUTINE GRAPHS THE
LOW-FREQUENCY VALUES OF THE REAL
(OR) AND IMAGINARY (01) COMPONENTS OF
THE DENOMINATOR OF EQ. 3. ALONG WITH
THE MAGNITUDE OF THE DENOMINATOR (DM).
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2000
2081
REMARK R ORGANIZING ROUTINE FOR FREQUENCY RESPONSF i":AI r.HI A
IF FP-i PPINT "2068" FP=1 IS USED TO TRACE THE SUBROUTINE EXECUTION SEQUENCE; NORMALLY FP=0
" '* F°R J=° T0 34 (F°° TO 34*FE WHERE FE IS THE STEP SIZE-USUALLY
40 MHz)
 "^
 POINT IS
 CALCULATED; NO INTERPOLATION
NEXT .j
LET J=34: GOSUB 6000
GOSUB 6160
FOR J-36 TO 64 STEP 2
20SO
2100
2110
2129
ii'122
21.24
2130
2132
2136
21 32
2140
2142
2144
2150
21 52
2166
2168
2170
2172
2174
-
'-'UoUft *1UU '
LET I=J-3 GOSUB 6200
GOS'JB 6300
NEXT J
LET J=63: GOSUB 6009
GOSUB 6100
FOR J=72 TO 123 STEP 4
Q'J-MB 6000
G'iSUB 61 ("H")
LET I =J-6= GOSUB 6490
ijOSUB 6300
LET I=J-3^GOSUB 6200
GOSUB 6300
LET l=J-7 GOSUB 6200
GOSUB 6309-
NEXT J
LET J=136=GO£UB 6000
GOSUB • 61 OQ
FOR 0=35 TO 64 EVERY OTHER POINT IS CALCULATED, WHILE
IN-BETWEEN POINTS ARE INTERPOLATED. INTERPOLATION IS
INDIVIDUAL FOR NR, NI, DR, DI (4 FUNCTIONS) AND
COMPLEX DIVIDE IS CARRIED OUT AFTER JNTERPOLATION.
FOR j=65 T0 128 EVERY 4th POINT IS CALCULATED
WITH IN-BETWEEN POINTS INTERPOLATED.
2130
1 0jll'f'22i?4
2200
2240
2241
22-»2
.-•-.-•44
2506
2510
2520
2530
2532
2540
2542
5544
FOR
 J=129 T0 255 EVERY 8th POINT IS CALCULATED
WITH IN
-
BETWEEN POINTS
 ^TERPOLATED.
LET I = - 2 = GOSUB 6590 -
GOSUB 6300
LET I -J- 13 ••GOSUB 6400
GOSU6 6300
LET l-J-21 GOSUB 6209
GOSUB 6300 .
LET I =J- 19= GOSUB 6200
GfiSHF: 6300 .
LET I =J-14 = GOSUB 6400 •
G'~i?;l !B 6300
LET I=J-17:GOSUB 6200
GOSUB 6300
LET I =J- 15= GOSUB 6200
GOSUB 6300
HE>=:T j
REMARK P THIS COMPLETES THE CALCULATION OF THE 256 FREQUENCY PT3
LET Ri>C<:256>
IF F7=B THEM LET . J=255 ' '
IF F7=.gf GOSUB 7700 ' R i (v
RETURN -- : - *^ E' 'H^
REM.HRK R CALCULHTE COMPLEX G'S FOR G I UEN FREQUENCY COMPLETE: RETURN TO 260
IF FP=1 PPIHT 2500
LET W=WM*J:IF W=J3 LET W=.001
LET JI=MXCP:LET D0=RG = LET D1=-1/(W*CG> = GOSUB 5200 .
LET GG=M)?i-1LET JG=M1:LET DJ3=1 ! LET D1=W1:RG1:CG' GOSUB 5200
LET GO=GM.*:t-ier = LET Gl^GMS'Ml =LET JO=W*CD = LET JF-lit-CF
LET D3=A'S-t-FL.M£-2gi = LET 01 =W*LS = GOSUB 5200
LET G£=MO = LET JS=Mi-t-W.tCS = LET 0^=RL = LET 01 =Wi.LL: GOSUB -5200
REMARK R LIMES 2544?:2546 FOR "LGt" FORM OF LOAD. 2543 OMITS 'EM'
TOao
vs FREQUENCYvs> FR (3UE
j
6,=6F+jJF
G =6G+jJG
etc.
OSUB 5200
LET 00=1-10 'LET C'l^llHncLChGOSUG 5200
LET-GL=H3+G3 :LET JL-HiHItrL •
LET NR-O^LET MI =0 = LET DR=0 = LF.T DI=0
L M 3 N O R L Y"cAUsfes
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> "000
3001
3010
•?012
nno
' 3024
3026
302S
3030
3032
3036
3040
. 3050
&3100
^ 3101
3110
3114
3113
3120
*M
*3201
3204
3212
i 3220
D 4000
4610
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
i 4070
&410Q
T
 4102
4104
4 106
4 U 0
4112
4114
E12;
4116
41 IS
* 4128
A f'i inn
T
 5002
. 5004
5102
. 5104
5204
r,M i o
6015
£020
'"•030
•J.040
f'.fi^n
ice(.'101
•£.104
£ 1 06
6 1 30
6140
6150
REMARK R UQ-'IP CHLCULATION= PORTION REQUIRED FOR R3,LS>0 CALCULATE^FREQUENCY POINT-
IF FP=1 PRINT 3f«Tui . tvio re o AND L ARE ZERO'
LET Mi>OJ+G'>GO LET N1-JO+JG+G1 'LET MO=GF'LET Ml=JF GOSUB 5000 s S
LET Kf-f-iO : LET Tl=nl:LET. HO=GD LET H1---JO-LET MO^GG LET Ml^JG T.OSUB 5
LET HO-KiO+TO LET Hl-nl-t-Tl LET DO-G^a.F.T D1 = JS-G03UB 5100
LL:T HR--MO LET H1~-|>U=LET HO-GL+GI^LET II1=JL+JI '.GOiUB 5000
LET OP=nO LET Dl^Hl^LET HO=GL=LET H1=JL'LET MO=GO+GG
LET Ml = JD+JG = GOSUB 5000
LET TO=nO LET T1---HPLET HO=GG^LET H1=JG^LET MO-GO: LET H1=G1
LET HO=AO+TO:LET H1=AH-T1' LET DO=GS'LET D1=JS GOSUB 5100
LET HO=GI-LET Nl=Jt GOSUB 5600
LET OR=OR+AO:LET OI=OI+A1
RETURN
REMARK' l.'O- IP CALCULATION-FINAL PART ^FART REQ'D EUEH IF RS=LS=0) COMPLETE CALCULATION OF
IP
 FP=1 pf<If.)T Alv-lfl ; REAL AND IMAGINARY
LET HCl=NR-f:F+r.ri:rET NI=HI-JF+G1 • PARTS OF NUMBERATOR AND
LET MO=GD-fGL:LET^Ml=.JO-i-JL'LET NO=GG+CI=LET H1 = JG+JI 'GOSUB 5000
LET C'P--OF.+HO-LET CU=DI+-A1 LET HO~GF:LET H1=.JF
LET M3=GD+GL+Gi>GI+GO:LET Nl=JD+JL+JG-i-JI+Gl'GOSUB 5600
LET DR=DR+HO'LET DI=DI+A1
RETURN
REMARK OUT IHE TO CALCULATE O1R+JNI>/<OR+JDI)
IF FP=1 PRINT 3200
LET NO=NR=LET H1=HI=LET DO=OR-LET Dl=DI'GOSUB 5100
LET URc. J :-=NR = LET UKJ?=tlI 'LET BR( J>=DR ; LET BI<:J>=DI
RETURN
REMARK R PARAMETER DATA FOR MESFET PREAMP
LET RB=2E4:LET RO=750'LET RF=5000=LET RG=10
LET RI=£E5-LET RL=10eO'LET PS=15
LET CO=5E-13'LET CF=2E-14=LET CG=4E-13'LET CL=1E-12
LET CP=3E-13'LET CS=e
LET GM= fi!2 :LET LL=2E-7:LET LS=0
LET FE=4E7
RETURN
PRINT "If,'PUT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS'"
PRINT "RI="jRI.:" OHMS. CAFD=CP=" ;CP*1E12; " PF."
PRINT -PRINT 'TDIDBACK PARAMETERS'"
PRINT "PF=".:RF:" OHMS. CF=",CFtH-:i2i" PF."
PRINT :PRINT "SOURCE PARASITIC PARAMETERS:"
PRINT "&-.=" :R9.i " OH!T:: LS=" =LS:tlE3; " NANOHENRIES. CS=";CS*1E12
PRINT •• PRINT "LOAD PARAMETERS'"
PRINT "RL=",RL;" OHMS. RB=";RBj." OHMS. LL=";LL*1E9;" MHY. CL=";CL*1
1
 PF."
PRINT 'PRINT "MESFET PARAMETERS:"
PRINT "GM=11.:GM:" MHOS. RG=".;RG.;" OHMS. CG=";CG*1E12;" PF. CD=";CD*1
1
 PF. RD="iPD.;" OHMS."
RETURNREMARK: R COMPLEX MULTIPLY SUBROUTINE: MXM=A
LET AO=NO.tMO-Hl*Ml 'LET Al=Ni3»-MH-Nl*MO
RETURN
REMARK R COMPLEX DIUIDE SUBROUTINE: H/0=M
CARRIES OUT COMPLEX DIVIDE
FOR VQ/I AT GIVEN FREQUENCY.
ENTERS A STARTING SET OF
PARAMETERS FOR THE
PREAMP IF NONE HAVE BEEN
ENTERED YET.
PRINTS OUT PARAMETER
VALUES (NOT A PART OF
CALCULATION)
COMPLEX MULTIPLY A=NXM
COMPLEX DIVIDE M=N/D'
LET DM=00:*.Dfi+Bn:Dl -LET MO=U-lO't:D0+Ni:«Jl VDM'-LET H1=(H11:DO-HQ*D1 VDM
RETURN
REMARK p COMPLEX INVERSION SUBROUTINE: 1/0=M
LET DM=DO*DO-»-DliDl LET MO=00^DH = LET M1=-D1>'DH
RETURN
REMARK R SUBROUTINE SEQUENCER FOR EACH CALCULATED J VALUE
IF FP=1 PRIHT 6000
GOsMB 2500
LET HR=0=LET H1=0=LET DR=0'LET 01=0
IF FL=0 GOSUB 3000
GO:::HB 3100
GOSUB 3200
RETURNREMARK: R DATA LOG SUBRUOTINE FOR CALCULATED POINTS •
IF FP=l PRINT 6100
IF J:-255 GOTO t'l&O
IF C-E:KJ»V-BC THEN IF F?=O GOSUB
LET C<.J«-25Gi=HO-LET
IF F7=l GOTO 6ISO
IF J>.J7 GOSUB 7768
RETIJRH
COMPLEX INVERSION M=1/D
DETERMINES SUBROUTINES
EXECUTED FOR EACH CALCULATED
FREQUENCY
(AS OPPOSED TO INTERPOLATED POINT)
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6200 REMARK P INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE FOR STEP SIZE OF 1 USED WHERE EVERY OTHER
6201 IF FP=1 P R I N T 6200 . . POINT IS KNOWN
6210 LET NR=C'?KUPi 1-1 :--t-94:MR< l + i >-IJR':' I--3VURC I+3>V16
6220 LET NI -•'•. 91U 1(1-1 >+9:»:l.l 1 (I +1 )-U K I -3 )-U K 1+3 ) V16
6230 LET OR=*9fBRv 1-1 >+-?1BR< I-H >-BR< 1-3>-BP< 1+3) V16
6240 LET DI=<9. j :BU-I- l >+9:fBK I+l >-BK I-3>-BK I+3> V16.
6250 LET U R U ) = N R . L £ T U K U = N I - L E T B R < I > = O R = L E T BK I >=DI
6260 RETURN
6300 REMARK R SUBROUTINE FOR <NR+JHIV<DR+JDI> AT INTERPOLATED POINT I
6301 IF FP=1 PRINT 6300
6304 IF I>255 GOTO 6390
6310 LET NO=NR-LET N1=NI=LET D0=OR=LET Q1=DI'GOSUB 5100
6350 LET C<I+256:>=M0 = LET DC 1+256>=M1
6390 RETURN
6400 REMARK R INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE FOR STEP SIZE OF 2 USED TO GET MIDPOINT WHEN
6401 IF FP=1 PRINT 6400 EVERY 4TH POINT IS KNOWN
6410 LET l[?:=( 9*UR'.' I-2 ''+9:t:iJR( I +2 >-UR< I-6>UR< I +6 ) V16
6420 LET NI=( 9S.UK 1-2 >+?'t:UK 1+2 >-UK 1-6 )-UI( I+6) V16
6430 LET DR=t'y*BR'.' 1-2 >+9'K'f'< 1+2 )-BR( I-6>-BR< I+6> VI6
6440 LET DI =(. 9^ BI < 1 -2 H?tB K.l+2 >-B K I -6 >B K I +6 > V16
6450 LET URC I >=NR = LET U K I ) = N I = L E T BRC I >=DR = LET BK I >=DI
6460 RETURN
•6500 REMARK R INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE FOR STEP SIZE OF 4 USED TO GET MIDPOINT WHEN
6501 IF FP=1 P R I N T 6500 EVERY 8TH POINT IS KNOWN
6510 LET NP=f 9-UR':'I-4H9*UPf I+4)-l iR<I-12)-UR<I + 12)VlS
6520 LET NI='f .9^UKI-4< i*9t :UKH-4>-UI ' ; i -12>-UKI 'H2)V16
6530 LET DR=' 9*BR< I-4>+9.*BRC I+4>-BR«: I-12>-BR< 1 + 12) V16
654 0 LET DI ='•. 9*61C I -4 >+?*& IC I +4 )-B K I -12 >-B K I +12 »/16 '
6550 LET UR< I >=NR = LET UK I >=NI = LET BR< I >=DR : LET BK I )=DI
6560 RETURN
7000 REMARK R SUBRUOTINE TO FILL CUT C,D ARRAYS ;
 FILLS IN NEGATIVE FREQUENCY DATA
,-yOl IF FP=1 PRINT ,-0U0 ; AS THE COMPLEX CONJUGATE OF THE
7010 FOR J=l TO 255 ' • •! POSITIVE FREQUENCY DATA
7030 NEXT J
70 4 H Rc-'TllRH
7100 REMARK R SUBROUTINE TO CLEAR DISPLAY VARIABLES
7101 IF FP=1 PRINT 7100
7102 RESTORE . . (NOT PART OF CALCULATION)
7110 DATA 0. 0. 0 • Fi • 0 • 0.0 • 0. rt. O • Q. 0.0,0.0,0,0
7120 READ TA, TB, TC, TO,HA,HB, HC, HD,Zf\,ZB.ZC, ZD,UA,UB,UC,UD, EM
7130 RETURN
7700 REMARK R SUBROUTINE FOP. PRESERVING LOW FREQUENCY DENOMINATOR ','AUJES
770S LET F7=l
77i:j LET BO=BR = LET B1=BI .
7720 FOR K=M TI'I .l-LET BMCK)=SQR<BO(K>*BO<K';+BKK^*B1<K)>:NEXT K
7730 RETURN
SOOO PRINT "PRECISION 3-NODE GAAS FET PREftMP CALCULATION. JAN 9,1975 RUN
SO 10 RETURN
READY
*
*
* 74-SA PRECISION 3-NODE GAAS FET PREANP CALCULATION R.C.EDEM
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APPENDIX A.6
100 REMARK RH NOISE HISTOGPAM ANALYSIS
101 LET PB=0
102 HOLD B/ BO;FP> DG
105 DISPLAY " N O I S E H I S T O G R A M . SET B VERT FOR < 2 - 5 DIV P E A K - Z E R O CENTER
- A N D PANEL STOPE."
106 PRINT "AFTER SETTING UP INPUTS/ ENTER ANY NUMBER"
110 INPUT Ot
120 PRINT "HOW MANY WAVEFORMS DO YOU WANT•TO AVERAGE?"
125 INPUT NK
129 LET B=PB
130 GET B;0/ SF
132 LET A=0
135 LET SA=SF/2
140 LET HA$=DU$
144 LET HC=102-4/SF
145 LET B=PB
146 LET WE=SB
150 REMARK RM LOOP
151 FOR K=l TO NK
155 LET NG=0
156 STR B
157 FOP, WJ=0 TO VE+.004 STEP .002
158 LET NG=NG+0
159 NEXT VJ
160 HOLD B
161 LET B=PB .
162 LET B=B-MEA(B)
164 LET B=B*HC+256.02
170 FOP J=0 TO 510
172 LET A(B(J))=A(B(J))+l
178 NEXT J
180 NEXT K
181 LET HC=0:LET PA=A:STOP
200 REMAPK PR RMS ANALYSIS OF NOISE HISTOGRAMS
202 LET N=0:LET N1=0:LET N2=0
204 FOR. J = 0 TO 51 1
206 LET S=ACJ)
207 IF S=0 GOTO 216
208 LET N=N+S
210 LET DX=J-256
212 LET S=S*DX:LET N1=N1+S
214 LET N2=N2+S*DX
216 NEXT J
2 2 0 L E T M I = N 1 / N : L E T M S = ( N 2 / N ) - ( M I * M I )
224 LET R I = S Q R ( M S )
226 LET C F = S A / 5 L 2 : L E T M = M I * C F
228 LET P M = R I * C F
230 PRINT "TOTAL OF"/N,"POINTS MEASURED."
232 PRINT "DISTRIBUTION CENTER. (MEAN) IS AT'SM, HA$> "(CENTER ZERO). ("
^MI/"ELEMENTS) •"
234 PRINT "ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION IS'O RM/HA$^". (THIS IS"/RI/"ELE
MENTS)."
240 STOP
230
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APPENDIX A.7
300 PEMAPK PP. G A l ' S S I A N F I T T I N G TO N O I S E H I S T O G R A M
30! GOSUB 2200
302 LET EM =1
304 LET P D = L O G ( D )
306 LET EM=0
307 LET C5=-2
308 H O L D B310 H O L D M E > B ; F P
311 LE T ?B=SA:LET H B S = H A £312 LABEL PB., "LOG OF H I S T O G R A M "
31/1 LET PC=0:LET C 1 = 0 : L E T C2=0
316 LET A R = I T R C 0 . 3 * P I >
318 LET A C = I T R C 2 5 6 + M I + . 5 )320 FOP K = < A C - A P ) TO A C + A R
322 LET C 1 = C 1 + 1
32/1 LET C2=C2 + B ( K )
326 NEXT K
328 LET K 0 = . 0 1 5 + C 2 / C 1
330 LET C 3 = 0 - 5 / C R I * P . I )
332 FOP J=0 TO 511
334 LET D X = J - C 2 5 6 + M I )
336 LET C4=K0-DX*DX*C3
338 IF C / j > C 5 GOTO 348
3/10 LET C C J > = 0
342 GOTO 350
3/l8 LET C ( J ) = C/i
350 NEXT J
352 P R I N T " G A U S S I A M CALCULATED IN PC"
354 P " I N T "LOG Z = K 0 - ( X - M > T 2 / C 2 * P M t g > "
356 P " I N T " K 0 = ' M < 0 > " E X P C K 0 ) = " * E X P C K 0 )
358 P P I N T "FM> THE STANDARD D E V I A T I O N ^ I S".. PI *CF^ HAS> "OP.", R I j "ELEMENTS •
360 LET P C = S A : L E T H C S = H A $
362 LET PC=C
36/1 ?TOP
2200 PEMAPK R P R ' G A I ' ? . « I A N S M O O T H I N G FOR H I S T O G P A M S
2202 LET P D = 0 : L E T S D = S A : L E T H D i = H A i : L E T V D S = V A £
220/1 FOR J = 3 TO 508
2206 LET D ( J ) = ( A ( J - 3 ) + 2 * A ( J - 2 ) + /J*A(J- l ) + 5*A(J) + / l *A(J+l ) + 2 * A ( J + 2 ) + A ( J
/19
2208 NEXT J •
2210 LET PD=D
221
400 "EMARK PR NOISE ANALYSIS IN FPEQ DOMAIN
402 LET A=0
404 LET UE=SB
405 FOR J=0 TO JM
410 STR PB
411 FOP WJ=0 TO WE+.004 STEP .002:NEXT WJrHOLD PB
412 LET B=PB:LET B=B-MEA(B)
415 FFT B, PC^PD
420 LET PA=A+SQR<C*C+D*D>
425 NEXT J
426 LET SA=SC:LET H A 1 = H C S : L E T ' /A$=VC$
430 LET C = A / ( J M + 1 )
435 LET T C = 2 5 6 : L E T H C = S C / 2 : L E T P C = C : L E T T C = 0 : L E T HC=0
436 HOLD PC
4/10 STOP
231
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APPENDIX A.8
600 P.EM ARK PR PROGRAM FOR 3DB BANDWIDTH OF C
610 LET C0=MAX(C)
620 LET F3=(SC/51.2)*CCRS(C<256)i .7071*C0)- 256)
630 PP1NT "3DB BANDWIDTH OF C (RELATIVE TO MAX) IS F3=";F3;HC$
640 STOP
1000 LET AO=AI:LET Al=0
1001 PRINT " ARRAY TO BE AVERAGED IS CA=1> B=2> C=3> D=4):"
1002 INPUT AI
1004 IF AI=1 THEN LET TUS="A"
1006 IF AI=2 THEN LET TU$="B"
1008 IF AI=3 THEN LET TU$="C"
1010 IF AI=4 THEN LET TU$="D"
1012 IF AI=0 THEN LET AI=AO
1020 PRINT "AVERAGE ROUTINE ON ARRAY ";TU$J": INPUT J START AND J FINAL1
1022 INPUT JS..JF
102/1 LET AV=0:LET JV=JF-JS+1
1025 IF AI=1 GOTO 1030
1026 IF AI=2 GOTO 1040
1027 IF AI=3 GOTO 1050
1028 IF AI=4 GOTO 1060
1029 PRINT "INVALID ARRAY SELECTED (YOU GOOFED). ABORT.":STOP
1030 FOP. J = JS TO JF
1032 LET AV=AV+A(J)
1034 NEXT J
1036 GOTO 1070
1040 FOP J=JS TO JF
1048 LET AV=AV+B(J)
1044 NEXT J
1046 GOTO 1070
1050 FOR J=JS TO JF
1055 LET AV=AV+C(J)
1054 NEXT J
1056 GOTO 1070
1060 FOR J=JS TO JF
1062 LET AV=AV+D(J)
1064 NEXT J
1070 LET AV=AV/JW
1072 PRINT "AVERAGE OF ";TU$;" FROM J=";JS;" TO ";JF;" IS AV=";AV
1074 STOP
1200 PRINT "ATTENUATE B BY FACTOR OF ";AF;" PER EL STARTING AT J="
1202 LET EM=1:LET MF=AF
1203 IF MF=0 THEN LET AF=0-98
1204 PRINT "ATTENUATE B BY FACTOR OF ";AF;" PER EL STARTING AT J="
1210 LET MF-1
1212 INPUT JS
1220 FOP J=JS TO 511
1230 LET B(J)=BCJ)*MF:LET MF=MF*AF
1240 NEXT J:LET PB=B
1244 LET EM=0
1250 STOP
1300 REMARK RR PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NOISE BANDWIDTH OF MAG ARRAY IN C
1310 DIMENSION XC511)
1320 PRINT "NOISE BANDWIDTH OF C CALC. INPUT JI <+ & - INTEGRATION LIM
ITS)11
1330 INPUT JI
1340 LET C0=MAX(C)
1346 LET X=C*C
1350 INTEGPATE X,X
1360 LET NB=(X(256+JI>-X(256-JI))/<2*C0*C0)
1365 LET NB=NB*<SC/51.2)
1370 PRINT "NOISE BANDWIDTH OF C CALC'D FROM J=";256-Ji;" T0";256+Ji;"
IS"
1380 PRINT NB;11 HZ"
1390 STOP 232
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APPENDIX A.9
6900 PRINT " PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NOISE INTEGRAL OF DBM CURVES"
6902 PRINT "THIS IS THE STARTING POINT; PROCEEDING CLEARS ALL ARRAYS."
6904 PRINT "INPUT ANY NUMBER TO PROCEED:"
6906 INPUT K
6908 D I M E N S I O N A F C 5 0 ) : L E T AF=0
6910 D I M E N S I O N A D ( 5 0 ) : L E T AD=0
6912 D I M E N S I O N A P ( 5 0 ) : L E T AP=0
6914 D I M E N S I O N I P C 5 0 > : L E T IP=0
6916 LET K=0
6918 PRINT "INITIALIZATION COMPLETE: INPUT NOISE CURVES STARTING WITH
LOWEST FREQUENCY CURVE"
6920 GOTO 7000
6950 PRINT "FIRST POINT IN ARRAY: INPUT APPROPRIATE ZERO-FREQUENCY VALUE
6952 INPUT DB
6954 LET AF(0)=0:LET AD(0)=DB:LET AP(0)=101(DB/10-3)/DF
6960 RETURN
7000 PRINT "INPUT NOISE BANDWIDTH FOR CURVE (FROM RESOLUTION):"
7002 INPUT DF
'7004 PRINT "INPUT FREQUENCY/CM FOP. CURVE (DISPERSION):"
7006 INPUT HD
7008 PRINT "BEGIN INPUT OF HORIZONTAL POSITION(CM)-DBM POINT PAIRS"
7010 PRINT "HORIZONTAL POSITION FIRST, DBM LAST. USE CONTROL P TO STOP"
7012 IF K=0 GOSUB 6950
7020 INPUT HP, DB
7021 IF HP*HD<=AF(K) GOTO 7400:IF DB-AD(K)>30 GOTO 7400
7022 LET K=K+1
7024 LET AF(K)=HP*HD:LET AD(K)=DB
7026 IF DB-AD(K-1)>1 GOTO 7300
7028 IF ADCK-1>-DB>l GOTO 7300
7030 GOTO 7200
7040 LET IPCK)=IPCK-1)+DP
7042 LET AP<K)= 10t «. 1*AD< K»-3>/DF
7048 GOTO 7020
7100 PRINT "NOISE INTEGRAL CALCULATION DATA AND RESULTS"
7102 PRINT
7104 P R I N T " F R E Q C H Z ) S I G C D B M ) N P C W / H Z ) I N T G ' D POWER I N T G ' D
VOLTAGE NOISE"
7105 LET K = - 1
7106 LET K = K + 1
7110 P R I N T AF(K) . . A D ( K ) , A P C K ) , IPUO, ( S Q R C 5 0 * IPUO ) )
7 1 1 1 IF K<5 G O T O 7106
7112 IF A F ( K + 1 ) > 0 GOTO 7106
7120 STOP
7200 LET DP=«AF(K)-AF(K-1 ) > /DF)*C 10t < .05* < A D ( K ) + A D C K - 1 ) )-3) )
7202 GOTO 7040
7300 LET DD=AD(K)-AD<K-1 )
7302 LET DP=((AF(K)-AF(K-1>>/DF>*<10t<. 1*AD(K-1>-3))*(10t<.J*DD)- 1)/
(.23026*DD)
7304 GOTO 7040
7400 PRINT "BAD POINT ENTERED (FREQ NOT ABOVE PREVIOUS OR >30 DB CHANGE
IN SIG> TRY AGAIN"
7402 GOTO 7020
233
